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GADAMER’S CRITIQUE OF SCHLEIERMACHER: AN 
APPRAISAL 

Bijaya Prasanna Mahapatra 
Center for Philosophy 

Jawaharlal Nehru University 
Delhi 

Abstract 

The paper examines Gadamer’s critique of 
Schleiermacher‘s hermeneutics as yet another version of psychologism. 
This psychologism, according to Gadamer, informs some of the main 
concepts of Schleiermacherian hermeneutics such as divinity, author’s 
intention, style etc. The paper argues that such a critique is not based 
on a deeper and subtler appreciation of and engagement with 

Schleiermacher’s hermeneutics. More to the point, Gadamer is not 
sufficiently aware of the broader, overarching transcendental plateau of 
Schleiermacher’s hermeneutics in which concepts such divinity, style 
etc. are embedded and how these concepts are to be understood 
drawing analogy with the very nature of that “transcendental theory of 
consciousness”, which forms the core of Schleiermacher’s 
hermeneutics. Once this  transcendental dimension explicated and the 
analogy drawn,  one realizes the common hermeneutical insight that 
underlies both these philosophers’ respective theories: First, the finite 
and open ended nature of interpretation resists any claim to 
exhaustiveness in terms of meaning of a text on the part any 
methodological exercise; second, the hubristic belief that the meaning 
of a text is an act of  faithful retrieval of the author’s original intention 
is philosophically suspect. 

Keywords: Gadamer; Schleiermacher, Divinity, Style, Author’s 
intention 
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According to Gadamer, Schleiermacher is the first hermeneutist 
who gave the problem of interpretation a definite form and direction 
and thus brought the problem of interpretation in to sharp focus. 
Schleiermacher, unlike other hermeneutic philosophers before him, 
identified the problem of interpretation at the level of the strangeness 
of “the Other”. For him it is not just written works of antiquity but in 
our ordinary day to day life we always try to understand and interpret 
others. The strangeness of the Other can attest its presence in an 
ordinary conversation where we some times fail to understand what 
others try to communicate to us. So it is not enough that we can 

understand the other here just by simply following her words or 
sentences. For a full understanding of other requires that the other 
must be intelligible to us in her “otherness” i.e., her individuality is an 
integral part of what she tries to communicate. Interpretation, 
according to Schleiermacher, need to shed light on the individuality or 
the “intent” of the speaker. Thus there can be a comprehensive 
understanding of the Other.  

    Besides what motivated Schleiermacher’s move towards 
individuality of the author (in the form of the Other) is his belief that 
any written work is a free creation of the author. There is the 
likelihood of the fact that the author might not be aware of all the 
conscious and unconscious motives at work in what she writes, that is 
to say, a work always surpasses the meaning that the author might 
have originally intended. Gadamer believes that here Schleiermacher’s 

concern to see the work as the free creation of the author follows the 
Kantian model of “aesthetics of genius.”1 Hence, for Schleiermacher, 
according to Gadamer,  

                                                
1  Here we do not need to go in to detail of Kant’s idea of “aesthetic of genius.” Suffice 
to say that Gadamer is keen to see Kantian subjectivism in the form genius (author) as 
the source of a literary work, adapted by Schleiermacher who also identifies the truth of 
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… [T]he structure of thought we are trying to understand 
as an utterance or as a text is not to be understood in terms 
of its subject matter but as an aesthetic construct, as a work 
of art or “artistic thought.” If we keep in mind, we will 
understand why what is at issue is not a relation to the 
subject matter (Schleiermacher’s “being”). Schleiermacher 
is following Kant’s definitions of the aesthetic when he says 
that “artistic thought can be differentiated only by greater 
or lesser pleasure” and “is properly only the momentaneous 
act of the subject.”2 

In order to support his claim that Schleiermacher’s basic 
orientation is informed by a sprit of “psychological interpretation”, 
Gadamer contrasts it with Spinoza’s idea. For Spinoza a focus on 
author’s intention is too narrow to allow for a comprehensive 
interpretation of a text; and consequently, for Spinoza, what one needs 
is to recover the original context i.e., the original readers that the 
author was trying to address when he wrote a particular work. 

Thus Spinoza brought to light the importance of historical research 
of scriptures by transcending the hitherto taken for granted practice of 
focusing on the author’s intentiton. Gadamer contrasts the two 
hermeneutic approaches thus: 

Schleiermacher holds that the author can really be understood 
only by going back to the origin of the thought. What is for 
Spinoza a limiting case of intelligibility, and hence requires 

detour via the historical, is for Schleiermacher the norm and the 

                                                                                                                     
the text with the author, stands as the guiding motive and ambition of 
Schleiermacherian hermeneutics. 
2 Gadamer, 2005: 187. 
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presupposition from which he develops his theory of 
understanding.3 

Gadamer also detects a subtle subjectivist motive at work in the 
practice of “avoiding misunderstanding” in interpretation that 
Schleiermacher’s hermeneutics lays stress on. Schleiermacher thinks 
that understanding always involves avoidance of some kind of 
misunderstanding that threatens to make understanding obscure. 
Schleiermacher even goes on to define hermeneutics as the “art of 
avoiding misunderstanding”. 4  Indeed, for him, misunderstanding is 
something that is inbuilt to understanding. The refinement of 

understanding in this sense is an attempt at approximation of an ideal 
understanding that would always elude one’s intellectual grasp. Hence, 
for Schleiermacher hermeneutics is an infinite task. This is how 
Gadamer sums up Schleiermacher’s position by highlighting the 
philosophy of the above guiding premises of his hermeneutic thesis. 

 Notwithstanding the infinite nature of interpretation Schleiermacher 
advocates the concept of divinity i.e., a state wherein interpretation 
reaches a quasi-finality. Gadamer’s critique is mainly focused on this 
idea of “divinity”, which, according to him, harbors prejudice of 
psychologism. In his reading, divination for Schleiermacher is a kind of 
momentous event in an otherwise endless circle of interpretation when 
the reader will be able to identify fully with the author. Although 
Schleiermacher is alive the limitation of any abstract rules’ claim to 
fully capture the meaning of the text, his fixation with the author’s 

intention (individuality) is what makes Gadamer faults his procedure 
for yet not being sufficiently mindful of the very historic nature of texts. 
Gadamer interprets Schleiermacher as advocating that hermeneutic 
alienation “is to be overcome by feeling, by an immediate, sympathetic, 

                                                
3 Ibid., 186. 
4 Ibid.,185. 
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and congenial understanding.”5In other words, divinatory transposition 
takes place “when”, Gadamer quotes Schleiermacher, “all the 
individual elements at last suddenly seem to receive full illumination.”6 

   Gadamer’s brief genealogical survey of history of textual 
hermeneutics is illustrative of the variety of “psychlogisation” 
hermeneutics has undergone from the days of its intellectual origin. As 
part of this history of psychlogisation, hermeneutics, as Schleiermacher 
understands it, fails to do justice to the truth of the sache of a text by a 

tacit assumption of author’s genius as the real measure of truth of a 
text.7 In the final analysis Individual’s free creation, for Schleiermacher, 
presides over history and history becomes her creation. 

For him [Schleiermacher] even history is simply the display of 
this free creation, that of a divine productivity, and he regards the 
historian’s posture as the observation and enjoyment of this 
mighty spectacle. The entry in Schleiermacher diary that Dilthey 
quotes describes beautifully this romantic reflective enjoyment of 
history: “True historical significance rises above history. 
Phenomena exist, like miracles, only to direct our attention 
towards the spirit that playfully generates them.”8 

Much as this methodology, with its underlying assumption about 
“genius of the individual”, seeks to break with dogmatic interpretation 
of scriptures, it too is, according to Gadamer, based on a dogma: the 

dogma to grasp the author’s intention at the expense of historical 
embeddedness of both the author and his work. The idea of empathy 
i.e., to step into the shoes of the author in order to identify with the 

                                                
5 Ibid., 190. 
6 Ibid., 190. 
7 I shall explicate Gadamer’s interpretive philosophy in terms of the sache vis-à-vis 
those of Schleiermacher’s and Dilthey’s as I proceed. Gadamer himself does that way. 
8 Gadamer, 2005: 194. 
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author implicitly brings the prejudice of objectivism, not withstanding 
Schleiermacher’s claim that finality of textual interpretation is an 
open-ended task. 

 Additionally Gadamer believes that the claim of universality that such 
a methodologically orientated hermeneutic had a narrow focus in that 
it was confined to theology leaving other areas (Human sciences) 
untouched. So for Schleiermacher one always has to keep in mind the 
ultimate theological end (theological percept) that one seeks to instill in 
readers. To this end, Gadamer argues, one has but to compromise with 
the die sache of the text and become aware of one’s “moral” 

responsibility in undertaking the task of interpretation.9 

[T]he interest that motivated Schleiermacher’s methodological 
abstraction was not that of the historian but the theologian. He 
sought to teach how speech and a written tradition were to be 
understood, because theology was concerned with one particular 
tradition, the biblical.10 

Gadamer sees in Schleiermacher’s attempt to give scriptural 
interpretation their authentic due a residual methodologism that 
believes in cleansing misunderstandings, and bridge the temporal gap 
that separates the author from the interpreter. 11  To think of 

                                                
9 Gadamer highlights the theological aspect of Schleiermacher’s hermeneutic in passing, 
more to underline the narrowness of scope attendant upon it, rather than to read 
anything philosophically sinister about such a theory in relation to his overall 
theological affiliations and concerns. Elsewhere Gadamer writes that Schleiermacher 
was basically concerned (narrowly) with the problem of the Other, not historical truth 
about past events or texts. 
10Gadamer, 2005: 195. 
11   Gadamer  underlines the methdologism and scientism that underlie 
Schleiermacher’s hermeneutics: 
“Schleiermacher’s hermeneutics rested on an artificial methodical abstraction which 
tried to establish a universal instrument of the mind, but tried to use this instrument 
to express the saving power of the Christian faith…” Gadamer, 2005: 234. 
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understanding as an art of avoiding misunderstanding does not, 
according to Gadamer, do justice to the meaningfulness of mundane 
experience in the background of which disagreement about and 
obscurity (misunderstanding) of the text makes sense.12 

Gadamer is very much of a Heideggerian when it comes to his reading 
of history of hermeneutics: discerning in it a pattern of Cartesianism 
that has imperiled all attempts to clarify the ontological make up of the 
subject. For Gadamer historically hermeneutic theories in their 
attempt to formulate rules of interpretation have been complicit in 
importing unqualified prejudices from philosophies rooted in 

subjectivist metaphysics. Schleiermacher’s idea of divinity is but one 
such exercise in subjectivist metaphysics. Yet if one probes deeper in to 
Schleiermacher’s hermeneutic theory one would be surprised to find 
that how far removed it is from the kind of crude psychologism 
Gadamer thinks it is, and how he fails to appreciate its complexity 
foreshadowing as it does some of the insights of his own as well as 
Heideggerian hermeneutics.  

   However, we need be careful of one thing while we try to defend 
Schleiermacher from Gadamer’s criticism. Gadamer as such is not 
against the method or criterion that hermeneutists use when they try 
to make works of antiquity intelligible. Gadamer’s criticism lies in their 
obsession for method as if only a true method could resurrect the 
ultimate truth of a literary work for good. Further, according to 
Gadamer there is a tendency among interpreters to confuse 

methodological assumptions with those assumptions that “makes 
possible” in the first place the being of any interpretive exercise. 

                                                                                                                     
Elsewhere he writes, “[I]f we consider Schleiermacher’s hermeneutics, for instance, we 
find his view of this discipline peculiarly restricted by the modern idea of science. 
“Gadamer, 1976:7. 
12  Gadamer emphatically asserts that “a prior agreement in understanding is 
presupposed whenever disturbances in [this] agreement arise.” Gadamer, 2006:15. 
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Gadamer casts doubt over Schleiermacher’s attempt to give the 
problem of interpretation an overt psychological thrust which ends of 
demanding a kind of finality that any interpretation should 
consummate in. Such attempt seeks to divest the historicity of a text by 
reducing its meaning solely to the intention of its author. So for 
Gadamer, Schleiermacher is very much part of the same tradition that 
the latter seeks to overcome by circumscribing and discerning 
hermeneutics in hitherto overlooked areas of mundane speech and 
ordinary conversation as opposed to texts of antiquity. But this 
delimitation fails to come anywhere near to disclose the ontological 

makeup of interpretation as an act, not primarily of subjectivity but of 
historicity. 

Is the concept of divinity that Gadamer attributes to Schleiermacher 
true to the latter’s view. Here cautions should be made. Any 
understanding of divinity needs to be set in the background of 
Schleiermacher’s overall philosophy of self-consciousness. 

Very briefly, Schleiermacher, in a different way from  Kant, tries to 
maintain a relation between mundane self-consciousness and its non-
temporal or timeless ground by not granting any special autonomy to 
the latter i.e., for him there can never be any form of “self-
consciousness” that is pure and does the job of synthesis of sensibility 
and intuition like there in Kant. Hence pure self-consciousness 
concomitantly manifests in mundane consciousness. In this way one 
can say, as Schleiermacher says, consciousness suffers an originary 

“defect.”13 In the words of Pfou, “self-consciousness continues to exist 
by virtue of its sustained reflection on the erosion of its own 
foundation.” For taming of this crisis or rather making sense of this 
crisis requires what Schleiermacher calls dialectic. “Religious 

                                                
13 Quoted in Pfou, 1990: 62. 
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consciousness” is a form of awareness of this crisis in that it is a form of 
“immediate self-consciousness” or “feeling” which is accompanied by a 
simultaneous feeling of “universal dependency”. Religious feeling 
simultaneously embodies within itself the particular and the universal. 

There is essentially an analogical relation that language shares in its 
being with the above analysis of consciousness. In terms of language 
Schleiermacher emphasizes its universality or intelligibility which in 
the first place sets the context for an intersubjective appreciation of a 
text. Yet the text is unique because the universality of language in it 
has taken a particular and unique form. To quote Schleiermacher, 

To be sure, that language is a sufficient assurance for the 
identity of the process, i.e., that I am certain that, whoever 
speaks the same words as I do, will thereby also construct 
the same inner image… [A]ll this appears only as a 
presupposition that must continually prove its own 
validity.14 

To put the implication of the matter in a different way: 

Originating in the equally unique and elusive “process of 
schematization,” all linguistic expression remains haunted 
by an “irreducible difference and relativity” that inheres in 
the process itself. In the later version of the dialectics 
Schleiermacher speaks of an “irrationality” (Dia J, 259) 

that continually destabilizes the linguistic relation of 
individual sense and universal significance, and as a result 
the dialectics “depends” on a Hermeneutics as their 
counterpart.15 

                                                
14 Quoted in Ibid., 64. 
15 Ibid., 65. 
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Coming to Gadamer’s critique of Schleiermacher, we can now see how 
it does not go the deeper in to the latter’s philosophy of consciousness 
from which is derived the hermeneutical injunctions. In fact 
Schleiermacher gives hermeneutics a substantive form drawing parallel 
with the conflictual relationship between self-consciousness and its 
transcendental ground. The implication for hermeneutics is that one 
can never be fully at grips with either pole of the dyadic structure. 
Hence understanding has to oscillate between the two poles: language 
as a universal (transcendental) medium and individual author 
(psychological) as its mundane subjective instantiation. These two poles 

coinhere in understanding. Their coinherence (Ineinandersein) is what 
makes understanding possible. 16  In this sense understanding is not 
optional which Schleiermacher’s hermeneutic predecessors thought, 
whom Gadamer also criticizes, but an ontological condition of human 
beings. Hence “all speech has a dual relation to the totality of language 
and to the total thinking of its creator.”17 

Gadamer’s view that Schleiermacher’s understanding of hermeneutics 
as an art of avoiding misunderstanding fails to capture the intent of the 
latter. Misunderstanding is not act of the subject; rather it, according to 
Schleiermacher, inheres in the very activity of the interpreter. The 
interpreter is ontologically condemned to a situation (being human) 
where “understanding must be willed and sought after at every point”. 

Misunderstanding for Schleiermacher is not a defect on the part of the 
subject and neither is it external to act of interpretation. On the 
contrary, it is part of the very mode of our being to meaningfully 
oscillate between language and the author without getting at any 
finality of interpretation. 

                                                
16 Ibid., 63. 
17 Ibid., 66. 
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It is no surprise to see Schleiermacher talks of interpretation as both 
divnitive and comparative. Divinity refers to the feeling of getting one 
with the author, which is an infinite task. Same is also with the case of 
comparing the author with other of his type. 

 Gadamer hastily tries to reduce this dyadic structure to the more 
monolithic act of psychologically grasping the author as the producer of 
his work or text. To read Kant’s idea of genius in to it and parade them 
together for their alleged subjectivist motive is a temptation he could 
hardly resist. But this is a misreading of Schleiermacher’s position. It 
might be that Schleiermacher’s hermeneutic principles in their 

applicative role tend to give us the impression of its being too 
psychologistic. But that is only in surface. Schleiermacher’s 
hermeneutical concepts though exude a sense of methdologism, yet 
they are anchored in a solid and robust philosophy of consciousness 
that emphasizes the unredemptive and partially transparent nature of 
such a consciousness with regards to its transcendental ground. One 
can also by going to the root of concepts such as style see how they are 
not as psychological as Gadamer reads them to be. 

Schleiermacher talks about divinity under the rubric of “style”. Style 
has a special connotation in that it is not and cannot be objectified with 
a strict adherence to any method of semantic analysis. This is because 
an author’s individuality or his style, according to Schleiermacher, 
carries the double task of leaving his imprint in both the familiarity 
and strangeness of his work. The work is familiar in so far as it is a 

work produced in a language, with all its grammatical nuances, that the 
reader in the first place identifies with, yet the work has a autonomy of 
its own in that it “challenges the general schematic posture of language 
with a speakers initially untranslatable thought”. 18 The Odia poet, 

                                                
18 Frank, 1983:  23.  
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Ramakanta Rath, beautifully puts the same point from the perspective 
of the poet (writer) thus: 

He[the poet] must always live with whatever truth he 
outlined in his poetry. He may refine it, invest it with new 
nuances, modify its tonal complex in small details, but he 
will never have the strength to repudiate it fully and replace 
it with alternative concept. Moreover, he had used language 
in a very special manner in order to be able to describe his 
perception correctly and adequately; he can not easily 
acquire a very different manner of using language. The 

greatest and most authentic poets do not ever write a poem 
and do not enter in to the system of conceptual and 
linguistic bondage. Those who write must surrender a part 
of their freedom and operate within limitations.19   

The strangeness (uniqueness) that issues from the individual genius of 
a writer finds expression in words of praise like, “Anyone can’t write a 
work like Raghuvansh!” or “only Kalidas could write a Raghuvansh!” 
Hence one way of feeling the greatness of a literary work is how it 
configures (puts in to style) our existing aesthetic idioms and 
sensibilities in a unique manner so as to left us wondering about its use 
of language.20 Also the vagueness with which the word “ineffable” is 
used points to this aspect of a literary work. In Schleiermacher, this 

idea of style is given a fundamental place. Manfred Frank characterizes 
Schleiermacherian “style” thus: 

The “particular combinatory structure” of style, in which 
“the essence of individuality” leaves its trace ex negativo 

                                                
19 Rath, 1995: 82. 
20 James Joyce’s Ulysses has its last chapter run with few punctuation marks (two). 
This might be taken as a vivid example of the author’s individuality leaving its imprint 
on the grammar of the language. 
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(HuK, 370; passim) must, however, be differentiated from 
the combining of words according to a syntactical rule. A 
sentence or speech act modeled on universal regularities (be 
they generic, social, or grammatical in nature) is an “object 
for grammatical interpretation and only invokes “language 
as a general concept”, that is, as the transcendental 
apparatus for generating all, “necessary forms for subject, 
predicate and syntax” (HuK, 171). These forms are not, 

however, “positive means for explaining” real instances of 
language use (of style), “rather, they are negative means, 
because whatever contradicts them… cannot be 
understood” (HuK, 171f.).21 

So clearly one could see the limitation of any method that attempts to 
objectify (making it intelligible) the “creative act” of the author. Thus 
there would remain some opacity about the nature of genius in the 
author. This is why Schleiermacher emphasizes the role of “the 
other’s” strangeness as a significant factor in determining the morale 
and aesthetic outlook of a literary work. There is nothing psychologistic 

about the idea of genius that he advocates. Rather the idea serves more 
a methodological purpose than any practical way of deciding as to what 
counts as a true interpretation of a literary work. For Schleiermacher 
hermeneutics is an ‘art’ that has to constantly mediate between 
“universality of grammar” and the “individuality of style’– the twin 
structure that constitutes the ontological makeup of a written work. 
These structures have their parallel in “dialectics” and ‘hermeneutics” 
that according to Schleiermacher need to be practiced concurrently to 
achieve clarity of meaning. 

                                                
21 Frank, 1983:24. 
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   The kind of reflection that Schleiermacher advocates here has the 
character of an “absolute interiority” which is by no means 
psychological or linguistic. True, Schleiermacher does talk about the 
interpreter transforming himself to the author, yet this is not act of 
empathy to be understood in a overtly psychologistic manner. For this 
“feeling” 22  of being one with the author also needs a comparative 
exercise in which the author is conceived of as a general type i.e., he 
shares with others traits he has inherited as a social, linguistic and 
cultural being. Thus hermeneutics is as much about individuation as it 
is about comparison. The kind of “absolute interiority” that the 

interpreter strives for in order to make a written work intelligible is 
through and through intersubejctive. 

By no means, however, must we misconstrue such an 
interiority as an autonomous psychological reality, for its 
implicit individuality manifests itself only to the extent that 
it transforms the syntactic and semantic potential of the 
existing language into a unique “combination” of meaning. 
Schleiermacher writes: “As a unity, individuality cannot be 
reproduced. It always remains indescribable, and can only 
be characterized as harmony.23 

Two things can be inferred from the above discussion: First, in so far as 
both Gadamer and Schleiermacher deprive any method of their claim to 

                                                
22 For Schleiermacher, “feeling (Gefuhl) has a meaning different from ordinary feelings 
such as sensations, emotions, sentiments, an unconscious state, which are often 
subjectivist. It is a Zustand, a mental state, that consists in “self consciousness” (sec-
3.2; at sec. 35.1, it is called, a Gemuthszustand, State of our heart and soul) … a 
stimmung, a permanent “mood”.  
    …. Far from being subjectivist, this sense of personal existence is always intimately 
bound up with the awareness of the world the awareness of God.”  Roy, 1997: 218. 
23 Quoted from Pfou, 1990: 68. 
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capture the “meaning” of a text they stand as one.24 Second, Gadamer 
fails to see that how concepts like“divinity” and “style” fulfill more of a 
transcendental role than a psychological role in the entire philosophy of 
consciousness that Schleiermacher advances. 
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Women are not born, but made. What bigger than India to body this 
account by Simone de Beauvoir. With the accomplished apple adulatory 
International Women’s Day with abundant affectation and show, it 
would be alone apt to assay the position and amplitude Indian women 
absorb today, and comparing it to the times 60 years ago if the country 
had just acquired independence. With the women accommodating in 
nationalist movements to accepting pushed into the calm domiciliary 
space, to their improvement as the super-women today, women in our 
country acquire apparent it all.1 

There acquire been innumerable debates about gender in India over the 
years. Abundant of it includes women’s positing in society, their 

education, health, bread-and-butter position, gender adequation etc. 
What one can achieve from such discussions is that women acquire 
consistently captivated a assertive abstruse position in our developing 
country. On added hand, the country has apparent an added allotment 
of articulacy a part of women, and women are accustomed to admission 
into able fields, while on the added duke the practices of changeable 
infanticide, poor bloom altitude and abridgement of apprenticeship still 
constant still continue. Even the affectionate credo of the home 
accepting women’s absolute area and alliance accepting her ultimate 
afterlife hasn’t afflicted much. The betrothed advertisements, 
aggressive girls of the aforementioned caste, with fair derma and 

                                                             
1 Ministry of Law and Justice (Legislative Department) 
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abbreviate figure, or the abundant criticized fair and admirable ads, are 
indicators of the apathetic alteration amusing mores. If one looks at the 
cachet of women again and now, one has to attending at two abandon of 
the coin; one ancillary which is promising, and one ancillary which is 
bleak. 2 

When our country got its independence, the accord of women 
nationalists was broadly acknowledged. If the Indian Constitution was 
formulated, it accepted according rights to women, because them 
acknowledged citizens of the country and as an according to men in 

agreement of abandon and opportunity. The sex arrangement of women 
at this time was hardly bigger than what it is today, continuing at 945 
females per 1000 males. Yet the altitude of women screamed a altered 
reality.  

They were relegated to their households, and fabricated to abide to the 
male-dominated affectionate society, as has consistently been 
accustomed in our country. Indian women, who fought as an according 
to men in the nationalist struggle, were not accustomed that chargeless 
accessible amplitude anymore. They became homemakers, and were 
mainly meant to body  able home to abutment their men who were to 
body the new Independent country. Women were bargain to accepting 
accessory citizens. The civic changeable articulacy bulk was an 
alarmingly low 8.9 per cent. The Gross Enrolment Arrangement (GER) 
for girls was 24.8 per cent at primary akin and 4.6 per cent at the top 
primary akin (in the 11 — 14 years age group). There existed baffling 

amusing and cultural barriers to apprenticeship of women and 
admission to organized schooling. 3 

                                                             
2Women in India- How free? How equal? – KalyaniMenonSen, A.K. Shiva 
Kumar 
3 Ibid 
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A actual few were accustomed a accessible space, which she was 
accepted to administer on her own forth with her calm role as a 
homemaker. In animosity of the Sharda Act which was anesthetized in 
the 1950s to accession the conjugal age absolute for girls, adolescent 
alliance decidedly in North India was absolutely accustomed admitting 
the boilerplate age at alliance for females was added to 18. Sprawling 
inequalities persisted in their admission to education, bloom care, 
concrete and banking assets and opportunities in political, amusing and 
cultural spheres. It was about absurd for women to acquire a best or a 

say in affairs of marriage, career or life. Rather she had no articulation 
at all. The convenance of affairs was as accepted as ever. 4 

And back men were bigger accomplished than girls, the demands were 
even more. The Affairs Prohibition Act was assuredly anesthetized in 
1961, to assure women and able astringent punishment, but the 
confidence bulk of abomination adjoin women was, and still is actual 
low in India. Because of such barbaric practices which were normalized 
by our society, the bearing of the babe adolescent was advised 
inauspicious. In villages as able-bodied as cities, the babe adolescent 
was dead either afore bearing or afterwards it. Even till date, the 
convenance continues. The United Nations Children’s Fund, estimated 
that up to 50 actor girls and women are ‘missing’ from India’s citizenry 
because of abortion of the changeable foetus or top bloodshed of the 
babe adolescent due to abridgement of able care.5 

Though a bulk of built-in amendments were fabricated for women’s 

social, bread-and-butter and political benefits, yet they were never able 
to accompany a abolitionist change in the situation. Women had alone 
the role of a ‘good wife’ to play, and if a woman ventured out to work, 

                                                             
4 R. C. Majumdarand A. D. Pusalker (editors): The history and culture of the 
Indian people. Volume I, The Vedic age. Bombay: BharatiyaVidyaBhavan 1951, 
p.394 
5 http://www.undp.org.in/webbook/Enlrg-spc-wmn-india.htm 
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she was apparent as a bad woman, traveling adjoin civic norms. Women 
were accepted to baker aliment and eat alone afterwards the men, with 
whatever bare bulk of aliment is left. This led to aggressive 
malnutrition a part of women, and an acutely poor bloom status. 
Around 500 women were appear to die every day due to abundance 
accompanying problems due to malnutrition, and accepting affiliated 
afore 18. It was alone by the 1960s, that a few accomplished women 
began to see themselves added change from a simple guardian of home 
to a accepted actor in the address of life. The country saw the 

aboriginal atmosphere of changeable depression with the system. 
Abounding women began to acquire new dreams- of love, longing, and 
new possibilities. 6 

With time, a lot has afflicted back those aphotic ages of the 1950s for 
the women. Admitting at some levels like dowry, crimes like rape, 
animal aggravation at appointment or accessible places, and 
molestation, eve-teasing, even afterwards over sixty years of ability 
women are still exploited, which is the base ancillary of our country. 
Yet one can’t abjure that the bearings has bigger back the beforehand 
times. Women, who now represent 48.2% of the population, are 
accepting admission to education, and again employment. From 5.4 
actor girls enrolled at the primary akin in 1950-51 to 61.1 actor girls in 
2004-05. At the top primary level, the enrolment added from 0.5 actor 
girls to 22.7 actor girls.  

Girl dropout ante acquire collapsed by 16.5% amid the year 2000 and 

2005. Programs like ‘SarvaShikshaAbhiyan’ and ‘Saakshar Bharat 
Mission for Changeable Literacy’ has helped access the articulacy ante 
from beneath than 10 percent to added than 50% today. The aftereffect 
of this is that India has world’s better bulk of professionally able 
women. In actuality India has the better citizenry of alive women in the 

                                                             
6 Ibid.p.9 
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world, and has added bulk of doctors, surgeons, scientists, advisers than 
the United States. 7 

Women of India boring started acquainted her accurate potential. She 
has started analytic the rules laid down for her by the society. As a 
result, she has started breaking barriers and becoming a admirable 
position in the world. Today Indian women acquire excelled in 
anniversary and every acreage from amusing plan to visiting amplitude 
station. There is no arena, which charcoal unconquered by Indian 
women. Whether it is politics, sports, entertainment, literature, 

technology everywhere, its women ability all along. The Avant-garde 
Indian woman, does not let amusing constraints to accumulate her 
behind, but prioritizes her apprenticeship or her career afore 
annihilation else. From a time if there no woman biographer in India 
who was taken seriously, today names like Arundhati Roy, Anita Desai, 
Kiran Desai, Shobhaa De, JhumpaLahiri can put any added biographer 
to shame. In the acreage of cinema, women like Rekha, SmitaPatil, 
ShabanaAazmi and VidyaBalan and KonkonaSen are such names who 
don’t play feminized roles, but acquire asserted themselves over this 
male-dominated realm. In the acreage of Politics, from Indira Gandhi to 
Shiela Dixit, Uma Bharti, Jayalalitha, VasundhraRaje and Mamata 
Banerjee today, women are authoritative their attendance felt.8 

Today avant-garde woman is so able and arrogant that she can be 
calmly alleged a superwoman, bamboozlement abounding fronts 
individual handedly. Women are now angrily aggressive and are 

proving their metal not alone on the home front, but aswell in their 
corresponding professions. Women in Indian are advancing up in all 
spheres of life. They are abutting the universities and colleges in ample 
numbers. They are entering into all kinds of professions like 

                                                             
7Ibid.p.5 
8 http://hdr.undp.org/statistics/data/cty/cty_f_IND.html 
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engineering, medicine, politics, teaching, etc. A nation’s advance and 
abundance can be advised by the way it treats its women folk. There is 
a apathetic and abiding acquaintance apropos giving the women their 
dues, and not mistreating them, seeing them as altar of possession. 
Despite progress, the actual actuality that women, forth with accepting 
achievers, aswell are accepted to accomplish their roles as wives or 
mothers, prioritizing home adjoin annihilation else. This point of 
appearance hasn’t afflicted much. There is still a ample area of women 
who are uneducated, and affiliated off afore the age of 18. Families are 

appropriate to accumulation a austere babe to the ancestors of her 
approaching husband. Aswell actual few women are in fact active in 
good-paying jobs, and appropriately parents don’t see the point of 
spending money on girls’ education. Statistics say that abutting to 245 
actor Indian women abridgement the basal adequacy to apprehend and 
write, which is a ample number. Alone 13.9% women are active in the 
burghalsector, and 29% in the calm and agronomics sector, area too a 
majority of women are exploited by the men. The sex arrangement of 
India shows that the Indian association is still biased adjoin female, and 
a lot is yet to be accomplished in this context. 9 

The aisle appear absolute gender empowerment is abounding of 
potholes. Over the years women acquire fabricated abundant strides in 
abounding areas with notable advance in abbreviation some gender 
gaps. Yet realities such as 11,332 women and girls accepting trafficked 
every year, and added convenance of dowry, abduction and animal 

aggravation hit harder adjoin all the development that has taken place. 
Thus, if on one duke women are aggressive the ladder of success, on the 
added duke she is mutely adversity the abandon afflicted on her by her 
own ancestors members. As compared with accomplished women in 
avant-garde times acquire accomplished a lot but in absoluteness they 
acquire to still biking a continued way. Women may acquire larboard 
                                                             
9 Human Development Report, 2015 
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the anchored domains of their home, but a harsh, cruel, arrant apple 
awaits them, area women acquire to prove their aptitude adjoin the 
apple who see women as alone vassals of bearing children. The Indian 
women has to accomplish her way through all the socialized prejudices 
adjoin her, and the men yet acquire to acquiesce and acquire the 
women to be according participants in the country’s way forward.10 

 

 

                                                             
10 NCRB ‘Crime in India, 1999-2000’ 
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Abstract: Globalization presents a number of challenges and 

opportunities for the higher education sector of each country. Quality 
education is the necessity to compete with global world.  There is a 
need to develop life skills so that they can compete and live contented, 
happy and successful life. Life skills are the skills which are desirable 
for the full participation in life. This paper highlights that life skills are 
necessary to face the obstacles which hinder our success. Life Skills 
education is the demand of 21st Century. 

Keywords: Life Skills 

Introduction 

Everywhere, education is seen as the main way of enabling individuals 
and nations alike to meet the ever increasing economic, technological, 
social and personal challenges. We expect education to prepare young 

people for the world of work and for economic independence; to enable 
them to live constructively in responsible communities; and to enable 
them to live in a tolerant, culturally diverse and rapidly changing 
society. Perhaps above all, we expect education to help young people to 
build lives that have meaning and purpose in a future we can scarcely 
predict. This has led to re-organizing of the education systems all over 
the world so that they provide not only high standards of academic 
qualifications, including literacy and innumeracy but also inculcate 
skills.  
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Life skills are abilities for adaptive and positive behaviour that enable 

us to deal effectively with the demands and challenges of everyday life. 
Life skills have been defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) 
as “abilities for adaptive and positive behavior that enable individuals 
to deal effectively with the demands and challenges of everyday life”. 
UNICEF has defined life skills as psychosocial and interpersonal skills 
that are generally considered important. Life Skills are defined as the 
abilities for adaptive and positive behavior that enables individuals to 
deal effectively with the demands and challenges of everyday life.Life 
Skills comprise a wide range of generic skills that can help an 
individual to cope up with various facets of life. It facilitates in 

strengthening the survival capacities of the individual. Some of the life 
skills are: 

 

Importance of Life Skills 
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 In a constantly changing environment, having life skills is an essential 
part of being able to meet the challenges of everyday life. The dramatic 
changes in global economies over the past five years have been matched 
with the transformation in technology and these are all impacting on 
education, the workplace and our home life. To cope with the increasing 
pace and change of modern life, students need new life skills such as 
the ability to deal with stress and frustration. Today’s students will 
have many new jobs over the course of their lives, with associated 
pressures and the need for flexibility. 

In everyday life, the development of life skills helps students to: Find 
new ways of thinking and problem solving, Recognize the impact of 
their actions and teaches them to take responsibility for what they do 
rather than blame others Build confidence both in spoken skills and for 
group collaboration and cooperation, Analyze options, make decisions 
and understand why they make certain choices outside the 
classroom Develop a greater sense of self-awareness and appreciation 
for others. 

Need of Life Skill Education 

The Darker Framework for Action states that all young people have 
“the human right to benefit from the education that will meet their 
basic needs in the best and fullest sense of the term, an education that 
includes learning to know, to do, to live together and to be based on the 
four pillars of education in the report to UNESCO of the International 
Commission on Education of the twenty–first century. 

Life Skills constitute a continuum of knowledge and aptitudes that are 
necessary for a person to function independently and to avoid 

interruptions of the employment experience. The life Skills based 
education is being adopted as a means to empower young people in 
challenging situation. The life skill based education refers to an 
interactive teaching learning process that develops attitudes and 
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supports the adoption of healthy behavior. Life Skills are 
complementary to any type of education and to make global citizens 
this can be incorporated among students of all the stages according to 
their need. 

The life skill education is required because: 

 Life skills help sudents to transit successfully from childhood to 

adulthood by healthy development of social and emotional skills. 

 It helps in the development of social competence and problem 

solving skills, which in turn help adolescents to form their own 
identity. 

 It helps to weigh pros and cons of the situation, hence, act as a 

mediator to problem behaviour. 

 It promotes positive social, norms that an impact the student health 
services, schools and family. 

 It helps students to differentiate between hearing and listening and 

thus, ensuring less development misconceptions or 
miscommunications regarding issues such as drugs, alcoholism etc. 

 It delays the onset of the abuse of tobacco, alcohol etc. 

 It promotes the development of positive self-esteem and teaches 

anger control. 

Life Skills develops problem solving behavior appropriately and 
responsibly used the management of Personal Affairs. According to the 
Dakar Framework for Action successful education programs required 
not only healthy and well-being students but also motivated students in 
order to ensure basic education of quality for all.  Life Skills education 
helps to develop skilled manpower which creates knowledge based 
society. Life Skills Education is the demand of underprivileged 
parenting, stressed youth, and socio cultural changes. A relevant 
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curriculum with life skills motivates students to blend their practical 
skills and knowledge with self- management, emotional intelligence and 
social life skills which are the demand of modern era for having good 
job and to live stress free life. 

Conclusion 

Life without education is a life without opportunity. To relish high 
ideas, to follow your dreams, to be successful, even after facing 
obstacles is the ambition of every youth. This can only be possible 
through life skills education in this fast pace world because it improves 
our interpersonal skills and gives us confidence to fight with every 
obstacle and fulfill your dreams. 
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Abstract  

The present exploration of the study, deals with the ichthyofauna 
diversity of Karanja reservoir, Bidar district, Karnataka. The 
investigation was undertaken for a period of one year and monthly 
collections were during April 2012-March 2013. The result of present 
study confirmed the incidence of 11 species of fishes belonging to 4 
orders of the group. Among the 4 orders, Cypriniformes order was 
represented by 08 speciess, Labeo fembriatus, Puntius ticto,  Labeo 
rohita, Osteobrama cotio cotio, Mystus seenghala, Labeo boggut, Puntius 

sarana.  Salmostoma bacaila, followed by order Siluriformes, 
Mastacembeliformes and Osteoglossiformes each with one species, 
Ompok bimaculatus, Mastacembellus armatus and Notopterus 
notopterus. 

Key Words: Ichthyology, Diversity, Karanaja reservoir.  

INTRODUCTION: 

There is a worldwide concern regarding the status of the 
biological resources in which human beings life depends and their loss 
affects security of food, natural disasters. Fish are consider to be 
highest species diversity among all vertebrates and they live in almost 
all possible all aquatic ecosystems.  
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Fishes are rich resource of proteins with high nutritive worth 

and an outstanding food for human beings and supply proteins, fat and 
vitamin A & D, that are necessary for the health of humans.  They have 
good taste and are easily digestible. In addition, fishes also serve other 
purposes-as a medicinal source for a number of ailments, as decorations 
in tanks and ponds, and also aquaria, which have been commercialized 
to a large extent in the recent times. Due to these multiple uses of 
fisheries resources, fishing has become a major industry and a large 
number of these aquatic communities are under a big threat of 

extinction. Habitat loss and environmental degradation has seriously 
affected the fish fauna. Knowledge of available resources and the 
biological characters of species serve the base line information for 
further studies on resource conservation and maintenance. Further, 
there is a need for survey of diversity of fish fauna in different types of 
habitats all over the country.  Industrial effluents and man made 
pollutants also contribute towards the disruption in the balance on 
aquatic ecosystem.  Considerable studies on ichthyofaunal diversity 
have been carried out during the last few decades (Day, 1967; Jayaram, 
1981; Menon, 1992; Shaji, 1995; Sarkar and Benerjee, 2000; 
Arunachalum, 2000; Daniel, 2001; Bhat, 2002; Mishra et al., 2003; 
Bossuyt et al., 2004 and Rajalakshmi and Sreelatha, 2005).  In the 

present study an attempt has been made to highlight the ichthyofaunal 
diversity of Bennithora River.  The work will provide future strategies 
for development and fish conservation, and it is the first effort in this 
direction. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

Sampling 

Present work is an attempt to study fish fauna of Karanja 
reservoir. Fishes collected from different selected localities with the 
help of local fisherman using different types of nets namely gill nets, 
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cast nets and dragnets. Immediately photographs were taken prior to 
preservation, since formalin decolorizes the fish color on long 
preservation.  

Formalin solution was prepared by diluting one part of 
concentrated formalin or commercial formaldehyde with nine parts of 
water i.e., 10% formalin.  Fishes brought to the laboratory were fixed in 
this solution in separate jars according to the size of species. Smaller 
fishes were directly placed in the formalin solution, while larger fishes 
were given an incision on the abdomen before they were fixed. The 

fishes collected and fixed were labeled giving serial numbers, exact 
locality from where collected, date of the collection spots, where ever 
possible. The common local name of fish used in this region was labeled 
in each jar containing the fish. Identifications done were based on keys 
for fishes of the Indian subcontinent (Day, 1958, Jayaram, 1981, 
Jayaram, 1999, Talwar and Jhingran 1991). Classification was carried 
out on lines of Day (1889), Jayaram (1961), Nelson (1976) and Jayaram 
(1981). 

The identification of the species was done mainly on the basis of 
the color pattern, specific spots or marks on the surface of the body, 
shape of the body, structure of various fins etc. and also with the help 
of taxonomic expertise from the regional laboratory of the Zoological 
Survey of India at Hyderabad.  

RESULTS 

The result of present investigation confirmed the occurrence of 
eleven fish species in Bennithora River for a period of one year, from 
April 2006-March 2007. The distribution of fish species is quite variable 

because of geographical and geological conditions. 

The classification of fish diversity from Bennithora River is as given 
below  
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Family Order  Genus and 

Species 
Status  

Cyprinidae Cypriniformes Labeo rohita *** 
Osteobrama 
cotio cotio 

** 

Labeo boggut *** 
Labeo 
fembriatus 

** 

Mystus 
seenghala 

** 

Puntius sarana ** 
Salmostoma 
bacaila 

* 

Puntius ticto *** 
Siluridae Siluriformes Ompok 

bimaculatus 
** 

Mastacembelidae Mastacembeliformes Mastacembellus 
armatus 

** 

Notopteridae Osteoglossiformes Notopterus 
notopterus 

*** 

*: Rare, **: abundant ***: most abundant  

The result of present investigation confirmed the occurrence of 
eleven fish species belonging to four orders. The order cypriniformes 
was dominant with eight species Labeo rohita, Osteobrama cotio cotio, 
Labeo boggut, Labeo fembriatus, Mystus seenghala, Puntius sarana, 
Salmostoma bacaila, Puntius ticto followed by order Siluriformes, 
Mastacembeliformes and Osteoglossiformes each with one species, 
Ompok bimaculatus, Mastacembelus armatus and Notopterus 

notopterus.  

DISCUSSION  

Efforts have been made recently in brining together the studies 
of fish diversity in various parts of the Southern Western Ghats.  The 
Western Ghats, while being extremely rich in its fish biodiversity, has 
been investigated with regards to species distributions (Bhat, 2003).  
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The present study largely focuses on fish species richness of Bennithora 
River.  During the study altogether eleven species of fishes were 
recorded belonging to four orders.  The order cypriniformes was 
dominant with eight species Labeo rohita, Osteobrama cotio cotio, Labeo 
boggut, Labeo fembriatus, Mystus seenghala, Puntius sarana, 

Salmostoma bacaila, Punitus ticto followed by order Siluriformes, 
Mastacembeliformes and Osteoglossiformes each with one species, 
Ompok bimaculatus, Mastacembelus armatus and Notopterus 
notopterus.  

Due to multiple uses of fisheries resources, fishing has become a 
major industry and a large number of these aquatic communities are 
under a big threat of extinction.  Habitat loss and environmental 
degradation has seriously affected the fish fauna.  Knowledge of 
available resources and the biological characters of species serve the 

base line information for further studies on resource conservation and 
maintenance.  Further, there is a need for survey of diversity of fish 
fauna in different types of habitats all over the country.  Industrial 
effluents and man made pollutants also contribute towards the 
disruption in the balance on aquatic ecosystem. The work will provide 
future strategies for development and fish conservation, conservation 
measures requires forestation in catchments and awareness on illegal 
fishing and killing of fishes.  
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  The Branch Expansion Programme (BEP) is a must for 
economic development and, if vigorously pursued by Indian Banks, it 
can help them in increasing their deposits. By opening more and more 
branches, and by introducing new schemes pertaining to public 

interest, the banks come closer to the public to cater to the banking 
needs and mobilize deposits in a successful manner. The newly opened 
branches and the newly introduced schemes will provide banking 
facilities to a large number of people. Branch expansion is necessary for 
the economic progress and development of a country. The branch 
expansion promotes the banking habits among the people from 
unbanked areas, and it leads to the development of banking industry. 
Bank of India (BOI) took a lot of initiatives for branch expansion, due 
to which the branches increased from 990 in 1980 to 4292 in 2013, a 
recording growth in a short period. 

For the present article, Branch Expansion programmecan be viewed in 
terms of “Spread of branches” (i.e., spatial distribution of branches).  

Spread of Branches 

 Spread of branches is studied in terms of geographical 
perspective. Geography, the study of the earth’s surface, climate, 
people, resource base, prosperityand industries is an element of the 
uncontrollable environment that confronts every market today in the 

country/world (Philip R, Cateora, 2005). So, the geographical 
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perspective is important in the evaluation of markets and the 
concomitant spread of banks and their environment. The country’s 
climate, topography, resource base, prosperity and population are the 
building blocks of world markets. More over any company that aspires 
to industry leadership in the 21st century, a century of globalization and 
liberalization must think in terms of geographical spread.So, the 
branch expansion programmeis viewed in geographical perspective and 
presented in the following manner. 

a). Geographical Expansion and the spatial distribution of zonal offices. 

b). Geographical Expansion and the spatial distribution of Large 
Corporate and Mid- Corporate Branches. 

c). Geographical Expansion and spatial distribution of Small and 
Medium Enterprises (SME) centres and Rural Business Centres 
(RBCs) 

Geographical Expansion And Spatial Distribution Of Zonal 
Offices 

 Zonal Offices-Bank of India has 47 Zonal Offices present 

across India. The Zonal Offices act as a middle man in communication 
between the Head Office and Branches. The Branches report to the 
Zonal Offices and the Zonal offices in turn report to the Head office. 
The Zonal Offices have full control over the branches in their Zone in 
terms of business expansion, human resources, operational guidelines 
and the like. The Zonal Offices are headed by the Zonal Managers who 
report to the General Managers. The General Managers in turn report 
to the Executive Directors and the Chairman & Managing Director 
(C.M.D). 

Figure-1.shows the number of Zonal Offices and their geographical 
distribution in the country. After thorough examination, it is clear that 
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the pattern of distribution of zonal offices is haphazard in nature. So, 
based on their spread, three important zones are identified. 

a) Zone of high density. 

b) Zone of medium density 

c) Zone of low density (or) no density. 

a) Zone of high density 

 Zonal Offices of BOI are more concentrated in the Indo-Gangetic 
plain area, covering the states of Punjab, Haryana, New Delhi, U.P, 
Bihar, Jharkhand, West Bengal and Odisha. There are about 20 centres 
located here out of 47, and hence the density of network is more. This 
high density of network is attributed to the agricultural and industrial 

prosperity of the region. It is one of the major aggradational plain of the 
world, supporting high density of population on one side, and high 
density of railway network on the other in the country (Mamoria, 2004, 
pp.503, 504). It is the region where the “Green Revolution’, and ‘White 
Revolution’, are emerged. It is the region where the present and former 
capitals of India are located. So, the authorities of Bank of India have 
established more number of zonal offices here as part of ‘Branch 
Expansion’. 
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FIG.1: GEOGRAPHICAL EXPANSION AND SPATIAL 
DISTRIBUTION OF ZONAL OFFICES 

Note: The branch numbers in the map coincide with the branch 
numbers in the list  
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List of Zonal Offices 

1. Amritsar (Punjab) 31. Khandwa (Madhya Pradesh) 

2. Ludhiana (Punjab) 32. Keonjhar (Odisha) 

3. Chandigarh (Chandigarh) 33.  Bhubaneswar (Odisha) 

4. Ghaziabad (Uttar Pradesh) 34.  Raipur (Chhattisgarh) 

5. New Delhi 35.  Nagpur (Maharashtra) 

6. Agra (Uttar Pradesh) 36.  Mumbai (Maharashtra) 

7. Jaipur (Rajastan) 37.  Pune (Maharashtra) 

8. Lucknow (Uttar Pradesh) 38.  Sholapur (Maharashtra) 

9. Muzaffarpur (Bihar) 39.  Ratnagiri (Maharashtra) 

10. Patna (Bihar) 40.  Kolhapur (Maharashtra) 

11. Siluguri (West Bengal) 41.  Hyderabad (Telangana) 

12. Guwahati (Assam) 42.  Visakhapatnam (A.P) 

13. Kanpur (Uttar Pradesh) 43.  Panaji (Goa) 

14. Varanasi (Uttar Pradesh) 44.  Bangalore (Karnataka) 

15. Hazaribagh (Jharkhand) 45.  Chennai (Tamil Nadu) 

16. Ranchi (Jharkhand) 46.  Coimbatore (Tamil Nadu) 

17. Bokaro (Jharkhand) 47.  Kochi (Kerala) 

18. Dhagalpur (Jharkhand)  

19. Dhanabad (Jharkhand)  

20. Kolkata (West Bengal)  

21. Howrah (West Bengal)  

22. Jamshedpur (Jharkhand)  

23. Raigad (Chhattisgarh)  
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24. Ahmedabad (Gujarat)  

25. Gandhinagar (Gujarat)  

26. Rajkot (Gujarat)  

27. Vadodara (Gujarat)  

28. Indore (Madhya Pradesh)  

29. Ujjain (Madhya Pradesh)  

30. Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)  

b) Zone of medium density 

 The western, central and southern part of India comes under 
the zone of medium density. It is the zone where major urban and 
metropolitan centres like Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Surat, Vadodara, 

Nagpur, Pune, Kolkata, Hyderabad and the like are located. It is one of 
the industrial and business regions of India particularly the cotton-
textile industry. So, there are about 25 zonal offices situated here. 

c) Zone of least density (or) no density 

 This zone covers the hilly tracts of Jammu & Kashmir, and 
north-eastern states of Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, Tripura, 
Manipur, Meghalaya and Mizoram and the desert track of Rajastan. 
There are hardly 3 centresare located in this region. This can be 
attributed to hilly and undulating terrain, desert climate and low 
economic prosperity of the area. So, the authorities of BOI have not 
ventured to establish more zonal offices in this zone. 

Geographical ExpansionAnd Spatial Distribution of Large 
Corporate And Mid Corporate Branches 

Large Corporate, Mid Corporate and Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SME) 
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 The bank has segregated the corporate loan accounts into three 
categories based on the project cost. The three categories are Large 
Corporate, Mid Corporate and Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) 
accounts. 

 Large Corporate – Large Corporate accounts are the company 
loan accounts which have the project cost greater than Rs.100 crore. 

 Mid Corporate – Mid Corporate accounts are the company loan 
accounts which have the project cost ranging from Rs.10 crore to 
Rs.100 crore. 

 Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) –SME accounts are the 
company loan accounts with a project cost of less than Rs.10 crore. 
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Note: The branch numbers in the map coincide with the branch 

numbers in the list 

List of large corporate branches (fig.2.) 

1. Mumbai  

2. Ahmedabad  

3. Chennai  

4. Kolkata 

5. New Delhi  

6. Hyderabad  

7. Bangalore  

8. Pune  

List of mid corporate branches (fig.3.) 

1. Jammu (Jammu & 
Kashmir) 

2. Ludhiana (Punjab) 

3. Chandigarh (Chandigarh) 

4. Panipat (Haryana) 

5. New Delhi 

6. Ghaziabad (U.P) 

7. Faridabad (Haryana) 

8. Agra (U.P) 

9. Jaipur (Rajastan) 

10. Kanpur (U.P) 

19. Raipur (Chhattisgarh) 

20. Bhilai (Chhattisgarh) 

21. Nagpur (Maharashtra) 

22. Rajkot (Gujarat) 

23. Ahmedabad (Gujarat) 

24. Vadodara (Gujarat) 

25. Indore (M.P) 

26. Surat (Gujarat) 

27. Mumbai (Maharashtra) 

28. Thane (Maharashtra) 

29. Pune (Maharashtra) 
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11. Lucknow (U.P) 

12. Patna (Bihar) 

13. Guwahati (Assam) 

14. Kolkata (W.B) 

15. Howrah (W.B) 

16. Ranchi (Jharkhand) 

17. Jamshedpur (Jharkhand) 

18. Bhubaneswar (Odisha) 

30. Hyderabad (Telangana) 

31. Visakhapatnam (A.P) 

32. Bangalore (Karnataka) 

33. Chennai (Tamil Nadu) 

34. Coimbatore (Tamil Nadu) 

35. Ernakulam(Kerala) 

 Large corporate and Mid corporate branches of BOI, their 

geographical distribution and their significance is shown in fig.2. and 
fig.3.respectively. Large corporate branches are confined to industrial 
regions and hence their number and distribution is mainly confined to 
major urban and metropolitan centres like New Delhi, Mumbai, 
Kolkata, Ahmedabad, Pune, Hyderabad, Chennai, Bangalore and the 
like. They are mostly confined to industrial, business and bullion 
market tracts of the country. 

 The mid corporate branches are evenly distributed throughout 
the country, leaving the uneconomic and non-profitable tracts like 
Jammu & Kashmir, Rajastan and Northeastern hilly tracts. (fig.3.). 
The most favourable advantage in their location is that they are mostly 
confined to port cities like Kolkata, Visakhapatnam, Chennai, Cochin, 
Mumbai and the like, in the east and the west coasts to capture the 
overseas trade and business. Apart from that, they are also confined 
mostly to the major urban and metropolitan cities like Chandigarh, 

New Delhi, Agra, Kanpur, Bhubaneswar, Ahmedabad, Hyderabad, 
Coimbatore, Vadodara, Nagpur and the like to extend their services to 
earn profits. It is also noticed that some branches are concentrated 
mostly in the state capitals to capture the government business. As a 
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result of such spread on the whole the branch expansion programme 
(BEP) of BOI has reaped the fruits. 

Geographical ExpansionAnd Spatial Distribution of Small And 
Medium Enterprises City Centres (SMECCs) And Rural 
Business Centres (RBCs) 

 A Micro Enterprise is an enterprise where in the investment in 
plant and machinery does not exceed Rs.25 lakh. A Small Enterprise is 
an enterprise wherein the investment in plant and machinery is more 
than Rs.25 lakh, but does not exceed Rs.5 crore. A Medium Enterprise 
is an enterprise wherein the investment in plant and machinery is more 
than Rs.5 crore, but also does not exceed Rs.10 crore. The loan accounts 
of SME customers are processed by SME city centres. 

 The major advantage of SME sector lies in its employment 
potential at low capital cost. The SMECCs have been established in 
almost all major sectors in the Indian industry such as textiles, 

garments, food processing, agricultural inputs, leather, engineering and 
the like. SME city centers headed by Assistant General Managers and 
consists a team of professionals having expertise in various fields to 
study the feasibility and viability of the projects to be sanctioned. 
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Note: The branch numbers in the map coincide with the branch 

numbers in the list 

List of Small and Medium Enterprises City Centers (SMECCs) 
(fig.4.) 

 

1. Ludhiana (Punjab) 

2. Chandigarh (Chandigarh) 

3. New Delhi 

4. Ahmedabad (Gujarat) 

5. Vadodara (Gujarat)  

6. Surat (Gujarat) 

7. Mumbai (Maharashtra) 

8. Indore (M.P) 

10. Kolkata (W.B) 

11. Bhubaneswar (Odisha) 

12. Nagpur (Maharashtra) 

13. Pune (Maharashtra) 

14. Hyderabad (Telangana) 

15. Bangalore (Karnataka) 

16. Chennai (Tamil Nadu) 

17. Coimbatore (Tamil Nadu) 
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9. Bhopal (M.P)  

List of Rural Business Centres(RBCs) (Fig.5.) 

1. Ludhiana (Punjab) 

2. Chandigarh (Chhattisgarh) 

3. New Delhi 

4. Noida (U.P) 

5. Gurgaon (Haryana) 

6. Lucknow (U.P) 

7. Patna (Bihar) 

8. Ahmedabad (Gujarat) 

9. Vadodara (Gujarat) 

10. Surat (Gujarat) 

11. Mumbai (Maharashtra) 

 

12. Pune (Maharashtra) 

13. Indore (M.P) 

14. Bhopal (M.P) 

15. Ranchi (Jharkhand) 

16. Raipur (Chhattisgarh) 

17. Kolkata (W.B) 

18. Bhubaneswar (Odisha)  

19. Nagpur (Maharashtra) 

20. Hyderabad (Telangana)  

21. Bangalore (Karnataka) 

22. Chennai (Tamil Nadu) 

 

As stated earlier, BOI promotes growth of manufacturing and service 
sector in India, by backing up SMECCs with finances for their varied 
needs. Thegeographical spread and the significance of SMECCs and 
RBCs of BOI are shown in (figure 4.&5.respectively).  

 As stated earlier, the SME city centres grant loans to micro, 
small and medium enterprises of the country. On examining the 
distributional pattern of these centres, it is observed that a cluster of 
centres are confined to Gujarat and Maharastra regions. Out of 15 
centres, 8 centres are concentrated in this region. It can be attributed 
that the black soil concentration favours the growth and development 
of small and medium sized cotton-textile mills. As this region is very 
nearer to European Countries through Suez Canal Routefor exports 
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and imports, the cotton-textile industry is flourished here. The other 
centres like Coimbatore, Chennai, Bangalore, Kolkata, Bhubaneswar, 
Bhopal, Ludhiana, New Delhiare specialized in the manufacture of 
stainless steel, woolen textiles, electronics, spare parts of jute mills, 
cycles, machinery, toys and the like. It shows the bank’s positive 
commitment to its SMEs customers by providing easy, speedy and 
transparent access to banking services in their day to day operations 
and in times of financial difficulty. 

 The Rural Business Centres (RBCs) (fig.5.) are evenly 

distributed in the country as every state is fed by rural artisans. The 
BOI authorities established nearly 50 centres to fulfill the dreams of 
rural artisans.  

Conclusion:  

Branch Expansion is necessary for the economic progress and 
development of a country. The branch expansion promotes the banking 
habits among the people in unbanked areas, and it leads to the 
development of banking industry. Bank of India took lot of initiatives 
for branch expansion, due to which the branches increased 
tremendously within a span of 30 years. The branch expansion 
programme can also be examined in the geographical perspective. 
Moreover, any company/bank that aspires for industry leadership in the 
21st century must think in terms of geographical spread. So, branch 
expansion programme is also viewed in geographical perspective with 
the result there are about 52 zonal offices present across India, which 
are mostly concentrated in the fertile region of the country. Some Zonal 
Offices are concentrated in the metropolitan centres like Mumbai, 

Pune, Ahmedabad, Surat, Vadodara, Nagpur, Kolkata, Hyderabad and 
the like. It is one of the industrial and business regions of India, 
particularly the cotton-textile industry. The hilly tracts of Jammu-
Kashmir, the North eastern states of Assam, Nagaland, Arunachal 
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Pradesh, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram(‘Mizo’ means hill in their 
language) and the like and the desert track of Rajasthan are uncovered 
by zonal offices, which are non-economic and unproductive. In the same 
way the large corporate and mid corporate branches, SME centers and 
Rural business centres are spread all over the country as part of branch 
expansion. 
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Abstract:  

  The purpose of the present paper is to focus on the theme of 
resistance in the early poetry of Nikki Giovanni. The paper examines a 
few of her poems, included in her famous collections, Black Feeling, 
Black Talk (1967) and next, Black Judgement (1968), to examine the 
strategies of revolution and resistance aimed at subverting the 
dominant racist discourse. Through her poems, Giovanni draws 
attention to the prevalent inequality, injustice and oppression of black 
people in the United States. Giovanni in her early poems advocates 

open violence against white supremacist structure in order to reinvent 
black identity.The paper examines how she articulates the black’s 
yearning for rights in a world that as a routine has marginalised and 
silenced the community.  

Keywords: Revolution, Resistance, Oppression, Marginalised.  

INTRODUCTION 

 Nikki Giovanni hailed as a “princess of Black poetry” has been a 
major exponent of African American poetry. In the 1960s when she 
began publishing poems and essays in variousmagazines, the Black Arts 
Movement was already well- established, and she was just one more 
‘New kid on the Block’. Possessing a strong, committed and assertive 
voice, Giovanni soon came to be considered as one of the strong pillars 
of the Black Arts Movement. Though she did not actively participate in 
the ongoing black protest and agitation, her poems powerfully echoed 
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the African American sentiments and demands for equality and respect. 
She through her poems undertook the task of creating positive images 
and assuming subject position for the black identity. Though many 
traditionally may consider poetry to be merely an emotional activity, 
for Nikki Giovanni, as also for numerous other writers, it was a tool for 
asserting identity and raising the awareness of black people. 

Resistance in literary works arises in response tothe artist or 
writer experiencing domination, deprivation, discrimination, 

mistreatment in an oppressive culture. The struggle is forreclaiming 
dignity, privacy and freedom as a writer and as a human being. In 
African American literature, to offer resistance is to emancipate oneself 
from historical, structural and systematic abuse, oppression and racial 
discrimination. Hence raising voice againstthe prevalent negative 
stereotypical notions of black identity has always been part of African 
American poetry. Early black poets of 1920s and 30s such as Langston 
Hughes, Claude McKay, Counteen Cullen applied the strategies of 
resistance in their works. Through their poetry, these poetsinvariably 
articulated their anger, rage at, and frustration and disappointment 
with the racist practices.They gave expression to what is unanimously 
termed as ‘the African American experience.’ 

By the late 1960s however,revolution and resistance had become 
an innate part of African American history and literature. The sixties 
indeed was a period of crucial ideological, political and cultural change 

in America. The tone of the African American poetry changed with 
coming on the scene of poet and ideologueAmiri Baraka whose poems, 
full of anger, openly advocated violence against the white oppressor. 
Female writers of this period, such as, Nikki Giovanni, Sonia Sanchez 
and Maya Angelou also felt compelled and obligated to advocate 
resistance on the basis of race, class and gender. Poetry thus became a 
powerful medium for offering resistance to racism and demanding 
equal rights for the black people.Giovanni, in particular, forthrightly 
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expressed her faith in the connection between art and life. Increasingly 
her poems began to echo what Larry Neal eloquently expressedin 
another context, “It is a profound ethical sense that makes a Black 
artist question a society in which art is one thing and the actions of 
men another. The Black Arts movement believes that your ethics and 
aesthetics are one.” (Neal, 1971, 275).Giovanni’s poetry indeed is an 
example of fulfilling the above mentioned objective. 

Right from her first publication,Black Feeling, Black 

Talk(1967), and next Black Judgement (1968) Giovanni’s poems follow 
the strategies of protest associated with the black demands for political 
and social rights in America. The poems, like their author, speak in a 
young, angry, and assertive voice, and even their titles are suggestive of 
their subject matter. Giovanni talks directly to the black people using 
their day to day language thus establishing close connection between 
art and reality. R. Roderick Palmer succinctly observes how “Her use of 
the four-letter words and other obscenities, the fused word, the small 
letter “i” and the omission of capital letters and certain punctuation 
marks are—in themselves—experimentally revolutionary, and befit the 
poetic utterances of revolutionary writer …”(Palmer, p.146). “Black 

Separatism,” “Black Power,” “Of Liberation,” “Beautiful Black Man,” 
“Poem (No Name No. 2)” and “The True Import of Present Dialogue, 
Black vs. Negro.”are some of her poems that speak primarily from a 
revolutionary stance.Through these poems Giovanni came to be 
regarded as one of the most ardent and revolutionary spokespersons of 
the late 1960s. Giovanni in these collections strongly rejects, as Palmer 
aptly observes, “The current American standards of morality, justice, 
education, social behaviour, beauty and aesthetics” (Palmer 1973,136). 
Keeping pace with the angry rhetoric of times, Giovanni advocates open 
violence against white supremacist logic and seems to be most 
impatient for change in the social order. “The True Import of Present 
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Dialogue Black vs. Negro” is among her most celebrated poems in 
which Giovanni advocates open violence against whites. She says: 

Nigger 
Can you kill 
Can you 
Can a nigger kill 
Can a nigger kill a honkie 
Can a nigger kill the Man 
Can you kill nigger 
Huh? nigger can you kill 
Do you know how to draw blood 
Can you poison ... 
A nigger can die  
We ain't got to prove we can die 
We got to prove we can kill … (Giovanni 
2003:19) 

As the poem demonstrates, Giovanni, following the black oral 
tradition, writes a poem meant to be spoken aloud rather than read 
silently. She can be heard talking directly to her audience as she 
uses short, repetitive words that remarkably express her tremendous 
emotion, passion and yearning to be heard in the American 
society.The poet in the poemurges black people to reject all the false 
ideals of life and adopt a revolutionary attitude. Thepoem is also 
significant in the way Giovanni juxtaposes the words ‘Nigger’ and 
‘Black’ with the derogatory ‘Negro’. She repeatedly uses the word 
‘Nigger’ to shock the black people into realising how they need to let 
go of the stereotypical images thrust upon them and move towards 
theirreal ‘black’ beautiful selves. After a conversation with Giovanni 

in August 1991, Virginia Fowler records how, “In using Nigger 
repeatedly in the poem, she was, she has said,trying to 
demythologise and take the venom injected by white people out of 
it”. Giovanni thus aimedat a cleansing of self and assumption of 
positive rightful roles in society. Giovanni in her poem seems to be 
expressing what much acclaimed, Malcolm-X famously had said in 
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one of his speeches, “One of the main reasons we are called negro is 
so we won’t know who we really are… As long you call yourself a 
Negro, nothing is yours. No languages you can’t claim to any 
language, not even English; you mess it up. You can’t lay claim to 
any culture as long you use the word Negro to identify yourself. It 
attaches you to nothing. It doesn’t even identify your color.” 
Giovanni in the poem thus demands from black people to shed their 
false identity,“We ain’t got to prove we can die,” she writes “We got 

to prove we can kill.” The poem brought much acclaim to Giovanni 
and established her as a revolutionary poet. Further she wrote, 

They sent us to kill 
Japan and Africa 
We policed Europe 
Can you kill a white man 
Can you kill the nigger 
In you (Giovanni 2003: 19) 
 By referring to blacks enlisted in the US army, Giovanni 

reminds the community of the sacrifices made for the benefits of the 
white oppressor.  Joyce Pettis aptly observes, “The poem points out 
that through the black man’s participation in the life of the United 
States, its conflicts in Japan, Africa, and Vietnam, for example, 

political killing is common. This time the killing will be for the 
liberation of black men, figuratively and literally.” (Pettis 2002: 
126)Thus the poet urges black people to adopt a pro-active stance to 
gain freedom for themselves. By killing, Giovanni means, 
rejectingborrowed values, traditions, habits, and customs that have 
always strengthened oppression of the black people. 

 In “Poem For Black Boys” also, Giovanni advocates open 
violence, and rebellion against oppression. The poet in this poem 
urges young black boys to be violent and ask their mothers not for 
toys but for guns. She says: 

                  Ask your mother for a rap brown gun 
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                  Santa just may comply if you wish hard 
enough---- 

                   DO NOT SIT IN DO NOT FOLLOW KING 
                       GO DIRECTLY TO STREETS 

 This is a game you can win-- (Giovanni 2003: 45)  

Thus in this poem Giovanni calls out to the young generation 
of blacks to protest against the white to achieve freedom. H. Rap 
Brown was awell known leader of the Civil Rights movement and 
Chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, a 
committee that Giovanni too was a part of. In the poem 
Giovanniexpects violent and atrocious action from the black young 
boys. She believes it to be crucial for African Americans to listen to 
and truly understand every word written.  Black young boys have a 
responsibility to “…invent …[their]...own games and teach …[the]… 

old ones how to play” (lines 34-35) Giovanni has words of 
encouragement for the boys and has faith in their capability. She 
believes that they have the potential to surprise everyone by 
inventing a game all of their own and genuinely win. Continuing 
with her theme, in another poem‘For Saundra,’ she says  

I wanted to write  
a poem 
that rhymes 
but  revolution doesn’t lend 
itself to be - bopping 
she further says: 
so i thought again 
and it occurred to me 
maybe i shouldn’t write 
at all 
but clean my gun 
and check my kerosene supply 
perhaps these are not poetic 
times at all (Giovanni 2003: 80) 
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 The speaker of the poem talks of how she is unable to write 
about anything else except achieving equality and respect for the black. 
As she laments, she would like to write about trees, the big blue sky but 
unfortunately she cannot.Pettis aptly says that the poem reflects how 
“the politically charged times do not lend themselves to traditional 
poetic images like trees and blue skies, but the times do suggest 
readying one’s gun and kerosene supply.” (Pettis 2002:127)Thus in this 
poem also Giovanni uses words more like weapons.The poem 

“Revolutionary Dreams” also Giovanni brings forth her revolutionary 
thoughts. 

I used to dream militant 
dreams of taking 
overamerica to show 
these white folks how it should be 
done 
I used to dream radical dreams 
of blowing everyone away with my perceptive powers 
of correct analysis(Giovanni 2003: 106) 

This poem expresses her dreams of erasing all the hatred and negative 
views of white America towards blacks .The poet wants to use her 
perceptive powers to stop racism and discrimination and bring peace. 
In“Beautiful Black Men” Giovanni attempts to bring to life the dead 
consciousness of Black People. As she says: 

iwanta say just gotta say something 
boutthose beautiful beautifulbeautifuloutasight 
black men 
withthey afros 
walking down the street  
is the same ol danger (Giovanni 2003: 70) 
Giovanni here refers to African American as the beautiful black 

men doing all sorts of menial jobs for whites. The poet expresses her 
rage at seeing these ‘beautiful black men’ cleaning the dirty sandals of 
whites. She rather urges blacks to recognise their strength and beauty 
and resist the oppression and injustice of whites.Giovanni wishes the 
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blacks to recognise their inner strength and potential to be great 
people. Thus she urges the blacks to stop looking at themselves as 
white America looks at them. She wants them to participate in the 
revolution wholeheartedly. In “Poem (No Name No.3)” the poet issues 
an urgent plea to the black people to join the revolution. Giovanni takes 
upon herself to inform the black people join the struggle for freedom. 
For Giovanni, Unity is the essential element for their success. She says: 

The Black Revolution is passing you byeNegroes 
Anne Frank didn’t put cheese and bread away for you 
Because she knew it would be different this time 
The naziboots don’t march this year 
Won’t march next year. (Giovanni 2003: 23) 

 
By putting the first words“Black Revolution…” in capitals, 

Giovanni aims at emphasizing the gravity of the situation. The readers 
quickly understand the need to react against white’s suppression and 
exploitation. By giving example of Anne Frank, Giovanni successfully 
establishes a connection with people victimized all over the world. She 
also reminds the blacks about the sacrifices made by their black 
leaders.She says: 

They already got Malcolm 
They already got LeRoi 
They already strapped a harness on Rap 
They already pulled Stokely’s teeth.(Giovanni 2003: 23) 
Sherecalls the oppression and unfair practices that began many 

generations ago and has not stopped yet. Her poetry thus grow out of 
her strong reaction to the assassination of famous political figures such 
as Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X and Robert Kennedy as also her 
realisation and awareness of the plight of black people and their 
struggle for rights and justice. She reminds the blacks about Malcolm X 
and others who sacrificed their lives for the nation.She again 
emphasizes upon the urgency of revolution and resistance when she 
says; 
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If you hear properly negroes 
Tomorrow was too late to properly arm yourself 
 See can you do an improper job now  
 See can you do now something, anything, but move now  
Negro.(Giovanni 2003: 23) 

Thus the poet exhorts her fellow African Americans to prepare 
themselves for the struggle to transform their lives. She believes 
that it should have been done years ego. The angry tone of the poem 
emphasizes the urgency and need for not wasting time anymore. 

With the assassination of the leaders, as Virginia Fowler states, 
“revolution is no longer a controlled course of action but becomes 
instead a visceral, life –preserving response from all black 
Americans”(Fowler 1992: 38).The poem thus is an embodiment of 
the prevalent revolutionary nationalistic ideas. Giovanni in the poem 
urges blacks to stand together and participate in the revolutionary 
struggle. She reiterates the necessity of violence to get justice. She 
appealsto the black community to have racial pride and establish 
social institutions aimed at promoting black values. Thus Giovanni 
emerges as a champion for the cause ofAfrican Americans.  

To sum up, Giovanni’s early poems indicate the sensibility and 
social milieu of the times. She aimed at combating the white’s 
injustice with her pen rather than confronting them physically. Her 
poems became vehicles of protest against the ongoing racist 
treatment of African Americans during the 1960s. The poems were 

driven more by political activism that had inspired black people to 
become part of the revolutionary struggle for liberation. Giovanni in 
her poems denounced the white models and various forms of 
negative stereotypes that had become instruments of attacking their 
oppression,self esteem and individuality. Echoing the popular 
sentiments of the times, Giovanni urged blacks to acquire political 
strength and resort even to mob violence. For her, freedom was not a 
given but rather had to be won. As she made oral presentations of 
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her poetry, it became readily accessible to ordinary black people. Her 
poems rooted in black music reflected the conditions of oppressed 
black people. 

 In the post 1960s, the focus of Giovanni’s poems, like that of 
other writers of the times, changed. While her early poems resonated 
with themes of resistance against discrimination and advocated self- 
discovery and celebration of blackness, her later poems focussed 
more on issues related toblack women. After rebelling against racism 

in her early poetry, the main emphasis of Giovanni’s later poetry 
became depicting African American women’s struggle and their 
resilience in the face of gender oppression. Her poetry came to be 
celebrated for challenging the prevalent hegemonic, malignant and 
stereotypical misconceptionsregarding black womanhood.Gradually 
Giovanni’s poems shifted towards creating authentic images of black 
woman. Though the themes of her poetry changed with time, the 
most important motive of her poetry continued to be to give voice to 
black identity. Giovanni thus, like numerous other black writers of 
the time, took the struggle further, step by step, poem by poem, 
towards a more equal and just society. 
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ENVIRONMENT, HUMAN RIGHTS AND SUTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT 

Dr. B. Venkataiah 
Academic Consultant 

Department of Human Rights and Social Development  
Sri Venkateswara University  

Tirupati 
INTRODUCTION:  

Human Rights are inalienable rights. Human beings are entitled 

to enjoy these rights. In the beginning they were called an natural 
rights. Human Rights are dynamic. We usually discuss these human 
rights into generations of human rights. The first generations of 
human rights are called as the civil and political rights (liberty oriented 
rights); the second generation of human rights are often known as 
welfare oriented rights (socio- economic rights) and the third 
generations of human rights are the right to education, right to 
development and the right to environment. Right to liberty, right to 
employment right to equality right to dignity right to speech and right 
to thought Therefore, one can say environmental rights are 
intrinsically linked to human rights.  

The concept of environment:-  

The term ‘environment’ owes its genesis to a French word 
environ’ which means ‘encircle’ It encompasses within its ambit land, 
water, flora, fauna, living creatures, forests and everything above the 
earth. Therefore, for the purpose of our discussion, ‘environment’ can 

be understood to refer to all components surrounding man, which 
consists of two important major parts, i.e physical and natural. Physical 
environment constitutes lithosphere i.e., land (the surface layer of the 
ground), hydrosphere, i.e., wateratmosphere i.e., air. The natural 
environment constitutes living organisms including human beings, 
flora and fanuna, etc. while the physical environment provides food and 
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other materials for the sustenance of man on the earth. Man cannot 
survive on the earth without plant and animal life. Thus, environment 
is the natural system on which we depend, i,e the air we breathe, the 
earth which feeds us, the rivers and seas which give us water, the 
atmosphere around our planet which makes life possible things which 
share with us. Rightly, according to the Encyclopedia Britannica, the 
entire range of external influence acting on organism, both physical 
and biological forces of nature surrounding an individual is called 

‘environment’. Thus, the most acceptable description of environment is 
that it constitutes everything that surrounds us.  

Environment as a basic Human Rights:  

In the long evolution of the human race on this planet, a stage 
has been reached when, through the rapid acceleration of science and 
technology, we have acquired to transform our environment in 
countless way and on unprecedented scale.  

Humanity’s capacity of transform it’s surrounding, if used 
wisely and with respect to the ways of nature, can bring to all 
communities the opportunity to enhance the quality of life.  

Wrongly or heedlessly applied in iniquitous ways, the same 
power can be incalculable harm to human beings and their 
environment. We see and around us growing evidence of human caused 
harm in many regions of the earth.  

 Dangerous levels pollution in water, air, earth and living beings.  

 Destruction and depletion of irreplaceable life forms and natural 

resources;  

 Major and undesirable disturbances in the earth’s climate and 

protective layers;  

 Gross deficiencies, harmful to physical, mental and social 
health, in the living and  
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Working environments of humans, especially in cities and 
industrial complexes. 

The various developmental activities undertaken by man. The 
hazardous effects of these activities are manifested in all the ecological 
spheres. History is full of these instances. In 1950s the London’s Killer 
smog; in Mina Mata, Japan- Mercury poisoning leakage of methyl 
isocyanides by Union carbide factory in Bhopal in 1984 these activities 
are conflicting with the process regulating the dynamic equilibrium in 

exosphere thus these appears to be a contradiction between the society 
and nature.  

Throughout the history the man- society- natural relationship 
did not have uniform linear developmental character, but varied with 
time and space. Amidst this background, even today, natural resources 
are the base of survival and livelihoods. In India alone, around 70% of 
the population directly depends on land- based occupations, forests, 
wetlands, and marine habitats, for basic substance requirements with 
regard to water, food,fuel, housing, fodder and medicine as also for 
ecological livelihoods and cultural sustenance (TPCG and Kalpavriksh 
2005). Given this close interdependence of humans and their 
environment, it is not surprising that the culture of societies is so 
greatly influenced by their environment. They seek inspiration, 
knowledge, spirituality and aesthetics within their natural 

surroundings.  

Life, livelihood, cultural and society and fundamental aspects of 
human existence hence their maintenance and enhancement is a 
fundamental human rights. Destruction of environment and thereby of 
the natural resource is therefore a violations of other kinds can lead to 
environmental destruction, for instance, displacement by social strive/ 
war can cause environmental damage in areas of relocation; or 
breakdown in sustainable common property management. The 
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manifestations of such violations present themselves through a loss of 
access to clear air and wate loss of access to productive land; loss of 
energy resources and biomass; loss of food and health security; social 
and economic marginalization; and physical displacement.  

Several hundred million people have been increasingly forced to 
live far below the minimum levels required for a decent human 
existence, deprived of adequate water, food, clothing, shelter, 
education, health and sanitation. Development, which was supposed to 

alleviate such problems has often increased them, especially by allowing 
the powerful sections of society to appropriate the natural resource of 
poor and resource dependent people. Communities, once proudly self 
reliant, have been pushed literally or figuratively into begging for 
existence their forests and water and lands taken away for economic 
progress.  

It is not only humans that are affected; but all other life forms 
too. The concept of environment as a basic human right must also 
encompass a respect for the rights of other species to survive on this 
planet. There are anywhere between 5 and 50 million species of planets, 
animals and micro- organisms sharing the earth with us, and each has 
a value of its won, a role to play in a vast, complete web of 
interdependent connections. This range of species, the habitats they 
live in and the internal genetic diversity they display is called biological 

diversity or biodiversity. Such diversity is part of our daily lives and 
livelihoods, constituting resources upon which families, communities, 
nations and future generations depend. Biodiversity has numerous use 
in agriculture, medicine, food and industry. It helps to maintain 
ecological balance and evolutionary processes, and has spiritual, 
cultural and aesthetic and recreational values. It’s lose is, therefore, a 
part of the erosion of environmental human rights.  
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A special mention must be made here of the indigenous and 
tribe’s (Advise) people of the world, virtually all of whom are faced with 
a serious crisis of survival. Their identity as independent communities 
and peoples is threatened because the economic, social, cultural and 
natural resource base which enabled them to thrive as distinct people is 
being trampled upon. This intrusion is very prominent in their 
economy. the traditional economy of indigenous people rested on their 
concept of and relationship with nature. For most such communities, 

land, water and forest belong to mother earth; human being enjoy only 
use fracture rights over them nobody can own them, they ought not be 
bought and sold, appropriated or otherwise privatized. Land, therefore, 
is and important ingredient of the indigenous people’s identify not only 
for its economic usage but also its spiritual and emotional equality.  

 Partly from this relatively symbiotic relationship with nature 
flows the indigenous people’s social life characterized by strongly 
egalitarian values and attitudes towards the other members of the 
community. The thrust of their social life is much less hierarchical than 
non- advise societies, through by no means this consistent across all 
indigenous peoples, or through time.  

The present crisis of the indigenous peoples consists in the 
weakening and damaging of the ultimate base of their sustenance, 
namely land. Since the dawn of independence of India ruling class, 

effecting, using the government machinery has been alienating advise 
land in the name of “national or public interests”. The biggest threat to 
the advise people is the large- scale alienation of their land through 
mega projects such as mines industries, wild life reserves, townships, 
highways, military establishments and other irrigation projects in the 
name of national development and national interests.  

The environmental conditions have deteriorated and worsened 
all over the country due to a variety of aggravating factors. The overall 
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situation is certainly a matter of grave concern, more specially because 
it is affecting adversely the quality of life of the people. and eroding the 
very foundations of the national economy and national security. The 
worst affected people are the poorer and vulnerable sections of the 
society. The situation is compounded by slack and inadequate 
enforcement of laws and legislations. In this scenario, the importance of 
strengthening the constitutional safeguards for conservation cannot be 
underscored. There can be no doubt that it is only by ensuring 

ecological security that the goal of sustainable development and 
national well- being become feasible. 

Environmental Education and its Importance in 21st Century   

The relation between man and natural is good old story. In the long 
evolution of the human race on this planet, a stage has been reached, 
through the rapid acceleration of science and technology, we have 
acquired the power to transform our environment in countless ways 
and un-precedent scale. Today we are witnessing the following 
unfortunate things in the context of human and nature relations.  

The 21st century we are witnessing in the name of Mining, large 
Dams Construction, Industrialization, Urbanization, Nuclear Power 
and Nuclearisation resulted in a large scale of environmental 
degradation. Apart from this natural disasters also causing enormous 
damage to our ecosystem and the relation between nature and nurture 
getting strained. The situation causes concern of all of us. Therefore, 
there is every need for giving more priority for environmental 

education. The following issues need to be addressed:  

To check population explosion and to prevent further 
deterioration of man and ecology relation. 

i. To sensitize people about the vocabulary of environment 
and to improve quality ecology relation.  
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ii. To implement To safeguard our ‘ecosystem people’ 

iii. To protect our forests, grass lands, desert and aboriginal 
and other wild life protected lands.  

iv. To safeguard our aquatic ecosystem and optimum use of 
water resources.  

v. To take efforts on all levels to safeguard our biodiversity/ 
biodiversity conservation.  

vi. To undertake steps to safeguard our to prevent water, 

air, noise pollutions through both man and technological 
efforts To impart solid waste management, Disaster 
management knowledge and other techniques.  

vii. Appropriate laws to safeguard our mother earth.  

viii. To achieve good interlink age between environment, 
human rights and sustainable development.  

Towards the end to achieve the above and to make it reality; it is 
necessary that environment education should become part parcel of our 
life on the global society 

Environmental education is the final answer to save our earth 
planet. Awareness generation, sensitivity, attitudinal change and skills 
and participating in solving environmental problems and issues are the 
need of the hour.  

Environmental Education is still considered to be Penancea of 

all evils of environmental problems. Rightly environmental education 
emerged as a comprehensive lifelong education.  

The most acceptable description of environment is that it 
constitutes everything that surrounds us. It is the sun total of all the 
living and non- living things along with forces, situations an factors 
which affect them directly or indirectly for the existence on the earth.  
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There irreversible changes pose an imminent danger to all 
natural systems- a shift in earth’s life sustaining systems will be 
disastrous. Throughout history the man- society- nature relationship 
did not have uniform linear developmental character, but varied with 
time and space. Today it has reached a ‘never before’ stage where 
changes and accompanying problem have become more accelerated and 
pronounced.  

The International Congress on Environmental Education and 

Training in Moscow in 1987, the United Nations Environmental 
Programme (NEP) reported that the major pressing environmental 
problems include in the atmosphere; depletion of tropical forests; 
mismanagement of resources; pollution and shortage of water 
responsible for 80 percent of the diseases of the world; threat to human 
health and environment by the hazards of 7000 chemicals in use with 
knowledge of long term effects of only 10 percent of them; inadequate 
energy resources leading to the use of wood furthering deforestation, 
erosion, floods and famines especially in the developing countries. 

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and The 
Millennium Developmental Goals as under:  

 Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger  

 Achieve Universal Primary Education  

 Promote gender equality and empower women  

 Reduce child mortality  

 Combat HIV/ AIDS, Malaria and other diseases  

 Ensure environmental sustainability 

 Develop a global partnership for development 
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Why Reaching the Environmental Goal is so Important for the other Goals 

S.No Goal Links to the Environment 

1. Eradicate extreme poverty and 
hunger  

Poor people’s livelihoods and food security often 
depend on ecosystem, goods and services. Poor 
people tend to have insecure rights to 
environmental resources and inadequate access 
to markets, decision making and environment 
and improve their livelihood and well- being. 
Lack of access to energy services also limits 

productive opportunities, especially in rural 
areas.  

2 Achieve Universal Primary 
Education  

Time spend collecting water and fuel  wood 
reduces time available for schooling. In addition, 
the lack of energy, water and sanitation services 
in rural areas discourages qualified teachers 
from working in poor villages.  

3. Promote Gender Equality and 
Empower Women  

Women and girls are especially burdened by 
water and fuel collection, reducing their time 
and opportunities for education, literacy and 
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income- generation activities. Women often 
have unequal rights and insecure access to land 
and other natural resources, limiting their 
opportunities and ability to access other 
productive assets.  

4. Reduce Child Mortality.  Diseases (such as diarrhea); tied to unclean 
water and inadequate sanitation and respiratory 
infections related to pollution are among the 
leading killers of children under five. Lack of 
fuel for boiling water also contributes to 
preventable waterborne diseases.   

5. Improve Maternal Health  Inhaling polluted indoor air and carrying heavy 
loads of water and fuel wood hurt women’s 
health and can make them less fit to bear 
children, with greater risks of complication 
during pregnancy. And lack of energy for 
illumination and refrigeration as well as 
inadequate sanitation, undermine health care, 
especially in rural areas.  
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6. Combat Major Diseases  Up to 20% of the disease burden in developing 
countries may be due to environmental risk 
factors (as with malaria and parasitic 
infections). Preventive measures to reduce such 
hazards are as important as treatment and 
often more cost- effective. New bio- diversity- 
derived medicines hold promise for fighting 

major diseases.    

7. Develop a global  

Partnership for development  

May global environmental problems- climate 
change, loss of species diversity, depletion of 
global fisheries- can be solved only through 
partnerships between rich and poor countries. 
In addition, predatory investments in natural 
resources can greatly increase pressure to 
overexploit environmental assets in poor 
countries.  
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Based on UNDP; DFID; World Bank and International Scene  

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) is the foundation 
upon which the modern conception of human rights has been built. An 
activist state is one which takes interest in all forms of the activities of 
their subjects sometimes may be leading to undue interference. Human 
Rights are of crucial significance and are basic to human welfare and 
prosperity.  

Human Rights are inseparable from human life and human 
beings since human existence without right is no meaning. Every 
individual must enjoy freedom, which is fundamental to his growth and 

purposive life. Through, there is inter- relationship and 
intergenerational interdependence between the environment with a 
human rights view point of perspective.   

The first United Nations Conference on Human Environment 
was held in Stockholm in 1972 to draft the Magana Carat of 
environmentalism, popularly known as Stockholm declaration. The 
movement for environmental protection assumed international 
dimension culminating in the United Nations Conference on Human 
Environment at Stockholm in 1972, which had taken cognizance of the 
reality that environment policy is the concern of every nation and that 
the available resources of this planet are not inexhaustible. The world 
community was, therefore, compelled to look upon the planet “as an 
ultimately unified system of living species and interactive, regeneration 
biogeochemical processes that may supply man’s needs as he observe 

the system’s rules”.  

The under- developed and developing countries viewed 
environmental problems as a direct consequence of exploitation of their 
countries by the advance nations. The, Prime Minister, Smt. 
IndiraGandhi, who led the Indian delegation to the U.N. Conference at 
Stockholm declared: “Many of the advanced countries of today have 
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reached their present affluence by their domination over other races 
and countries, the exploitation of their own masses and own natural 
resources. They got a head start through sheer ruthlessness, 
undisturbed by feelings of compassion or by abstract theories of 
freedom, equality of justice”  

On the basis of Stockholm Declaration, Indian Constitution was 
amended to include specific provision on environment namely Article 
48- A; one of the Directive Principle of state policy and Article 51-A (g) 

one of the fundamental duties of citizens. It is very clear that 
environmentalism has been clearly linked with human rights. Right to 
life is one of the fundamental rights, which has been acclaimed even to 
Stockholm.  

Article 21 of the Constitution ensures the persons protection of 
law. It is well established that “law is not whatever the legislatures 
enact. (Menaka Gandhi’s case formulates that law means a reasonable 
law). 

It is not only human that are effected, but all other life forms 
too. The concept of environment as a basic human rights, must also 
encompass a respect for the right of other species to survive on this 
planet. There are anywhere between 5 and 50 million species of plants, 
animals and micro- organisms shaving earth with us, and each has a 
value of its own, a role of play in a vast, complex web of interdependent 

connections. Diversity is part of our daily lives and livelihoods, 
constituting resources upon which families, communities, nations, and 
future generation depend. Biodiversity has numerous uses in 
agriculture, medicine food and industry. It helps to maintain ecological 
balance and evolutionary process, and has spiritual, cultural, aesthetic 
and. recreational values. Its loss is, therefore, a part of the erosion of 
environment human rights.  
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Life, livelihoods, culture and society are fundamental aspects of 
human existence- hence the maintenance and enhancement is a 
fundamental human rights. Destruction of environment and thereby of 
the natural resources, is therefore, a violation or leads to violation of 
human rights- directly by undermining the above aspects of human 
existence, or indirectly by leading to other violations of human rights, 
for example, through social disruption, conflicts and even war.   

Conclusion: 

All human beings are man and women children and young 
generation we are protecting environmental pollution in the world 

wide. Now a days each and every human being should thinking about 
environmental pollution why means it also effects our children, so by 
keeping surroundings clean and keep green plants and growing plants, 
so that we can keep total environmental clean without pollution so 
keeping clean and green our environmental is our responsibility 
present days we are not using palastic caps, bottals, palythin covers and 
ect.  
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Abstract: 

It is a known fact that Tribals’ are losing their language and culture 
mainly due to the present trend of migration and globalization. Indian 
Tribe’s are lost and some even can’t trace back their ancestry. At this 
juncture, Professor S. PrasannaSree devised scripts for 18 Tribal 
Languages from the roots of their culture. She succeeded in linking 
their culture into language and thereby helped them retain their 
culture and roots. In this paper I would like to focus on Professor 
PrasannaSree’s attempt at integrating Bagatha Language & Culture 
by studying her Script for Bagatha Tribe. 

Keywords: Professor Prasanna Sree, Bagatha, Language & Culture, 
Indian Tribes 

Introduction: 

About Prof. Prasanna Sree: 

Professor Prasanna Sree is currently working as Faculty at Dept of 
English, Andhra University. http://professorprasannasree.com/ 

She specialize in –  

1. British Poetry  

2. Indian Writing in English 

3. Women’s Writings 
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4. English Communication Skills 

5. Tribal Studies 

She completed the following projects: 

http://professorprasannasree.com/ 

1. Translating of Tribal Oratures 

2. Devising of Alphabets for Indian Hill Tribal Languages 

She is a poet par excellence. She authored more than 30 books and 
published more than 50 articles delving on various aspects. She is also 
the Dean of Information Management Centre, Andhra University. She 
also worked as Head & Board of Studies Chairman of Dept of English, 
Andhra University. She visited Princeton University, USA as a fellow 
for a study on Tribal Language. She won various awards for her work 
on Tribal Linguistics. She guided more than 20 PhDs and MPhil’s. She 
is also a Member of NAAC Advisory Committee and Academic Senate. 
She was also the Chief Warden of Ladies Hostel, Andhra University. 
http://professorprasannasree.com/ 

She devised writing scripts for 18 Indian Tribal Languages that 
include:http://professorprasannasree.com/ 

1. Bagatha Language 
2. Gadabha Language 
3. Goudu Language 
4. Gond Language 
5. Jathapu Language 
6. Kammara Language 
7. Kolam Language 
8. Konda Dora Language 
9. Kotia Language 
10. Koya Language 
11. Mali Language 
12. Mukha Dora Language 
13. Porja Language 
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14. Rana Language 
15. Savara Language 
16. Sugali Language 
17. Kupia Language 
18. Yerukula Language 

Relationship between Language & Culture: 

Connection between language and culture is deeply rooted. Language 
is used to preserve and convey culture and cultural ties. Different 
ideas originate from differing language use within one’s culture and 
the whole intertwining of these associations start at one’s birth.From 
birth, the child’s life, opinions, and language are shaped by what it 
comes in contact with. Brooks (1968) says that physically and 
mentally everyone is the same, while the interactions between persons 
or groups vary widely from place to place. Behaviours which are 
acceptable will differ from location to location (Brooks, 1968) thus 
forming the basis of diverse cultures. (Leveridge, 2008) 

Hantrais (1989) says that culture is the beliefs and practices 
controlling the life of a society for which a particular language is the 
vehicle of expression. Therefore, everyone’s views are reliant on the 
culture which has predisposed them, as well as being described using 
the language which has been formed by that culture. The 
understanding of a culture and its people can be improved by the 
knowledge of their language. This brings us to anfascinating point 
brought up by Emmitt and Pollock (1997), who argue that even though 
people are brought up under alike behavioural and cultural 
circumstances but however speak dissimilar languages, their world 
view may be very different. As Sapir-Whorf says thatdiverse thoughts 
are brought about by the use of diverse forms of language. One is 
constrained by the language used to express one’s ideas. (Leveridge, 
2008) 

Diverse languages will create dissimilar constraints, therefore a 
people who share a culture but speak dissimilar languages, will have 
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varying world views. Still, language is rooted in culture and culture is 
reflected and passed on by language from one generation to the next 
(Emmitt & Pollock 1997). We can see that acquiring a new language 
involves the learning of a new culture (Allwright& Bailey 1991). 
Therefore, teachers of a language also teach its culture (Byram 1989). 

The inference of language being completely tangled in culture, in 
regards for language teaching and language policy are far reaching. 
Language teachers must train their students on the cultural setting of 
language usage, choose culturally suitable teaching styles, and explore 
culturally based linguistic divergences to help understanding instead 
of developing misconceptions or prejudices. Linguistic policies must be 
used to create awareness and understandings of cultural divergences, 
and written to fit in the cultural values of those being taught. 
(Leveridge, 2008) 

Bagatha Language & Culture: 

Bagatha is spoken in the Paderu, Sujanakota, Karakapalli, Tajangi, 
Devarapalli and Peddavalasa hills in India by the Bagatha, also called 
Bhakta, Bhagada, Bogatha and Bhagatha, a Scheduled Tribe 
numbering 87,994, according to the 1981 Census.http://w ww.om 
niglot.com/writing/bagatha.htm 

Being expert archers, the Bagatha served the 17th Century Golconda 
and GangarajuMadugole chieftains of the Visakhapatnam Agency as 
their army personnel. They showed so much devotion that they were 
recognized as their devotees or Bhaktas. The name 'Bhaktas' later 
became Bagathas. In appreciation of their military services the 
chieftains appointed them as local chiefs. Due to this shift in status, 
the Bagatha claimed themselves as a warrior tribe, expanded 
geographically, developed politically and acquired social supremacy in 
the tribal area over a time span of about 50 years from the late 17th 
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Century to the early 18th Century.http://www.o mniglot.co m/w 
riting/bagatha.htm 

The Bagathas speak Bagatha and Telugu with their characteristic hill 
accent. Those who live border areas of Orissa State also speak a form 
of Odia.http://www.omniglot.com/writing/bagatha.htm 

 The following is the script for Bagatha Language devised by Professor 
S. PrasannaSree: 
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From the above information we can conclude that Bagatha Tribes 
were basically archers. Professor Sree has integrating the Bagathas 
warrior background into the writing script she devised for them. With 
this she has preserved their culture and tradition. When we look 
closely at the writing script designed for Bagathas we can find Bow 
shaped symbol above all the alphabets which signifies their archery 
ancestry. With this she has made Bagathas independent from 
depending on Telugu and Odia language. The bow shaped symbol 
along with a dot underneath is common for all the alphabets which 
also makes it easy in recognizing the Bagatha script. The dot below 
the bow shaped symbol above all the alphabets portrays the 
supremacy of Bagathas amongst all the other tribes. The curvature 
found in individual vowels and consonants depicts Bagathas artistic 
background. The individual alphabets also resonate weaponry used by 
soldiers which was a deliberate effort my Prof. Sree in showcasing 
their warrior clan. Professor PrasannaSree made the modern day 
Bagathas proud of their tribe and culture. By integrating their culture 
and tradition in the writing script devised for Bagathas, she preserved 
their roots and thereby upheld their community.  

Conclusion: 

It is a proven fact that Language and Culture are interrelated. Every 
Language originates from a particular culture and thereby 
encompasses some cultural and traditional elements within itself. Due 
to rising Urbanization and Globalization, certain tribals are adopting 
to the mainstream language and culture and leaving their aboriginal 
culture and language behind. At this juncture, the efforts of Professor 
PrasannaSree have to be lauded for not only preparing writing scripts 
for 18 Tribal languages but also for integrating their culture into the 
script. 
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Abstract: 

Almost absolute claimed assurance or devotion. Sports as aggressive 
bold are begin in about all societies and admitting the affirmation that 
a few primitive tribes are declared to accept no aggressive games. 
Sports can be counted a part of the few cultural universality of 
mankind. The aim of the abstraction was to find out the aberration in 
cocky aplomb among Volleyball and Football players. Totally 50 players 

were selected as subjects are 50 Volleyball players. To accomplish the 
aim of the study the cerebral capricious Self-confidence was selected as 
variable. The abstracts calm from the capacity were analyzed by 
application acknowledgment key suggested by the players. After 
alleviative the abstracts with the statistical address ‘t’ test, the results 
showed that Volleyball players accept 13.3%, 76.6%, and 10% of low, 
boilerplate and college self confidence respectively. The Volleyball 
players accept 20%, 63.3% and 16.6% of low, boilerplate and college self-
confidence 

Keywords: Psychology, Self-Confidence and Volleyball Players. 

Introduction 

Sports are accurate activity acute ample psycho concrete captivation at 
and times anytime about absolute claimed assurance or devotion. 
Sports as aggressive bold are begin in about all societies and admitting 
the affirmation that a few archaic tribes are declared to accept no 
aggressive games. Sports can be counted a part of the few cultural 
absoluteness of mankind. If one accounts for ante of captivation in 
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agreement of accord in aggressive sport, amusement at sport, academy 
sport, action spectatorship and acquaintance in the accumulation 
media, again action in automated societies has become one of the a lot 
of important institutions of avant-garde activity (Russel,1971).’ Avant-
garde sports training gives greater accent on advancing the athletes 
psychologically than physically, admitting both play a cogent role. 
Concrete educators and coaches accept that after cerebral preparation, 
there is little adventitious of success at the college akin of competitions. 
Several investigations accept appear that afar from actual and cerebral 

variables, college akin of achievement depends aloft an athlete’s 
cerebral makeup. A amateur is psychologically fit for the game, if he 
possesses the appropriate preparation, affecting stability, motivation, 
intelligence and educability to achieve the task. The Cerebral alertness 
of amateur is an important aspect of the absolute alertness of the 
amateur for bigger performance. Action attitude helps the athletes for 
acquired optimal akin of abilities that are depends on three factors; 
physical, accomplishment and brainy preparation. It seems that altered 
achievement in champions depends on brainy alertness Sports aplomb 
is an important brainy accomplishment and it has important roles in 
the success of athletes’ performance. 
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Method 

Totally 50 players were called as subjects, out of which 50 Volleyball 
Male players during college Inter bookish tournaments age of the 
capacity ranges from 18-28 years. Sports antagonism aplomb check 
(developed by Gayton and Richmond 2012) was administered to 
aggregate the data.Questionnaire was administered during College 
Intercollegiate tournament. Scoring was done in the afterward way.  

 

 

Scoring: There are three types of antagonism aplomb level. Low akin 

of aplomb Average Aplomb High Akin Aplomb The appraisement 
calibration of antagonism aplomb is accustomed below: Less than 20-30 
- Low akin of aplomb 26 – 45 - Average akin aplomb More than 60 - 
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High akin of aplomb Statistical Technique: Abstracts calm was 
analyzed by application allotment adjustment to acquisition out the 
aberration as able-bodied as akin of cocky aplomb a part of volleyball 
players.  

 

The table 1 depicts those four Volleyball players in low akin of self-
confidence. Twenty three Volleyball players showed average aplomb 
akin and three Volleyball players accepting top akin of self-confidence. 
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blueprint graphical representation of amount of self-confidence, the 
Volleyball players accept 10% of top akin and as well 76.6% of 
boilerplate akin and final 10% accept low akin in self-confidence. 

Discussion 

The after-effects in account of aplomb levels of Volleyball players seems 
to be abstinent distinctively that of Volleyball players, admitting the 
player’s abridgement aplomb akin (20% - low akin self-confidence. Over 
all the Volleyball players are bigger in aplomb if compared to volley ball 
players. High akin aplomb is apparent alone in 5 in and three players of 
Volleyball players respectively. 
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Abstract 

Well-being, wellbeing,welfare or wellness is a general term for 
the condition of an individual or group, for example their social, 
economic, psychological, spiritual or medical state; a high level of well-
being means in some sense the individual or group's condition is 
positive, while low well-being is associated with negative happenings.In 
this present study the researcher tried to find the level of well being in 
sports player and also tried to find out the significance difference 
among in players due to their age and gender,. One hundred sports 
players chosen from yadgir district, Karnataka. Sample consisted of 
gender group and age group, all respondents were selected by using 
simple random sampling technique, General Well-being scale was 

developed by Dr.AnitaDeswal was used for data collection .The data 
was subjected to statistical treatment by using Mean, Standard 
Deviation, and t-value. The research hypothesis was proved by the 
investigator the male sports players have higher General Well-being 
than female sports players and the senior players have the higher 
general well being than the junior players  Further comparing on the 
basis of gender& age group.the study reveals that the research 
hypothesis was proved by  the statistical tools like, mean, sd, t teast, 
were used in the present study. 

Key words – General Well-being, Gender differences  
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Introduction  

Psychology 

According to McNulty (2012).positive psychology at the subjective level 
is about valued subjective experiences”. Well-being is an important 
factor in this subjective experience, as well as contentment, satisfaction 
with the past, optimism for the future and happiness in the present. 
People are more likely to experience positive psychology if they take in 
the good things in each experience or situation. Even with regard to the 
past, if a person only focuses on the negative the brain will only be able 
to recognize the negative. The more the brain has access to the 
negative, the easier it becomes, because that is what is more 
memorable. It takes more effort for the brain to remember the positive 
experiences because typically it is the smaller actions and experiences 

that are the positive ones. James McNulty's (2012) research examines 
this idea further. He argues that, “...well-being is not determined solely 
by people’s psychological characteristics but instead is determined 
jointly by the interplay between those characteristics and qualities of 
people's social environments”. When people experience well-being, they 
are experiencing a sense of emotional freedom – there is nothing 
negative that is holding them back from experiencing positive 
emotions. This is true if a person is in a certain setting, because it has 
been demonstrated in previous research that particular environments 
can hold a lot of memories for an individual just because of what was 
shared there and the meaning of it (source?). Therefore, “well-being is 
often equated with the experience of pleasure and the absence of [pain] 
over time” The less psychological pain an individual is experiencing the 
more he or she is going to experience well-being. 

When someone is experiencing well-being they are also experiencing 

several other things. It involves a sense of self-fulfillment, which is the 
feeling of being happy and satisfied because one is doing something that 
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fully uses one's abilities and talents (Merriam-Webster). The feeling of 
having a purpose in life and connection with others are also 
contributors to the idea of well-being. When people feel as though they 
have a [purpose] in the world, they feel like they belong. They feel like 
they matter. 

The tripartite model of mental well-being is one of the most 
comprehensive models of well-being in psychology. This model views 
mental well-being as having three components of hedonic (or 
subjective), psychological, and social well-being. Hedonic well-being 

concerns emotional aspects of well-being, whereas psychological and 
social well-being concerns skills, abilities, and optimal functioning. The 
tripartite model of mental well-being has received extensive empirical 
support across cultures 

Sports 

According to Bloodworth and McNamee sports and physical activities 
are a key contributor to the development of people's well-being. The 
influence of sports on well-being is conceptualized within a framework 
which includes impermanence, its hedonistic shallowness and its 
epistemological inadequacy. Researching the effect of sport on well-
being is difficult as some societies are unable to access sports, a 
deficiency in studying this phenomenon 

Popular use of the term ‘well-being’ usually relates to health. A doctor's 
surgery may run a ‘Women's Well-being Clinic’, for example. 
Philosophical use is broader, but related, and amounts to the notion of 
how well a person's life is going for that person. A person's well-being is 
what is ‘good for’ them. Health, then, might be said to be a constituent 

of my well-being, but it is not plausibly taken to be all that matters for 
my well-being. One correlate term worth noting here is ‘self-interest’: 
my self-interest is what is in the interest of myself, and not others. The 
philosophical use of the term also tends to encompass the ‘negative’ 
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aspects of how a person's life goes for them. So we may speak of the 
well-being of someone who is, and will remain in, the most terrible 
agony: their well-being is negative, and such that their life is worse for 
them than no life at all. The same is true of closely allied terms, such as 
‘welfare’, which covers how a person is faring as a whole, whether well 
or badly, or ‘happiness’, which can be  

 ‘Happiness’ is often used, in ordinary life, to refer to a short-lived state 
of a person, frequently a feeling of contentment: ‘You look happy 
today’; ‘I'm very happy for you’. Philosophically, its scope is more often 

wider, encompassing a whole life. And in philosophy it is possible to 
speak of the happiness of a person's life, or of their happy life, even if 
that person was in fact usually pretty miserable. The point is that some 
good things in their life made it a happy one, even though they lacked 
contentment. But this usage is uncommon, and may cause confusion. 

Over the last few decades, so-called ‘positive psychology’ has hugely 
increased the attention paid by psychologists and other scientists to the 
notion of ‘happiness’. Such happiness is usually understood in terms of 
contentment or ‘life-satisfaction’, and is measured by means such as 
self-reports or daily questionnaires. Is positive psychology about well-
being? As yet, conceptual distinctions are not sufficiently clear within 
the discipline. But it is probably fair to say that many of those involved, 
as researchers or as subjects, are assuming that one's life goes well to 
the extent that one is contented with it—that is, that some kind of 
hedonistic account of well-being is correct. Some positive psychologists, 

however, explicitly reject hedonistic theories in preference to 
Aristotelian or ‘eudaemonist’ accounts of well-being, which are a 
version of the ‘objective list’ theory of well-being discussed below. A 
leader in the field, Martin Seligman, for example, has recently 
suggested that, rather than happiness, positive psychology should 
concern itself with positive emotion, engagement, relationships, 
meaning and accomplishment (‘Perma’) (Seligman 2011). 
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Well-being is a kind of value, sometimes called ‘prudential value’, to be 
distinguished from, for example, aesthetic value or moral value. What 
marks it out is the notion of ‘good for’. The serenity of a Vermeer 
painting, for example, is a kind of goodness, but it is not ‘good for’ the 
painting. It may be good for us to contemplate such serenity, but 
contemplating serenity is not the same as the serenity itself. Likewise, 
my giving money to a development charity may have moral value, that 
is, be morally good. And the effects of my donation may be good for 
others. But it remains an open question whether my being morally good 

is good for me; and, if it is, it’s being good for me is still conceptually 
distinct from its being morally good. 

Statement of the problem: 

The researchers wanted to reveal the gender & age factors effect on 
general well being which effect on all sports players and their 
personality or behavior in sports field. 

To measure the difference of General well-being among sports players 
due to their gender & age  

Objectives: 

 To find the General Well-being level of sports players. 

 To find out and compare the General Well-being among sports 
players due to their gender and age group. 

 Hypothesis: 

 There is significant difference between male and female sports 
players in their General well-being  

 There is significantly difference in General well-being among senior 
and junior sports players  

Research method: 
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Keeping in view the research evidence, objectives and hypothesis, the 
researchers found it suitable to comparative method was taken for the 
research study. 

Sampling procedure: 

 The sample of the study - Fifty male and fifty female sports players 
were selected by using simple random sampling technique, four groups 
of sports players of Yadgir district, Karnataka. 

Tools 

The standardized research tool, General well-being scale (GWBS) 

developedMs.AnitaDeswal, was used for data collection. The 

Statistical techniques used: Information gathered was put to suitable 
statistical treatment by using Mean, SD and t- test. 

Results and interpretation 

The data was subjected to statistical analysis. The t-test was applied 
and results proved that there is a significant difference among sports 
players o their gender basis, the objectives of the study to find out the 
significance difference among male and female players in their general 
well being level.                         

TableNo.1.Mean.SD.t-Value of Well Being among male and female, Senior and 
Junior sports players 

Groups Mean N Std. 
Deviation 

t Value  

 Male players 228.68 25 11.61 23.93** 
 Female Player 162.84 25 8.57 

 Senior Player 230.88 25 11.67 20.53* 
 Junior Player 176.76 25 8.27 

     

 Significant level at 0.05 
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Conclusion 

 The table indicates that the male sports players are have the high 
level of the general well being than the female sports players of 
yadgir district Karnataka. 

 The table also indicates that senior players having the higher 
general well being that the junior players of yadgir district 
Karnataka. 

 The study shows that gender and age factors having the effect on 
general well being of sports players. 
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ALLISON HEDGE COKE’S BLOOD RUN: AN ABORIGINAL 
APPREHENSION 

Dr. D. R. Pratima Roy 
                            Lecturer in English (HoD) 

                            St. Joseph’s Jr. & Degree College for Women 
                            Kurnool  

 
The post-World War state of affairs gave rise to, broadly to mention, 
the First World comprising the Euro-American bloc with politico-
economic ties, the Second World of China-former USSR combination 
and other nations with communist-sociologist ideologies, and the states 

that are not aligned to either of the above, forming the Third World. In 
the current literary map the First, Second and the Third Worlds 
receded, paving way to the Fourth World. This is followed by the New 
Literary Criticism. 

There are certain ancient nations, states and groups from which a 
particular quilt of states is stitched. These have no internationally 
recognized sovereignty, but they are challenging the entire state system 
with their geo-political force through self-determination movements. 
George Manuel talks of the Fourth World as the indigenous peoples 
descended from a country’s aboriginal population and who today are 

completely or partly deprived of the right to their own territories and its 
riches (Julian Burger, 1990). 

The Fourth World, that occupies a substantial place in the new literary 
criticism, embraces all the nations and groups working for their 
autonomy and independent at all levels from the neighbourhood to the 
nation, minority groups that include ethnic, linguistic, cultural or 
religious, and those in the fields of women’s liberation, ecology or peace 
action, and the whole spectrum of alternative interest groups 
struggling against the enormity of the institutions of the non-
centralized, multi-cellular, power-dispersed world-order. 
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Allison Adelle Hedge Coke, with her Huron, Cherokee and Creek 
descent, fits aptly in the groove of the Fourth World literatures. This 
renowned poet, writer, scholar and activist grew up in North Carolina, 
Texas, Canada, and the Great Plains region and advocates the cause of 
the land where she grew up, and which is now being plundered and 
looted by the modernity. Hedge Coke grew up listening to her Cherokee 
father’s traditional stories. 

Hedge Coke’s noteworthy string of two narrative and sixty four persona 
poems, under the title Blood Run, lends voice to the traditions of 

Indigenous North American mound building cultures and earth works. 
It is a verse play of persona poems. ‘Blood Run Site’ is the name given 
to a mound city, located on the border of Iowa and South Dakota. 
Hedge Coke’s poems in her Blood Run voice out the need to protect the 
native mound city. They were successfully lobbied for and the state 
park was opened in 2013. The specific land of which she speaks is a vast 
city built on the border of the present Iowa and South Dakota. 

 The uniqueness of these poems is that many of them in this collection 
remind the readers the purpose of reading poetry at all—to be returned 

to the elemental. A thorough reading of these relishes the beauty of 
repetition that also has variation. Some of them make us hear the cries 
of singular voices. These voices can safely be called ‘marginalized’, 
because of their native culture and also because of the daring 
announcement of their individuality and identity. 

River is one of the first poems in this work; there is another poem with 
the same title after two poems in between, though. In this poem, the 
poet laments the dwindling of her tribe from eons before the Changling 
(River) to the present day. She says, I often felt like a witness as a child 

and wrote volumes (Sabine Lawless, 2000). She saw building 
earthworks all along the banks of the river in her town. They are built 
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by the Mound-Builders who inhabited the city mound during the first 
decade of the Anno Domini.  

The Mound Builders were hunters. They lived as sojourners in 
temporary villagers. They were talented in constructing the low 
earthen burial mounds which exist even till this day. As they moved 
from place to place, they concentrated themselves around the 
watershed of the Big Sioux River and the Big Stone Lake, and in 

selected places along the lakes and river banks. South Dakota is one 
such settlement.   

Later the tribe became extinct but the mounds they have erected, about 
eighty out of the original four hundred stand as a witness to their earth 
works. Coke decries that Blood Run is still in great danger of being 
forever destroyed by looters, developers, and the plow. The poems revive 
the history of the sites at “Blood Run” giving profound voice to humans, 
animals, plants and structures, also with political-ecological hope for 
the future to preserve ancient spiritual places.’ (Bernhard Wittaker, 

1972). 

 The devastators do not care those Mound Builders who proved a 
terrific tribute of world history for their descendants living just down 
the road today. Like the Mound Builders, who were small in number, 
around ten thousand, her own people are also slowly diminishing. 
There is more than one reason to this:  

First Story, then pressure,      

Pox narrowly preceding his dreadfulness (P.5). 

Either assimilation or warfare led to the demise of these people, as the 
oral tradition goes; and natural epidemic is another reason. 

Along with Horizon, Snake Mound and other poems, the opening poem, 
River recounts the surviving diaspora, and an extraordinary number of 
challenges. In SnakeMound, the poetmourns their fate, feeling that 
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their tribe is considered a burden to the exploiters, who are the people 
with power: 

My weight remains/ heavy upon this land 

It also indicates the great length to which the coiling snake mound runs 
heavily on the earth. The modern commercial world thought of this 
mound as an unnecessary burden and tried to devastate it, and make 
the weight on earth light. The poet describes the way they are 

dismantled and disfigured by grave-robbers, and she is ready to face the 
challenge, rather to take revenge, when she recollects the vandals 
spoiling the historic ‘snake mound’, whose image shows the snake 
swallowing an egg: 

Mouth undone/ for egg swallow… 

Be not fooled,/ be not fooled. 

I will appear again./ Sinuous I am. 

The poet talks about the snake mound, which was central to the Blood 
Run earthworks site, located on what is now the Iowa-South Dakota 

border. A caution is thrown to all those who are in line to vandalize the 
mounds. The snake seems to warn the robbers, who have robbed off its 
structure, that they are not to take it light, but a day to reap is in hand. 
Here, in this poem, she performs the literary resurrection of a 
destroyed snake effigy mound, and by citing the terrestrial form and 
celestial alignments of the majestic Serpent Mound extant in southern 
Ohio.  

When the thematic and the structural complex of the SnakeMound and 
StoneSnakeEffigy are analyzed, Hedge Coke’s personal instinct to 
preserve her ancient spiritual places is revealed. She stimulates in 

multiple ways the earthworks technologies based in methods of 
indigenous sciences, both in the strategic placement of individual 
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poems within the sequence and in complex geometry that underlines 
their free-verse forms.  

Poems in Blood Run,The Tree at Eminija Mounds, Prairie Horizons, 
Clan Sister (1 & 2), Horizon or any of the other poems, bear witness to 
a difficult age, an age built on a spiral of earthliness. They make an 

honouring song for the earth. They also carry the feelings of i)  joy: My 
reaches long, lift,/above… dipping lightly,/… glad spirit returns to me, 
running (The Tree at Eminija Mounds), ii) sorrow: Corn has the 
hardest task/ The squatters have used you (Memory), iii) hope: Some of 
our loved ones/children’s children will/  return here someday/speak for 

us and, iv)  lyricism: Those seeing merely horizontal beauty/miss the 
crevices, creases, puckers, plunk, plunk/my bounty pleasure… (Prairie 
Horizons). 

Coke successfully creates a narrative of both personal and cultural 
history. She is unflinchingly succinct of telling of the joyful, the painful, 
the hopeful events, and offered even lyrical gems.  She expresses an 
ecological concern in her River, saying, Not generations lain out before 

them./ Not sculptural works nor practical./Nor mare’s tails above, nor 
horsetail within me. The flora and fauna of the region is also suffering. 
The once grown horsetail and mare’s tail on the soil and in water are 
no more seen. They are extinct because of man’s reckless dismantling 
of the places. She has fallen deep into the earth world and reveals its 
hidden truths. 

The zeal to preserve the Blood Run which was once a great mound city 
is expressed in her poems. A very less percentage of these mounds made 
their home in this city time ago and prove a terrific tribute of world 

history for their descendants just living down the road in this century. 
There is a lurking danger of the looters or the plow, destroying the 
Blood Run, for minting their purse by establishing industries or 
encouraging agriculture. 
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The Cherokees have no recognition of their own in the world politics, 
nor do they have sovereignty. But she is facing up the injustice meted 
out to her tribe by raising her voice through her effective poems and 
geo-political force. The mound-builders are deprived of protecting the 
mounds constructed by their age-old ancestors and their rich mound-
culture. Coke is successful in her project as she could get a state park 
done. 

The poems befit the New Literary grove with their internationally 
unrecognized tribe maintaining a distinct political culture within their 

states. The mound-culture is unrelated to many of the nations or other 
geographical areas within their location or to any contemporary social 
movements. Yet they maintain a unique stamp and vehemently 
struggle for their identity.  

Linda Hogan, a descendant of mound-builders, praises Coke and her 
poems. She says, Praise to the book that praises the mystery and beauty 
and history… she is a mesmerizing artist, with work based on research 
chanted into poetry. The poems speak for themselves. They include not 
only the various ceremonial, burial and effigy mounds, but also 

skeletons, ghosts, river, sun, moon, corn horsetails, redwing black bird, 
looters, anthropologists, tractor, horizon and memory. 

Like Coke, there are many American Indian writers who write on 
similar causes of communal investments in land, grave sites and the 
repatriation of human remains or exhuming. They give voice to the 
multiple inhabitants, land and to build environment. The marginalized, 
aboriginals, mixing minorities and ethnic groups are gaining stand in 
the literary arena, giving vast scope for research in peculiar areas that 
are not yet trodden.  
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Abstract 

Quality of Work Life refers to the level of satisfaction’, 
motivation, involvement and commitment of individuals with respect to 
their lives at work place. The wage administration of the employees 
must be satisfactory which ultimately leads to motivating the workers 
and involve them in the work and commit to the organizational 
objectives. The structural changes at micro and macro level have their 
own effects on employee compensation. The organization either in 
public or private sector seeks to achieve competitive edge.   

Key words: Compensation, Supplementary Compensation, Minimum 

Wages, Compensation Policy, Quality of Work Life 

Most of the organizations have become seriously concerned with 
preparing appropriate strategies for effectively dealing with the two 
aspects viz., compensation and welfare.  Most of the organizations have 
compensation strategies and policies that cause wages and salaries to 
be adjusted.  Some companies particularly large ones, pay premium 

above the prevailing wages to attract and retain the best employees.  
Compensation is what employees receive in exchange of their 
contribution to the organization.  A well-designed compensation system 
helps the organization achieve its objectives and obtain, maintain, and 
retain a productive workforce.  Without adequate compensation, 
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current employees are likely to leave and replacement will be difficult 
to make. 

 Employee compensation is a vital part of human resource 
management of any organisation. Wages, salaries and other forms of 
employee compensation constitute a very large component of operating 
costs. One of the biggest factors affecting industrial relations is the 
salary or wage the compensation an employee receives for a fair days’ 
work. Employee compensation is a very significant issue from the view 
point of employers, employees and the nation as a whole. No 

organisation can expect to attract and retain qualified and motivated 
employees unless it pays them fair compensation. As organizations 
continue to face mounting competitive pressures, they seek to do more 
with less and do it with better quality.  Undoubtedly, the employee 
compensation and welfare system, which is the focus of this chapter, 
plays a significant role in efforts to manage human resource better. 

 Employee compensation may be classified into two categories: 1. 
Base or primary compensation and 2. Supplementary Compensation. 
Base compensation refers to basic pay in the form of wage and salaries. 
It is a fixed and non-incentive payment on the basis of time expended 
on the job. Supplementary compensation consists of incentive and 
variable payments, based on either individual output or output of the 
group as a whole. Administration of employee compensation is called 
compensation management or wage and salary administration. It 
involves formulation and implementation of employee compensation. It 

includes job evaluation, wage/salary survey, development and 
maintenance of wage structure rules for administration of wages, profit 
sharing and other incentives and control of payroll costs. The basic 
purpose of wage and salary administration is to establish and maintain 
an equitable wage and salary structure and an equitable labour cost 
structure. 
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 Compensation system of an organization constitutes all rewards 
- monetary or non-monetary and current or deferred.  It includes pay 
for work and performance, i.e., basic pay, cost of living adjustments 
(DA), overtime payments, shift differentials, travel expenses etc. The 
Composition of a compensation package may differ from industry to 
industry and also within an industry.  What an employer finally pays to 
an employee is determined by such factors as the policy of the 
organization, its capacity to pay, prevailing market rate of similar jobs 
in the industry and in the region, government regulation on minimum 

wages, and the bargaining power of the employees.  A sound 
compensation policy has three goals: attract, retain and motivate 
employee.  It is generally integrated with the broad objectives of an 
organization and of an economy.  A rational policy should maintain a 
balance between an apparent conflict between the need to generate 
surplus for economic growth and the creation of job opportunities with 
the social concern for marked improvement in wages and salaries and 
working conditions. Such a policy is required for every organization 
that employs, workers and managers as the efficiency of work 
organization is influenced by their compensation decisions. 

The Indian Experience: 

 Evolving a rational comprehensive compensation policy 
consistent with our development objectives has remained one of the 
most important endeavours during the entire planning era.  Whereas 
wages in the public sector are fixed by recommendations of pay 
commissions/ wage boards, private sector wages are generally fixed by 
the forces of demand and supply.  Employment in the two sectors also 

differs in respect of non-wage benefits such fringe benefits, working 
conditions and job security.  As a result, enough evidence is available 
indicating the growth of high wage salary, failure to implement 
minimum wages in the private sector, failure to restrain the increase of 
wages and salaries in the public sector and continuance of intra-
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sectorial differences in compensation to employees.  The compensation 
policy has become vital especially in the context of achieving 
international competitiveness and restructuring of the public and 
private sector to improve their efficiency.  

 After procurement, compensation of personnel constitutes one 
of the important functions of human resource management.  This 
function is both complex and challenging.  Most of the irritants and 
disputes center round the wage issues.  For employers wages constitute 
cost factor.  They are interested in minimizing labour cost per unit of 

output.  On the other hand, wages become a means of satisfying basic 
needs and wants of workers. Wages are the largest source of purchasing 
power, hence, changes in labour income have an important bearing on 
the levels of economic activity.  As wages and earnings have close 
relationship with prices and production, they affect the economy of the 
country as a whole.  Wages are important to the employee, not only 
because they constitute a major portion of standard of living, but also 
they determine his status and position in the society. The soundness of 
compensation management depends upon the amount of wage or salary 
paid to an employee for a fair days work.  Despite the conclusion of 
morale studies, wage or salary is significant to employees, as it 
constitutes a major share of their income.  “Pay” in one form or 
another is certainly one of the main springs of motivation in our 
society. 

Significance of Wages:  

 Compensation needs to be high enough to attract applicants.  
Pay levels must respond to supply and demand of workers in the labour 

market since employees compete for wages. Premium wages are 
sometimes needed to attract applicants who are already working for 
others.  Employees may quit when compensation levels are not 
competitive, resulting in higher labour turnover.  Compensation 
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management strives for internal and external equity.  Internal equity 
requires that pay be related to the relative worth of jobs, so that similar 
jobs get similar pay.  External equity means paying the workers what 
their counterparts in other firms in the labour market are being paid. 

 Pay should reinforce desired behaviours and act as an incentive 
for those behaviours to occur in the future. Effective compensation 
plans require performance, loyalty, experience responsibilities, and 
other behaviours.  A rational compensation system helps the 
organization obtain and retain workers at a reasonable cost.  Without 

effective compensation management, a worker could be over or under 
paid.  A sound wage and salary system considers the legal challenges 
imposed by the government and ensures the employer’s compliance.  
Human resource specialists, operating managers, and employees should 
easily understand the compensation management system.  The 
compensation practices designed to be managed efficiently, making 
optimal use of the human resources information system, although this 
objective should be secondary consideration compared with objectives. 

Compensation practices 

 Employees, in exchange of their work, generally expect some 
appreciation.  Money is considered the most important motivation for 
employees, though non-financial incentives too work efficiently.  The 
goals of compensation management are to design the lowest cost pay 
structure that will attract, motivate and retain competent employees. 

 The outcome of pay dissatisfaction may detract from the 
objectives of enhancing organizational productivity and suggest a 
decline in the quality of work life.  In several cases, pay issues may 

lower performance, increase grievances or cause workers to quit.  
Poorly compensated jobs can lead to absenteeism and other forms of 
employee withdrawal too.  Even overpayment can harm the 
organization and its people, causing anxiety, guilt, and discomfort.  
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High compensation cost will reduce the firm’s competitiveness and its 
ability to provide jobs.  A right balance between satisfaction and 
competitiveness underlies most of the organizations compensation 
efforts.  Human resource departments can contribute to the 
organization’s strategic objectives through this balance of satisfaction 
and competitiveness in the firm’s compensation programme.  By 
recording desired results, compensation policies and practices reinforce 
those behaviours that comfort the organization’s future strategies. 

 Compensation is not the only way to align performance with 

strategy.  Human resource planning, recruiting, selection, placement, 
development, performance appraisals, and career planning also help 
align individual efforts and strategy.  But unlike staffing and 
development activities, compensation programmes can be quickly 
modified and lined with new strategies.  The flexibility and 
responsiveness of compensation management embraces direct 
compensation, which includes wages and salaries and indirect 
compensation, which includes fringe benefits.  These areas can be 
adjusted to support the strategic efforts of the company. 

 In today’s competitive environment, attracting and retaining 
skilled personnel is largely dependent upon how competitive is the 
compensation package of the company.  Every day innovation is going 
on to build an attractive compensation package.  Thus, organizations 
need to be more proactive compensation package more qualitative to 
enhance the motivation of the people. 

Compensation Policy in the Public Sector and Private Sector: 

 Majority of the public enterprises set up by the central 

government had in the early stages the objectives of creating 
employment opportunities and being a model employer.  As a 
consequence, all human resource policies in public sector enterprises 
have focused not only on wages and salaries of the employee but also on 
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other components such as housing, bonus etc., in general the workers 
in this sector are better placed than their counterparts in other sectors 
of the economy including central government employees. 

 Prior to 1968, public enterprises were required to obtain 
government’s approval for general revision in the terms and conditions 
of service of their employees.  Generally, the levels of emoluments in 
public enterprises used to be fixed by the management on region-cum- 
industry basis taking into account the level of emoluments prevailing 
for central government servants of comparable categories.  In view of 

the recommendation of the Administrative Reforms Commission 
(1967), public enterprises were made free to make appointments 
irrespective of pay, for all posts below the board level without reference 
to the government.  It was, however, recognized that though uniformity 
is not possible in the matter of pay and allowance whenever possible, 
rationalization has to be effected.  The freedom, depending upon the 
relative strengths and weaknesses at the bargaining table, led to wide 
differences between different enterprises.  The trend of distortions was 
arrested towards the end of 1971 when the Third Pay Commission 
highlighted the fact that the public sector enterprises were raising their 
emoluments considerably despite loses suffered by them.  The 
government then decided that there would be no general revision of 
wages or increase in fringe benefits in the public enterprises without 
prior consultations with the central government. Within the 
government, then Bureau of Public Enterprises in the Ministry of 

Finance acted as the central coordinating point for the scrutiny of such 
proposals.  It was felt that there is no uniformity either in the 
periodicity of review of the extent of neutralization.  The lack of 
uniformity was all prevalent between the public sector and the central 
government employees and between the central government and state 
government employees.  Even within the same sector, the practices 
varied from institution to institution leading to wide disparities, in 
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emoluments between employees of the same status.  The government, 
through the Bureau, has been trying to rationalize the wage structure 
and eliminate the differences in it.  The department of public 
enterprises, Ministry of Industry, continues to function as a nodal 
agency for evolution of policy relating to wage settlements aimed at 
bringing uniformity in wage structure and included the total package of 
monetary rewards from employment. 

 All this led to a change in the thinking of the government, in 
1980’s which considered it necessary that increases in wages of the 

workers be linked to productivity so that on the one hand, the 
enterprises would have the capacity to pay and, on the other hand, the 
increase would then appear to be sharing of the fruits of prosperity.  
However, pending evolution of clear guidelines on the subject, a 
number of wage settlements were entered into according earlier 
guidelines.  But since July 1995, 242 public sector enterprises have 
been brought under the same DA pattern.  This step will further 
rationalize the wage structure. 

Conclusion: 

The scenario of the quality of work life has been presented on 
the basis of Wage Administration. An attempt is made to evaluate the 
wage administration impact on quality of work life by interviewing the 
employees with the help of a questionnaire to assess the quality of work 
life in public sector and private sector organizations. Mainly the 
satisfaction of the employees about the above mentioned quality of 
work life parameters is presented. The data is analyzed with the help of 
weighted average and ranking system. 
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Robert Browning’s dramatic monologues, which unravel the scope for 
dramatic manifestation of the interior of a person, are marked by 
Browning’s interest in dealing especially with ‘abnormal’ as well as 
‘criminal’ psychology. Browning had a dramatic bent of mind. Before 
attempting and succeeding so well at the dramatic monologue, he had 
tried his hand at drama proper for the stage. Though his theatrical 
trials failed, his genius got the best outlet of expression in the domain 
of dramatic monologue, a form which suited Browning’s genius for 
drama as well as psychological analysis. His dramatic monologues 
exhibit the dramatic interplay between human experience and 
unfulfilled aspiration. For his purpose of ‘soul-dissection’ Browning, in 
some of his dramatic monologues, had chosen the criminal and 
abnormal psyche, which provided him the opportunity of 

experimentation and demonstration of novelty in an obscure as well as 
unvisited realm of poetry. 

                  The spirit of Browning’s poetry is deeply embedded in the 
spirit of the Victorian era.Victorian period underwent radical changes 
in the social, political, economic, scientific and the cultural spheres, and 
these changes destabilised the long-standing, traditional notions. It was 
an age of imperialism and colonial expansion. Due to the great increase 
of available markets as well as sources of raw materials in colonies, this 
period observed a revolution in the realm of commerce and industry. 
Besides, the successive Reform Bills of 1832, 1867 and 1884 gave 
democratic rights to the people. Thus, in the Victorian era the 
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transformation of the country-based, agrarian society into the urban, 
capitalist society, whose watchword became ‘competition’, resulted into 
transformation of several age-old values. In this capitalist era with the 
collapse of the belief in the ‘theocentric world’, man becomes more and 
more concerned with this world. Hence man succumbs to the capitalist 
notion of consumerism and wants to ‘possess’ everything in this world 
before death. Love also gets commodified. Browning as a Victorian 
artist, chooses the form of dramatic monologue to highlight these 

Victorian obsessions, that engender the conflict between limited human 
capacity and unlimited aspiration and kindle the ‘abnormal’ as well as 
the ‘criminal’ instinct of man to attain his goal whether in a fair or in a 
distorted manner. 

                  In “Porphyria’s Lover” the ‘criminal’ instinct of the lover is 
kindled by the tension, engendering out of the dichotomy between the 
transient nature of love and the lover’s ardent desire to eternalise it. In 
the backdrop of a violent, stormy night Porphyria comes to her lover 
like a bliss. The magnetic presence of Porphyria beckons ‘warmth’ in 
the chilly room of the lover. 

When glided in Porphyria; straight 
She shut the cold out and the storm, 
And kneeled and made the cheerless grate 
Blaze up and all the cottage warm;(188) 
 

Porphyria “withdrew the dripping cloak”, “let the damp hair fall”, 

“made her smooth white shoulder bare” and whispered words of love to 
her lover. But such an erotic moment of love is suddenly withheld by 
the ‘abnormal’ as well as the ‘criminal’ psyche of the lover, who 
abruptly strangles Porphyria with her golden hair with a desire to 
eternalise the climactic moment of Porphyria’s love and submission 
towards him. 
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That moment she was mine, mine, fair  
Perfectly pure and gold; I found 
A thing to do, and all her hair 
In one long yellow string I wound 
Three times her little throat around, 
And strangled her. No pain felt she;(189) 
 
The murder comes as a dramatic anti-climax, when the reader least 
expects it. Nothing before it actually prepares the readers for murder. 
From this critical situation which creates almost a crisis in the 
speaker’s life, rises the soul study. The cause and motive behind this 
murder of Porphyria, who submits her love to the ‘murderer’, is a 
baffling one. This poem can be marked as an exceptional one, where 
Browning probes into the ‘abnormal’as well as ‘criminal’ instinct of the 
lover.This poem, according to William Clyde DeVane, has “the 
distinction of being the first of Browning’s studies in abnormal 
psychology”(126). It may be conjectured that the lover was a bit 
mentally imbalanced or insane. It is supposedfrom the fact that 
Browning first included this poem under the title of Madhouse Cells. 
However insanity may not be a convincing explanation for the lover’s 
narration of this story with a systematic logic and shocking calmness 
indicates that his mind is free of disorder. The lover’s actions after the 
crime are really puzzling. He opens her dead eyes to see them 
“laughing” as before. He imprints a “burning kiss” on her dead cheek 
to see them “blush” once again. Then he supports her head on his 
shoulder and they sit together, all through the night, equally 
motionless. The ‘abnormal’ lover relishes this situation as he thinks 
that it makes him the only privileged person, who has gained  
 
“Porphyria’s love” for good. 
And I, its love , am gained instead! 
Porphyria’s love; she guessed not how 
Her darling one wish would be heard. 
And thus we sit together now,(189)  
    
It may be supposed that due to Porphyria’s infidelity to her lover, he 
always oscillates in a state of insecurity as well as loss of identity as one 
of those ‘lucky’ lovers of Porphyria, but not as the single, eternal 
possessor of his cherished one.Perhaps it enkindles his animal desire to 
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kill her in order to petrify her kinetic love and to achieve the status of 
her one and only lover. The last line of the poem, “And yet God has not 
said a word”, is again baffling and elusive. The ambivalence of the line 
keeps the readers in doubt on whether the lover fears divine 
intervention for his crime or whether the very absence of any divine 
sign is taken by the lover as a sign of divine approval. Browning does 
not intrude here with comment or explanation and leaves it wholly on 
the readers.  

In “My Last Duchess” Browning again probes into another aspect of 
‘criminal’ psychology and mental aberration of a possessive Duke. The 
monologue begins at the critical juncture of the life of Duke of Ferrara, 
a 16th century nobleman of Italy as he is speaking to the envoy of a 
Count whose daughter he intends to marry. He shows the envoy his 
picture-gallery and stops before the portrait of his last Duchess. The 
very first line, “That’s my last Duchess, painted on the wall” is 
dramatic in tone. From that moment onwards, the poem presents a 
remarkable analysis of the intricate psychological motivations of the 
‘criminal’ psychology of the arrogant Duke who considers his last 
Duchess as a piece of his property. The pride of nine-hundred years old 
name has bred inhumanity and callousness in the Duke. Holding her as 
one of the objects of his possession, he cannot tolerate her smiling at or 
thanking anyone except himself as it implied for himan infringement of 
the rights of property. He interprets every act of his wife’s innocence, 

simplicity and amiability as a calculated insult to himself. 

. . . She had 
                       A heart . . .how shall I say? . . .too soon made glad , 
Too easily impressed; she liked whate’er 
She looked on, and her looks went everywhere. 
Sir,’twas all one! My favour at her breast, 
The dropping of the daylight in the West,  
. . . She thanked men, -good; but thanked 
                    Somehow . . . I know not how . . . as if she ranked  
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                         My gift of a nine-hundred years old name 
  With anybody’s gift . . . (95) 
 

The Duke explains to the envoy that the depth and passion of her 
earnest glance and hearty smile were not reserved for her husband 
alone .In fact she had no sense of discrimination. She smiled and at any 
one. She used to thank everyone sweetly without differentiating 
between the petty gifts of others and the Duke’s. All these things 
irritated the Duke. Hence while projecting her portrait to the envoy the 
Duke does not forget to mention that even here the deep and passionate 
look in the earnest eyes of the Duchess is kindled by the stranger 
painter Fra Pandolf, not by the presence of her husband. 

How such a glance came there; so, not first 
Are you to turn and ask thus. Sir,’twas not 
Her husband’s presence only, called that spot 
Of joy into the Duchess’ cheek: perhaps 
Fra Pandolf chanced to say “Her mantle laps. . . (94) 
 
Thus, her behaviour displeased the Duke and he could tolerate it no 
longer. So he gave commands to make her smile stopped for ever.  

. . . Oh, Sir, she smiled, no doubt, 
Whene’er I passed her; but who passed without 
Much the same smile? This grew; I gave commands; 
Then all smiles stopped together . . .(95) 
 
Here we get an oblique hints of the ‘criminal’ psychology of a 
megalomaniac Duke who can not even hesitate to kill her wife for 
hurting his overpossessive, male ego by her broadmindedness of 
assimilating with all.Now, after killing the Duchess, the authoritarian 
Duke relishes over the thought that now he is the only person who can 
draw the curtain before the portrait of the last Duchess in order to 

demonstrate her to the strangers whenever he please. Hence the 
murder of his wife implies for him a means of gaining his ‘agency’ of 
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possession as well as recovering his ‘position’ as her husband or 
possessor.Blind love for power and position here ignites the ‘criminal’ 
instinct of the husband who is the least suitable person to be a lover.  
We are not provided with any living portrait of the last Duchess, but 
from the words of the Duke we can assume the true nature of the 
Duchess. The irony is that, while the Duke’s words provide his personal 
opinion of the Duchess, we form a quite different opinion from those 
very words. The Duke’s attempt to present his dead wife in a 

derogatory light ultimately results in the readers’ guess about the 
Duke’s narrow-mindedness, haughtiness and cruelty. It is not by mere 
accident that he talks of his dead wife – he does so by design in order to 
make the envoy understood what sort of behaviour he expects from the 
woman he is going to marry. He gives the intimation that he would 
tolerateno rival for his next wife’s smiles. 

                  In another dramatic monologue “The Bishop Orders His 
Tomb at SaintPraxed’s Church”, which is according to William Clyde 
De Vaneone of the “perfect dramatic monologues”(167)of Browning, 
Browning explores another aspect of ‘abnormal’  psychology through 
the monologue of a dying, sensual Bishop, whose concentration hovers, 
even at his death-bed, on the thought of his future gorgeous tomb, 
rather than the thought of death and salvation. It opens at the crucial 
moment, when the Bishop of the 16th century is about to die. Like other 
dramatic monologues here too the ‘abnormal’ psychology of the speaker 

is revealed through the Bishop’s instructions about the decoration of 
his tomb to his illegitimate sons, who stands beside him.His old rival 
Gandolf has deprived him of the position in the church, but he wishes 
to make up for the loss by a decorous, costly tomb, with more erudite, 
classical inscription than Gandolf’s. The character emerging from the 
words of the speaker, is a worldly materialistic one with a great love for 
the sensuous, opulent aspects of life. A Bishop on his deathbed might be 
expected to think of spiritual salvation. But in this poem though the 
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Bishop intersperses his monologue with brief views on the mystery of 
life and death, he gives greater emphasis to the thought of the 
splendour of his tomb. The Bishop had spent a luxurious life and 
possessed a beautiful mistress- contrary to his vows of abstinence as a 
religious clergyman. He has a beautiful villa at Frascati, a village 
known for its gorgeous houses. Now he orders his sons to build a 
magnificent tomb of all the costliest and the rarest stones like basalt, 
antique-black, jasper and lapis lazuli. 

Some lump. Ah God, of lapis lazuli, 
Big as a Jew’s head cut off at the nape, 
Blue as a vein o’er the Madonna’s breast . . . 
Did I say basalt for my slab sons ? Black- 
’Twas ever antique-black I meant! How else 
Shall ye contrast my frieze to come beneath? 
. . . Nay, boys, ye love me-all of jasper, then ! 
                      . . . All lapis, all, sons! . . .(224-225). 
 
The Bishop is sensuous beyond words. He can compare the bluishness 
of the lapis lazuli with the beauty of a blue vein, shining through 
through the transparent white skin of breast in a picture of Madonna. 
He wants even pagan and sensual picture of Pan, about to snatch of the 
garments from a nymph to snatch off the garments from a nymph on 
his tomb. He speaks of providing his sons “mistresses with smooth 
marbly limbs”.It is not enough for him that his tomb will be beautiful, 
but it must be superior to the cheap tomb of his rival Bishop Gandolf. 

                            Peach-blossom marble all, the rare, the ripe 
As fresh-poured red wine of a mighty pulse. 
                            -Old Gandolf with his paltry onion-stone, . . .(224) 
 
Even at his death-bed, the passion of outdoing his rival, rules the 
Bishop’s ‘abnormal’ mind. Finally the Bishop’s mind is in a state of 
confusion which is appropriate for a man of his temperament, about to 
leave this world of pleasures, not knowing assuredly, whether his son 
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would bother to fulfil his desire or not. In this poem Browning explores 
another facet of ‘abnormal’ psychology and simultaneously captures the 
essence of the Italian Renaissance with all its confusingly diverse 
aspects. De Vane thinks that Browning’s first brilliant study of “the 
culture and morality of the Italian Renaissance” in “My Last Duchess” 
“reached its apex in The Bishop Orders His Tomb”(109). Edward 

Berdoe comments that in this poem Browning “satirises the 
Renaissance spirit, which, though it did good service to humanity in a 
thousand ways, was much more concerned with flesh than spirit”(82). 

               Thus, Browning ushers a new avenue of study in complex, 
abnormal and criminal psychology of mankind through his dramatic 
monologues. Browning’s versatility is expressed in this sort of liberal 
handling, experimentation and modulation of the form of dramatic 
monologue. Browning was interested in the interior of man and his 
‘soul’. He wanted to lay bare the human mind and heart. As such, he 
found his ideal medium in the form of the dramatic monologue, where 
through the process of dramatic conflict and reflection of inner tension, 
he exhibits his paramount capacity in psychological penetration and 
soul-dissection. 
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ABSTRACT 

In today’s economic uncertainty, companies are searching for 
alternative ways to stay competitive. This work presents the 
implementation of an improved inventory management and control 
system for a steel plant. Inventory management system involves the 
procurement, stocking and issue of materials to the various department 
in an industry as and when required. The aim of this work is to design 
inventory models for such a system in a process industry. This study 
goes through the process of analyzing companies existing inventory 
control technique and recommending an improved inventory control 
technique and a forecasting model for economical maintenance of the 
inventory in the plant. 

 The existing system of inventory control of spares reveals that past 
data cannot be taken as the major decision criteria. The important 
decision making criterion related to spares is criticality, lead time and 

consumption value, which needs to be accounted for effective control of 
inventory management in the organization. Data collected from various 
sources like log books, ledgers, annual financial statements and 
published articles of the company. Interview method is used to collect 
primary data regarding the existing inventory management system. 
Selective inventory models are used to identify the various important 
products in the inventory. 
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 ABC Analysis, VED analysis, ABC-VED matrix, lead time are 
incorporated in order to obtain 3D model namely, Music-3D and 
suggestions were given to improve the inventory management of 
spares. The key performance indicators were also established to give 
benchmark operations. After modeling appropriate inventory control 
method, each item is forecasted using exponential smoothing 
forecasting technique. Cost analysis is done on forecasted and ordered 

quantities to assess the excess inventory cost. 

Introduction 

Inventory means the quantity of goods and materials on hand; stock. 
Inventory means physical stock of goods, which is kept in hands for 
smooth and efficient running of future affairs of an organization at the 
minimum cost of funds blocked in inventories. In other words, 
inventory is the amount or value of a firm's current assets that consist 
of raw materials, work in progress and finished goods; stock,  

Inventory is essential to provide flexibility in operating a system and it 
can be classified into raw materials inventory, in-process inventory and 
finished goods inventory. The raw-materials inventories remove 
dependency between suppliers and plants. The work-in-process 
inventories remove dependency between machines of a product line. 
The finished goods inventory removes dependency between plant and 
its customers/market. Effective inventory management is very critical 
to market success. In most companies, resources are limited. Excess 

inventories serve no purposes and simply ties up capital uselessly.  

There are a lot of previous studies on this subject ,where Flores 
&Whybark (1987) states that, the traditional ABC classification has 
generally been based on just one criterion – the annual dollar usage of 

the items. However, depending on what part of the organization is 
concerned; the criterion of what is most important with respect to 
inventory items can change. As Partovi, et al. (1993) proposed a 
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classification method for ABC analysis using the Analytic Hierarchy 
Process. In the model, inventory items are ranked based on several 
criteria, with weights assigned to each criterion similarly Scholz-
Reiter, et al. (2012) states that, Inventory classification based on 

ABC-XYZ analysis is of high importance for strategic supply and 
inventory control. 

It is imperative to optimize inventory levels in order to balance working 
capital investment, desired customer service level and reduce overall 
inventory holding costs. It is necessary to identify the beneficial trade-
off desired while optimizing inventory simultaneously. To realize this, 

suitable inventory models are needed to be synthesized and applied 
based on the dynamics of the operating environment.In this context we 
aimed to study 

1. The inventory management in the organization. 

2. To identify the loop holes, if any in the inventory management 
system. 

3. The main objective of the thesis is to model an effective inventory 
control system to the inventory in the respective organization. The tool 
used is namely selective inventory control. 

4. To maintain the inventory at optimum costs by implementing the 
selective inventory control techniques to the data of inventory in the 
respective organization. 

METHODOLOGY: 

Selective inventory control techniques require that each one of the 
items, irrespective of their criticality, be given equal importance. The 
reorder quantity, the safety stock and the minimum and maximum 
inventory levels require to be determined for each of items in stores. 

In Present work, we concentrate mainly on ABC and VED analyses. In 
addition to the above analyses, a new approach namely MUSIC-3D 
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(Multi unit selective inventory control) is being incorporated to them 
for better analysis and to impose tight control on inventory. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: 

The main aim of this work is to model a well cultivated procedure for 
the better management of the spare parts inventory in the steel plant. 
Different selective inventory control techniques such as ABC, VED and 
MUSIC-3D analyses are used to analyze the data of spare parts 
inventory. After the analysis, the obtained critical items are forecasted. 
Exponential forecasting is used to forecast the spare parts inventory for 

better maintenance, organization of the inventory and to reduce cost. 

ABC ANALYSIS:  

ABC Analysis is conducted on 57 different items of spare parts 
inventory that are purchased from the vendor to be used in various 
departments of a Steel Plant. The following are the results of the 
analysis: 

Table 1 shows that the “A” items are 11 in number, which means 
19.29% of the items contributing to the 75.52% of consumption value of 
the inventory. Similarly, “B” items are 13 in number which implies 
that 22.87% of the items contributing to the 18.53% of the consumption 
52 value of the inventory and “C” items are 33 in number, which 
implies that the 57.8% of the items contributing to the 5.95% of 
consumption value of the inventory. 
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Table 1 : Results of ABC analysis 

 

If ABC analysis alone is considered, ‘A’ items are to be given tight 
control and continuous check. ‘B’ items are to be given a moderate 

control and an occasional check on them would be advisable. Shortages 
of list B items would also prove costly. ‘C’ items have very less 
consumption value when compared with grand total value which is in 
crores, yet the value of list C items is also in lakhs and they cannot be 
completely neglected. However, less control on ‘C’ of items will be 
enough. 

VED ANALYSIS 

VED analysis is conducted by intensively discussing with the managers 
and floor incharges of the respective user departments and the results 
are tabulated below 
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Table 2 : Results of VED analysis 

 

If VED analysis is alone considered, the vital items are 15 in number 

among 57 items, which contribute to the 79.1% of the total inventory 
cost. Essential items are 20 in number, contributing 13.30% of the 
inventory cost. Desirable items are 22 in number, contributing to the 
7.6% of the total inventory cost. 

Vital items should be maintained at a good level in the inventory, no 
lead time can be afforded for these items. It is advisable to replenish 
the stock ahead of the requisition. Essential items are given a medium 
level of control and short lead time for these items is acceptable, long 
lead time for procurement of essential items would prove costly. 
Desirable items are the once which can be afforded long lead time for 
the procurement. The desirable items can be maintained in low stocks, 
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as they have a long lead time and can be ordered upon the requisition. 
Thus inventory cost associated with these desirable items can be saved. 
However, complete elimination of desirable inventory is not a good 
practice too. 

ABC-VED CONTROL MATRIX 

VED or ABC analyses alone are insufficient practices for economical 
maintenance of the inventory in the organizations like a Steel Plant. 
Hence they both are combined for better assistance in maintaining the 
spare parts inventory. 

Table 3: Result of ABC-VED control matrix 

 

ABC-VED analyses are combined to from ABC-VED control matrix. 
The control matrix is the combination of resultants ABC and VED 
analyses. ABC analysis is based on the consumption value and VED 
analysis is based on criticality. The items in category I are of the 
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combination of high consumption value and high criticality. The items 
in category II are of the combination of medium consumption value and 
medium criticality. The items in category III are of the combination of 
low consumption value and less criticality. The items in the category I 
should be given utmost importance. The items in the category II should 
be given moderate attention and least attention to the items falling 
under category III. 

MUSIC-3D (MULTI UNIT SELECTIVE INVENTORY 
CONTROL) MATRIX: 

The 3 dimensions, consumption value, lead time and criticality are used 

in this analysis.The above ABC and VED analyses are taken into 
consideration and in addition to them the lead time is also used to make 
the analysis much better and inventory control much more 
economical.Music-3d is the 8 cell matrix with in which the total 
inventory is classified. The results of music-3d matrix are given in 
Table-4 

Table-4 Result of Multi unit selective inventory control-3D matrix 
(Music-3D). 
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Overall, MUSIC-3D analysis can be the best one for the maintenance of 
inventories in a huge organization whose inventory constitutes 30% of 
the production cost of the plant. This MUSIC-3D analysis is a well 
cultivated inventory tool to organize the inventory in a effective and 
economical way as it considers the three important parameters 
consumption value, lead time and criticality combined. 

Conclusion: 

To optimize and control the spare parts inventory, selective inventory 
control techniques such as ABC, VED are used and their combination 
gives a MUSIC-3D technique, which is applied in this work 

The following conclusions can be drawn. 

1. In ABC analysis, items are grouped according to the consumption 
values. Utmost importance is given to the high consumption valued 
items. 

‘A’- 11 items (19.29% of items) – Rs. 575,76,80,234 (75.52% of cost) 

‘B’- 13 items (22.87% of items) – Rs. 141,24,21,348 (18.53% of cost) 

‘C’- 33 Items (57.84% of items) – Rs. 45,38,36,467 (5.95% of cost) 

2. In VED analysis, items are grouped based on the criteria of 
criticality. Vital and essential items are maintained well and shortages 
cannot be afforded for these critical items. 

‘V’- 15 items (26.31% of items) – Rs. 603,75,88,228 

‘E’- 20 items (35.08% of items) – Rs. 58,35,12,794 

‘D’- 22 items (38.59% of items) – Rs. 100,28,37,027 

3. In music-3D analysis, three dimensions namely consumption value, 
criticality and lead time are the criteria’s under which the items are 
grouped. The inventory items are clubbed into eight-cell matrix; 
importance to the items varies from cell 1 to cell 8. 
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4. The results of Music-3D analysis show that, the inventory controlling 
techniques can be applied further to the non- critical items to maintain 
the inventory in an economical way. There by making full usage of the 
resources in best way possible. 
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Abstract 

My thesis “Critique Of Utilitarianism- Philosophical Investigation  by 

Bernard Williams”  is an attempt towards a philosophical investigation 
of the utilitarianism of Bentham and Mill and the defense of these 
theories against the counter-attack of Bernard Williams.  

 In this, I examine the Williams’ critique of utilitarianism, discussed by 
him in his “A Critique of Utilitarianism”. His “A Critique of 
Utilitarianism” addresses major philosophical problems posed by 
utilitarianism. Williams contends that utilitarianism rests upon an 

extreme notion of impartiality which focuses upon the consequences of 
our actions. Williams analyses examples to try and show that there is a 
serious problem with utilitarianism. This doctrine deprives agents of 
their integrity. He contends that this happens because utilitarianism 
separates an agent’s actions from his projects. 

A Critique of Utilitarianism 

In his philosophical work, he always rejected the utilitarian views 
that said morality lay in seeking the greatest good for the greatest 
number. Bernard Williams’s in his “A Critique of Utilitarianism” 
focuses on addressing a major philosophical problem posed by 
utilitarianism. According to utilitarian theory actions can only be 
carried out if they produce the greatest amount of happiness. He argues 
that utilitarianism underestimates the importance of integrity. In his 
contribution to the 1973 work Utilitarianism, For and Against, 

Williams transformed the standard discussion by connecting the issue 
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to the nature of motivation and the nature of agency. Williams analysed 
examples where an agent could maximise goods, or minimise harms, 
but only at the cost of performing actions that go deeply against the 
integrity. He argued that we cannot coherently regard ourselves simply 
as the agent to greater general utility. An agent’s integrity is bound up 
with a local sphere of responsibility. It is the meaning of the actions 
performed by us that shapes our identities. 

In his article, “A Critique of Utilitarianism”, Bernard Williams is 

concerned that consequentialism is an ethical theory that has been 
accepted in people’s mind due to a misunderstanding and negative 
reaction to non-consequentialist theories. He attempts to show that 
utilitarianism is not a standard for defining right actions. According to 
consequentialism action is evaluated according to the consequences of 
one’s action. Williams criticizes this theory and his criticism is 
dependent on two factors: 

Negative Responsibility - One is responsible for what they do and 
also what they allow or fail to prevent. The idea is that the agent is 
responsible for the consequences produced by his own actions and by 
any actions of others whom his actions may have influenced.1 

Impartiality - From a moral point of view, each individual counts 
as much and no less than any other individual.2 

He wrote in his article that consequentialism attaches ultimate 
value to states of affairs and its concerns is with what states of affairs 
the world contains. It involves the notion of negative responsibility, 
that is, “if I am ever responsible for anything, then I must be just as 
much responsible for things that I allow or fail to prevent, as I am for 

                                                             
1J.C.C. Smart and B.Williams, Utilitarianism: For and Against (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1973), 93.  
2Ibid., 96. 
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things that I myself in the more everyday restricted sense, bring 
about”.3 Looking at this from another point of view, it can be also be 
seen as a special application which is regarded as the essence of 
morality itself- a principle of impartiality. Such a principle will claim 
that there can be no relevant difference from a moral point of view 
which consist just in the fact, not further explicable in general terms, 
that benefits or harms arise to one person rather than to another- “its 
me” can never in itself be a morally comprehensible reason. It means 
that utilitarianism is thus impartial, holding that the agent 

beneficiaries are in some way deserving the harm or benefits.4 

In order to explain his points and criticism on utility theory, 
Williams presented the two examples in his article. They are as follows: 

First example: George is a chemist with poor health having 
difficulty getting a job. He has a wife and several small children. 
The only job that he is offered is by an older chemist to do 
research on chemical and biological warfare. George believes that 
such research should not be done, butif he does not do it, someone 
else will and his family needs the money. What should he do?5 

Second example: Jim is in a small South American town as a 
tourist. Along a wall are twenty Indians who are about to be shot. 
The captain, noticing Jim as a visitor, offers Jim the chance to 
shoot one Indian and the rest will be freed. However, if he does 
not shoot the one, then all twenty will be killed. Given that he 

cannot stop them and the Indians cannot escape what should Jim 
do?6 

                                                             
3Ibid., 95. 
4Ibid., 96. 
5Ibid., 97-98. 
6Ibid., 98. 
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According to Williams, consequentialism recommends that 

George should take the job and Jim should kill the Indian. He says, 

“A feature of utilitarianism is that it cuts out a kind of 
consideration  which for some others makes a difference to what 
they feel about such cases: a consideration involving the idea, as 
we might first and very simply put it, that each of us is especially 
responsible for what he does, rather than for what other people 

do”.7 

But Williams thinks that the recommendation of utilitarianism is 
wrong in both the cases because in each case, Utilitarianism makes the 
value of personal integrity more or less unintelligible. It separates us 
from our projects. We come to be alienated from what we value most 
due to our concerns with the optimal consequences. Further he says 
that “the reason why utilitarianism cannot understand integrity is that 
it cannot coherently describe the relations between a man’s project and 
his actions”.8 With this statement Williams talks about “man’s project” 
as a leading role in his critique of ethical theory. He believes that, one’s 
project’s go a long way towards defining one’s character. Examples of 
projects include: 

The obvious kind of desire for things for oneself, one’s family, 
one’s friends, including basics necessities of life, and in more 

relaxed circumstances, objects of taste. Or there may be pursuits 
or interest of an intellectual, cultural or creative character. . 
.Beyond these, someone  may have projects connected with his 
support of some cause. . . .Or there may be projects which flow 

                                                             
7Ibid., 99. 
8Ibid., 100. 
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from some more general disposition towards human conduct and 
character.9 

Williams says that participation in a certain project which is more 
deeply and extensively involved and identified, brings about 
commitments: “One can be committed to such things as a person, a 
cause, an institution, a career, one’s own genius, or the pursuit of 
danger”.10 Thus regarding George’s case, Williams says that opposition 
to chemical and biological warfare are examples of projects and also 
includes attachments to friends and family. The importance of projects 

and commitments are rooted in their role in shaping character, in 
constituting the self, in providing the reasons to live. Williams believes 
that utilitarianism alienates agents from their actions, from their 
projects and from themselves. 

In relation to utilitarianism’s preoccupation with states of affairs 
Williams asks, “How can a man, as a utilitarian agent, come to regard 
as one satisfaction among others, and a dispensable one, a project or 
attitude round which he has built his life, just because someone else’s 
projects have so structured the causal scene thatis how the utilitarian 
sum come out?”11 

Thus Williams rejects any suggestion that utilitarianism might 
accurately value projects constitutive of identity. Instead utilitarianism 
results in alienation, in disvaluing them and in threatening them. He 
says that  

“It is absurd to demand from such a man, when the sums come in 
from the utilitarian network which the projects of others have in 
part determined, that he should just step away from his own 

                                                             
9Ibid., 110-111. 
10Ibid., 112. 
11Ibid., 116. 
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project and decision and acknowledge the decision which 
utilitarian calculation requires. It is to alienate him in a real 
sense from his actions and the source of his action in his own, and 
an output of optimific decision; but this is to neglect the extent to 
which his actions and his decisions have to be seen as the actions 
and decisions which flow from the projects and attitudes with 
which he is most closely identified”.12 

     According to Williams, by ruining the capacity to act from the 
projects and commitments that define agents as persons, utilitarianism 

ultimately ruins their integrity. And not only their integrity with 
regard to actions vulnerable to utilitarian calculation, but their 
integrity with regard to feelings as well. 

To put this more concretely, one’s commitments to principles and 
family are completely subservient to “maximizing the good”. For 
example, one does not take care of or nurture their husband or wife 
because it is their duty. They do it because it is their husband or wife. 
Consequentialism would suggest us to do so because it brings about the 
best consequences. But it may results into inadequate responses. 
Inadequate Responses are as follows:  

a) George or Jim might feel extremely bad about having 
acted in this way. However, consequentialism said that those 
feelings are “irrational”.  

b) George and Jim will set a precedent for others which 
will have long-term bad consequences. However, both 
circumstances are  exceptional and thus it is unlikely that a 
precedent will be set. 

                                                             
12Ibid., 116-117. 
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To explain the above mentioned point a) and b) Williams observes 

that there are two types of effect that are often involved: 

First there is the psychological effect on the agent. Williams 

begins by observing that, from the utilitarian point of view, an agent’s 
(George’s and Jim’s) integrity, for instance, is not threatened in these 
cases where the agent’s  “feels bad, his subsequent conduct and 
relations are crippled because he thinks that he has done the wrong 
thing”13,  and the reason for this given by utilitarian is that: “if the 
balance of outcomes was as it appeared to be before invoking this effect, 
then from the utilitarian point of view, he has not done the wrong 
thing”.14 It is not that Jim cannot feel bad at the time of decision, but 

that such feelings have already been taken into consideration by the 
utilitarian calculus and given that calculus’s verdict as to the rightness 
of Jim’s killing one Indian to save nineteen, any subsequent bad 
feelings are irrational, again from the utilitarian point of view. 

In William’s second example, the moral agent, Jim, finds himself 
in charge of the fate of twenty Indian. If he refuses to go along with a 
plan that demands a violation of his conscience, the utilitarian might 
accuse him of a “self indulgent squeamishness”. The problem with such 
an accusation is that it violates utilitarianism’s own principle of 
impartiality towards the agent. In principle, the utilitarian may only 
make the calculation of the best state of affairs and then passively 
accept without evaluation what the agent chooses. In principle, any 
evaluation of the agent destroys the alleged impartiality utilitarianism 
claims as its central principle. This, of course, makes utilitarianism a 

completely impracticable code of ethics, because it demands the agent’s 
self-destruction (and utilitarianism’s self defeat). Any attempt to live by 

                                                             
13Ibid., 101. 
14Ibid., 101. 
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utilitarianism can only lead the agent to feeling alienated from and 
defeated by his ethical principles.15 

Williams says further that: 

“One must be clear, though, about what (the charge of self-
indulgence) can and cannot accomplish. The most it can do, so far 
as I can see, is to invite one to consider how seriously, and for 
what reasons, one feels that what one is invited to do is (in these 
circumstances) wrong, and in particular, to consider that question 
from the utilitarian point of view. When the agent is not seeing 

the situation from the utilitarian point of view, the appeal cannot 
force him to do so; and if he does come round to seeing the 
situation from that point of view, there is virtually nothing left 
for the appeal to do”.16 

So thus in attempting to contrast the feelings of the agent with a 
charge of moral squeamishness means attempting to manipulate the 
agent into a utilitarian deliberative framework, an attempt that may or 
may not succeed.  However, for Williams, the question is: are 
unpleasant feelings merely unpleasant experiences amenable to 
calculative appraisal or something more, something deeper? Suppose 
Jim refuses to shoot the Indian. The utilitarian maintains that Jim’s 
feelings are just unpleasant experiences, certainly to be credited, but of 
no special account relative to considerations of overall welfare 
maximization, and that resisting the utilitarian conclusion in deference 

to those feelings displays self-indulgence. But assuming that Jim looks 
at the matter from a non-utilitarian point of view, he may see his 
feelings as not merely unpleasant experiences, but as nothing less than 
expressions of right and wrong, indicative of what he can and cannot 

                                                             
15Ibid., 102. 
16Ibid., 102. 
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do. And this is where integrity comes in. The reason why the 
squeamishness appeal can be very unsettling, and one can be unnerved 
by the suggestion of self-indulgence in going against utilitarian 
considerations, is not that we have utilitarian value to attach to our 
feelings, but is that we are partially at least not utilitarians, and cannot 
regard our feelings merely as objects of utilitarian value. Because our 
moral relation to the world is partly given by such feelings, and by a 
sense of what we can or cannot “live with”, to come to regard those 
feelings from a purely utilitarian point of view, that is to say, as 

happenings outside one’s moral self, is to lose a sense of one’s moral 
identity; to lose, in the most literal way, one’s integrity. At this point 
utilitarianism alienates one from one’s moral feelings.17 

Looking at the arguments given by Williams in his Critique of 
Utilitarianism, we can say that, by accommodating an agent’s moral 
feeling only when they are in accord with utility is an indication of a 
failure to recognize that such feelings are often expressions of the 
agent’s own projects and commitments. Thus, to achieve an objective 
standard of right action, utilitarianism ultimately sacrifices the agent’s 
integrity by making right action irrelevant to those projects and 

commitments. 
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Child labor participation rates are generally reduced and the 

tendency of the world Economic growth, some economists said. The 
Basu (1999), refers to the Decreasing trends in participation rates for 
children, 10-14 years, between 1950 and Basu notice of us for the 

(1999) 2010 is a more important thing is that after 1990 Child labor is 
generally declining trend in the world is an extraordinary speed. Over 
the years, the impact of child labor, economic growth began to be felt 
apparently the entry of FDI in developing countries is growing and 
becoming more open Trade. Although statistics show a decreasing 
trend in the world of child labor, detailed with the growing regional 
studies on child labor participation rates in order to get some clues 
Economic growth in those areas. 

 Swaminathan (1998), according to economic growth Increase 
the demand for child labor; during the absence of the government 
Intervention in the labor market will be open to child labor. Edmonds 
(2002b), considering The per capita cost, represents the most 
impoverished child labor To change or not will depend on the per capita 
expenditure of households. In Such Tuesday (2003), Kak (2004), 

Kambhampati, Ranjan (2005), some of the studies, which Progressive 
platform that helps to hold the child labor participation rates Economic 
Development.  

Tesfay (2003) finds significant results regarding child labor At 
the beginning but declined to increase the participation rates of 
economic growth PCGDP 1000 dollars or more to have the following 
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steps in developing countries. Kak (2004) discovered that the only 
factor explaining the level of economic development the size of the child 
labor participation rates and the non-linear relationship between 
Toeach other. Kambhampati, Ranjan (2005) refers to the balance 
between the impact of Economic growth in the demand for child labor 
and to increase the impact of economic growth that reduced the supply 
of child labor. 

Research studies on the impact of child labor participation rates of 

economic growth In addition to the literature, take part in 
globalization. The studies focus on two subjects. One of them is that 
they are looking at the impact of the growth of child labor. Other they 
are looking at the effect of openness to trade and FDI on child labor 
Participation rates in developing countries. It is to be seen in the 
number of investigations By considering factors such as globalization 
has brought economic growth and the impact of child labor 
participation rates are not enough observations. However, studies more 
open trade and child labor, the effects of the entry of FDI impugn have 
an important place in literature. 

In their cross-country study, Cigno and all (2002) suggests a negative 
relationship between Child labor and trade. Kucera (2002) measures 
the impact of FDI on child labor Participation rates and the level of 
child labor is an important local standard To foreign investors. 

SHELBURNE (2002) finds that opens if the global economy It becomes 
larger and this causes to reduce trade and in accordance with the 
increase in per capita the prevalence of child labor. Using a panel of 
Vietnamese families, Edmunds and Pavcnik (2002) 's findings show 
that less child labor associated with the increased market integration. 
Busse and Braun (2004) found a negative relationship between FDI and 
child Labor. Neumayer and Soysa (2005) states that some of the 
evidence has a high stock of FDI in the commercial side of the open or 
even fewer events Child labor. Edmunds and Pavcnik (2006) explore 
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the relationship between trades, in the wake of a nation is measured by 
the openness of child labor. According to their Findings, most of the 
countries, child labor, and low business.Kis-Katos (2007) gets an 
empirical relationship between trade and child labor. 

According to her, the children reductions are associated with increases 
in trade openness Labor. Bonnal (2007) the link between trade 
openness, as the panel data approach Child labor and the more he 
learns the trade and the countries have a higher stock FDI has a low 

child labor. IRAM and Fatima (2008), to use the multivariable 
vector,for the investigation of the causal links between the openness of 
the FDI auto regression (LCJ) Model Trade and child labor. Openness 
to trade and know they export sector raises Increase the demand for 
child labor. On the other hand, FDI can reduce the incidence of child 
labor. Davis and VOY (2009) to measure the impact of FDI on the child 
using instrumental variable methods of labor. They find that it has a 
negative effect on FDI Child labor; however, they differed from the 
endogenous FDI in this show, and have the effect of FDI per capita 
income is channeled through its effect. In this paper, we empirically an 
important linkage between child labor to examine And participation 
rates specified in Appendix 92 of globalization in developing countries. 
In particular, we focus on three questions: 1 - whether income is an 
important determinant of the duration of the globalization of the 

development of the child labor participation rate Countries? 2 - Shows 
whether the interaction with different features at different stages of 
Economic Development? 3 - Globalization that leads to more child labor 
or employment? 

After the introduction of the theoretical framework and review of the 
literature was performed after the methodology and the data source. 
Finally, decisions and at the end of the conclusions of the paper argue 
that the 
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The theoretical frame and the literature  

The rule of thumb, we will attempt to show that the causes of child 
labor For economic reasons. Moreover, we inquired, "How to continue 
to be affected by child labor Economic growth ", there is a globalization 
in developing countries Condition. As seen in Figure 1, there are two 
dimensions to create child labor As both demand and supply-side policy. 
The first of them is made up of a number of factors to identify the 
supply of child labor and housing decisions in the triangle defined 
Government decisions and poverty. The second is made up of a number 
of factors affecting According to the dynamics of growth and 

development of the demand for child labor to integrate with the global 
economy, financial. The effects of economic growth According to the 
variation in the duration of the development of the child labor supply 
conditions Factors that affect. 

The results of the development of the supply side of the problem of 
child labor Poverty, housing, and phenomena such as government 
decisions. Income levels Play a vital role in the triangle between the 
countries. A strong negative relationship between the incidence of child 
labor and household income (Fallon and Tzannatos, 1998; Udry, 2003). 
Notice that most studies of child labor One of the most important 
factors in determining child labor (ILO household's poverty, 1992; 
Grootaert and Kanbur, 1995). Basu and Van (1998) argues that poverty 
forces The parents did not see any alternative choice to send their 
children to work from. It will Poverty and inequality in society, the 

incidence would have to be specified when Child labor (; Grootaert and 
Kanbur, 1995 UNICEF, 1986) increases. Kruger (1996) found a 
decrease in child labor, the prevalence of national income sharply. 
According to him, with the economy negatively related to child labor 
Development.In addition, the governments of wealthy countries to have 
more strictly controlled labor standards and better-working conditions. 
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Government’s Developing countries often lack the resources to enforce 
bans on child labor. 

The governments of the world to develop this condition when the arrest 
notice Child labor practices. At this uncertainty, the rich countries will 
be effective when you register for the developing countries in reducing 
child labor, using the threat of trade sanctions the global economy 
(Edmonds, 2002) in. So governments to ban child labor or the children 
go to school and encourage them to work instead through higher 

subsidies the costs of schooling. In addition to this, a thought of 
compulsory education Instrument for governments to work (Lopez-
Calva, 2001) in order to prevent children from. To create a child may be 
affected by the globalization of the sources of economic growth the 
demand for labor.  

The effect of a period of growth in the demand for child labor In 
addition to the hidden dynamics of the developed countries of the world 
has started Comparative advantage of countries. According to Heckser- 
Ohlin framework, development unskilled labor abundant countries 
have a comparative advantage and at the same time, they are exporters 
of goods that are produced intensively unskilled workers. Kruger (1996) 
indicated that trade between the countries on the comparative Benefit. 
Users only unskilled labor comparative advantages of globalization 
through the Intensive sectors, especially in the rural sector, the labor 

standards in developing countries, but also at the end of the 
competition can lead to erosion. This is known as a race to the bottom 
Literature (Singh, Zammit, 2004) hypothesis. But the long-term capital 
Movements from developed countries to developing countries are 
concerned, the labor the standard comparative advantage in developing 
countries plays an important role. It  Neglect of labor standards, low 
wages and the vast developing countries, known as the Child labor, 
especially unskilled labor supply, are considered a haven Foreign 
investors. A country with a high gain competitive advantage over 
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others the extent of child labor by cutting costs. With trade 
liberalization, FDI Growth Entering child labor and their wages 
(Edmunds and increase the demand of Pavcnik, 2006). This is likely to 
increase the cost for the children to go to school. The Parents about 
sending their children to school or to support decision and to work with 
parents (Rajan, 2001) are more likely to send their children to work. 
The "Substitution effect" (Davis and VOY, 2009) called. It is known as 
Replacement The effects of globalization are expected to increase the 

supply of child labor. Unskilled labor in developing countries has a 
comparative advantage, The absence of their growth-intensive sectors. 
These limitations are caused by rising wages and labor standards 
increase.  

Depending on the relative growth of real wages The rate of return in 
the trade by the openness of unskilled labor. Unskilled labor According 
to the time of the supply of labor to develop long-term capital 
movements Standards of universal laws (Singh, Zammit, 2004) 
converge. This development In order to have a preference for either of 
the higher earnings, higher earnings and the main triggers or relax. It 
is an alternative choice for housing should be considered as an 
existence As a result of the decisions and reduces child labor. In other 
words, Edmonds (2002) Globalization can increase the income of poor 
families, the Additional income of parents reduces the labor of their 

children and a cause the more of them the opportunity to send to 
school. They are often "income effect" is called and it's known that 
commercial income effects are expected to reduce the need for the 
incidence of child labor (Kis-Katos, 2007). In developing countries, child 
labor is increasing pressure Substitution effect and the income effect of 
decreasing economic times Growth. The net effect depends on the case, 
either. We will use this Substitution and income effects of the economic 
model that we describe in our study Department findings and 
arguments. 
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Conclusion 

This paper attempts to explain the effects of globalization on child 
labor, with particular Paying attention to the issue of an unidentified 
literature; the positive impact of globalization An entry-level child 
labor. While addressing this issue, we've focused on considering the 
income levels of their openness to the entry of FDI in Business Ratios. 
In addition, the rich and poor countries, such as paper, in the rural area 
ratios stress the importance of some variables to indicate the separation 
PCGDP2 the geographical characteristics of the countries. We've been 

set up, including a cross-country model and the effects of the four 
combinations of the variables analyzed separately stages. The findings 
will be summarized in threefold. First, child labor will be reduced 
between PCGDP are more of the selected sample of developing 
countries, and in a certain later The threshold income level, 7500 
dollars, the child began to increase the labor force participation rates. 
Second, countries with high FDI penetration is associated with high 
levels of child Labor participation rates. And thirdly, the negative 
relationship between openness to the Trade and child labor. 
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Millions are humans are devastated by HIV / AIDS through out the 
world. • WHO estimates in 2009 – 33.4 million, 2.7 actor new 
infections, 2 actor deaths annually; UNAIDS – 60 millions adulterated 
and 25 actor died so far. • India is not allowed from this epidemic; 2009 
estimates - 2.47 actor humans adulterated beyond all the 28 states in 
India; about 0.25% of citizenry • Several accomplish were taken to 
accord with this epidemic, and the new infections are decidedly 
reduced. 1 

HIV and AIDS are a austere claiming for the developing as able-bodied 

as the developed world. India, with an estimated 5.206 actor humans 
active with HIV in 2005, accounts for about 69 percent of the HIV 
infections in the South and South-East Asian region. This is admitting 
it getting a low prevalence country with an all-embracing developed 
HIV prevalence amount of 0.91 percent. 2 

India has six top prevalence states - Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, 
Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Manipur and Nagaland. Of these six states, 
Andhra Pradesh has recorded the accomplished prevalence of two 
percent a part of the antenatal dispensary attendees and 22.8 percent a 

                                                             
1Kumaraswamy, N. et. al. (2007). Financial Burden of health services for people with 
HIV/AIDS in India. Indian Journal of Medial Research, 12(6), 509-517 
2Bharat, S. (2011).A analytical analysis of HIV/AIDS-related stigma and bigotry in 
India: Current under-standing and approaching needs. Journal of Amusing Aspects of 
HIV/AIDS, 8(3), 138-149. 
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part of STD dispensary attendees in 2005. Socio-economic appulse 
assay  

Globally, the adverse socio-economic appulse of HIV and AIDS is 
arresting at the household, sectoral, and at the macro level. Given the 
low all-embracing HIV prevalence in India, there has not been any 
significant accomplishment to abstraction the appulse comprehensively. 
Focus so far has been on belief the appulse at the akin of the alone and 
the households.  

A absolute ‘Socio-Economic Appulse of HIV and AIDS’ study, was 

sponsored by UNDP and NACO, and undertaken by NCAER. This 
abstraction adjourned the appulse of HIV at the akin of households 
application domiciliary survey. It aswell adjourned the appulse on 
baddest sectors (industry, agriculture, bloom and tourism) and 
fabricated projections of acceptable appulse at the macro akin 
application CGE modeling. The findings at the domiciliary level, which 
are appear in this volume, were based on assay of abstracts from an 
absolute primary assay conducted by NCAER in the six high-prevalence 
states. The assay was supplemented with advice aggregate through 
focus accumulation discussions and case studies. The different aspects 
of the abstraction cover the ample sample size- about 8,000 households 
– and the absolute attributes of the assay which ranges from the bread-
and-butter appulse in agreement of consumption, accumulation and 
bloom costs to the appulse on education, bloom and akin of stigma and 
discrimination. 3 

The findings of such can studies accord to able and affirmation based 
planning. This abstraction is abnormally able-bodied timed because its 
findings can adorn the third National AIDS Control Programme, which 
is currently getting finalised.  
                                                             
3Kapilashrami, A. &McPake, B. (2012). Transforming babyminding or reinforcing 
hierarchies and competition: analytical the accessible and hidden transcripts of All-
around armamentarium and HIV in India 
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Data and methodology 

For every HIV domiciliary surveyed in a village/urban block, three non-
HIV households acceptance to agnate socioeconomic strata were 
interviewed. This arrangement was called to abate the about-face in the 
non-HIV sample and baddesta ample amount of households with 
analogous characteristics to anniversary HIV household. This 
arrangement was as well influenced by bread-and-butter 
considerations.  

Overall, the assay covered 2,068 HIV households and 6,224 non-HIV 

households advance over the rural and burghal areas of the six HIV 
highprevalence states .The amount of PLWHA interviewed was college 
at 2,385, back wherever there were added than one developed PLWHA 
in a family, an added being was interviewed. The amount of changeable 
and macho respondents, were 1,043 and 1,342 respectively4.  

The claiming of administering a assay of this attributes lies in anecdotic 
Persons Active with HIV and AIDS (PLWHA) and accepting their 
accord for an interview. The account of PLWHA accessory VCTC at 
government hospitals was not provided to the NCAER aggregation for 
affidavit of acquaintance and to account the rights of the PLWHA. 
Keeping in apperception the ethical issues and the admonition of the 
Institutional Review Board at NCAER, abutment was enlisted from the 
counsellors of the Accompaniment AIDS Control Societies and 
assembly of the NGOs alive in this field. By advantage of alive with the 
PLWHA directly, the counsellors and NGOs were acute to their needs 

and were aswell able to accretion the assurance of the PLWHA. 
Moreover, they were aswell able-bodied qualified for administering the 
interviews. These counsellors and NGOs approached the HIV 

                                                             
4Finn, M. &Sarangi, S. (2008). Superior of activity as approach of governance: NGO 
allocution of HIV absolute bloom in India. Amusing Science & Medicine, 66, 15681578. 
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households with whom they were in blow and conducted the interviews  
subsequent to accepting accord from the PLWHA. 5 

For the beyond states such as Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu 
and Maharashtra, 400 HIV households were fatigued per state. Back 
Nagaland and Manipur are abate states, 450 HIV households were 
fatigued for both states. For the non-HIV households, a advertisement 
of households in the locality/village was acclimated to baddest the 
sample. A best of 150 households were listed in anniversary called apple 
and in burghal areas, about 100 households were listed in anniversary 

block.  

Nine case studies and six Focus Accumulation Discussions (FGDs) were 
conducted in adjustment to aggregate advice that would supplement 
the findings of the quantitative survey. The six FGDs (one FGD in 
anniversary state) were conducted with the associates of the Network 
of Positive People. While the case studies helped in capturing problems 
like stigma and discrimination, the findings from FGDs were 
advantageous in confirming quantitative findings and to added analyse 
abstracts from the domiciliary survey. Profile of the sample6 

The sample mostly included households that had low assets and 
educational levels. Though the HIV and non-HIV households aggregate 
agnate socio-economic characteristics, in comparison, the nonHIV 
domiciliary active were bigger accomplished and aswell had a hardly top 
boilerplate anniversary income. The boilerplate anniversary domiciliary 
assets wasRs. 47,260 for the sample HIV households in allegory to Rs. 

48,900 for the non-HIV households. In agreement of education, 27.8 
percent of active of the HIV households were benighted as compared to 
19.9 percent of the active of the non-HIV households.  

                                                             
5Charles, B., et al. (2012). Association amid stigma, abasement and superior of activity 
of humans active with HIV/AIDS (PLHA) in South India – a association based 
cantankerous exclusive study. BMC Accessible Health, 12: 463. 
6 Ibid.p.34 
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• But the socio-economic cachet of the humans active with HIV / AIDS 
(PLHA) is acutely restricted, clumsy to participate as according 
citizens. • Worse still, the PLHAs acquisition it difficult to admission 
the abutment systems that are all-important for their wellbeing. • The 
after-effects are not alone to the alone PLHAs but aswell to the 
association at large.  

• Number of studies accept advised the amusing affair of stigma and 
how it is adverse the accustomed activity of PLHAs. Others accept 
advised the cerebral agony that the PLHAs go through. • The purpose 

of the abstraction is to appraise the admission of socio-economic factors 
on PLHAs in the city-limits of Hyderabad in India (a all-around IT-
hub) ▫ Specifically examines the appulse of their banking situation. 7 

Literature • Several studies accept advised HIV communicable in India, 
accoutrement altered aspects. Some of them are: • Stigma (Sivaram, et. 
al., 2009; Bharat, 2011) • Abasement and cerebral furnishings (Charles, 
et al., 2012; Aggarwal, 2008) • Amusing after-effects (Mawar, et al., 
2005; Kumarasamy et al., 2007 – ancestors effect) • Gender aftereffect 
(AIDS care, 2011) • Superior of activity and accounts (Finn &Sarangi, 
2008; Longmire-Avital et al., 2012) • Comparison with leprosy 
(Stevelink et al., 2011) 8 

Literature • Other studies accept covered the action and abutment 
policies. Some of them are: • Role of association (Nayak and Panda, 
2012) • Amusing basal (SivarammZelaya and SriKrishnan, 2009) – 
voluntarism, association participation, amusing networks to support. • 

Ability in HIV issues (Bradely et. al., 2011) • Ancestors abutment 
(Kumarasamy et al., 2007) • NGOs and allotment 
(Kapilashrami&McPake, 2012)  

                                                             
7Bradely, J., et. al. (2011).Changes in HIV knowledge, and socio-cultural and animal 
attitudes in South India from 2003-2009. BMC Accessible Health, 11(6), S12, 1-8.  
8Longmire-Avital, et al., (2012). Financial Hardship and life satisfaction among aging 
African Americans with HIV, Journal of HIV/AIDS & Social Services, 11, 363-374 
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Method • Sample is fatigued from a part of the HIV / AIDS adulterated 
bodies who accept chargeless medical affliction offered by an NGO’s 
activity through its care-andsupport clinic. • Nireekshana ACET (AIDS 
Care, Education & Training) is a association based activity based in 
Hyderabad to accommodate a compassionate affliction and abutment to 
PLHA, application a holistic admission – has altered association 
projects as well. • A acceptable sample of 73 was called as the 
respondents were those accepting medical care; abstracts was calm 
through a structured account method; questions focused on their socio-

economic status.  

Findings – sample characteristics • Education: illiterates (24%), 
primary (27%), top academy (42%), graduates and aloft (7%). • 
Occupation: Unemployed / circadian workers (47%), approved low paid 
clandestine jobs (37%), own business (8%), amusing artisan (1%), govt. 
(2%) others (5%) • Gender: Men (72%), Women (18%) • Personal 
Monthly Income: No assets (26%), Rs 13K (26%), Rs 3-5K (29%); Rs 5-
10K (18%); Rs>10K (1%) • Ancestors Monthly Income: No assets 
(10%), Rs 1-3K (28%), Rs 3-5K (33%); Rs 5-10K (25%); Rs>10K (4%); 
boilerplate assets is about Rs 5K (about $25 per week) 9 

Findings – Amusing Factors • Aeon of infection: one year (8%), 2-5 
years (42%), 6-10 years (40%), 10 years or added (10%); boilerplate aeon 
of analysis was about 6 years. • Admission to basal amenities: Food, 
shelter, water, clothes – Nil (1%), Bound admission (9%) Admission 
(90%) • Household expenses: akin their assets or added – no 

achievability of accumulation at all • Medical expenses: chargeless 
account at the NGO activity medical clinic, including counselling 

                                                             
9AIDS affliction (2011). Socio-demographic factors associated with accident to followup 
of HIV adulterated women accessory a clandestine area PMTCT affairs in Maharastra, 
India. DOI: 10.1080/09540121.2010.516348.  
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sessions; about carriage costs are significant; and aswell for emergency 
if dispensary was bankrupt 10 

• I am an Auto disciplinarian by profession and afterwards I activated 
absolute for HIV, my bloom has worsened and I’am clumsy to drive my 
auto and access my circadian balance on canicule if I am ailing 
(Balaiah)  

• I acclimated to plan as a labourer afore I got afflicted by HIV. I now 
plan as vegetable bell-ringer whenever my bloom permits me to go out 
of my abode (Dasharath)  

• Afterwards loosing my Husband to AIDS and getting adulterated 
myself, me and my accouchement would accept gone through actual 
boxy time after my brother’s support; he yield affliction of all our 
banking abutment (Varalaxmi)  

• I am actual ailing afore I approached this burghal dispensary 
(Nireekshana) and I admitting I would die but I am actual beholden to 
this dispensary who accept taken affliction of me and helped me and my 
ancestors (Janga)11 

Findings – arbitrary of appulse • HIV adulterated humans are usually 
poor humans – lower end of the strata in the society; beneath 
accomplished • Most assisting / assets earning years of their activity is 
abnormally afflicted – appulse on ancestors • Appulse is both concrete 
and cerebral • Job opportunities are acutely bound – mostly circadian 
workers involving concrete plan and biking • Ancestors activity is 
abashed and ache become ad added amount / amount to already poor 

families • Employed PLHA will accept added money, and abreast 

                                                             
10Nayak, L. M. & Panda, B. (2012). Role of community care center in providing support 
services to people living with HIV / AIDS (PLHIV): A case of Delhi. Asian Journal of 
Multidimensional Research, 1(3), 29-38.   
11Stelink, S. A. M., et al. (2012). Stigma and social participation in Southern India: 
differences and commonalities among persons affected by leprosy and persons living 
with HIV/AIDS. Psychology, Health & Medicine, 19, 35 
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accustomed activity • Coping / Abutment structures ▫ Ancestors and 
association abutment – cerebral and banking ▫ Medical accessories and 
affliction by NGOs ▫Counselling accessories offered by NGOs  

Implications • Policy Makers – to adjudge whom absorb in designing 
the programmes • NGOs – analytical role in acknowledging PLHA and 
liaising with altered agencies • Families – play analytical role in 
accouterment abutment to PLHAs • PLHAs – abandoned action will 
not help; should yield ancestors and association abutment • Holistic 
and multi-agency solutions - all-important for able affliction of PLHAs 
12 

 

 

 

                                                             
12Mawar, N., et al. (2005). The third phase of HIV pandemic: Social consequences of 
HIV / AIDS stigma & discrimination & future needs. Indian Journal of Medical 
Research, 122: 471-484. ; 
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Abstract  

Guwahati, the gateway to the North East India is situated on 
the Bank of mighty river Brahmaputra. In recent times, Guwahati City 
is developing in all aspects and the population is also increasing very 
rapidly. The tremendous population pressure on land along with 
frequent and undesired landuse and Landcover change has led to 
degradation of the natural environment of the city. The population in 
the Guwahati Metropolitan Area has grown more than 6.5 times 
between 1971 to 2011, which are now 968549 persons as per 2011 
census. As a result various types of environmental related problems are 
increasing.  

The topography of the city it is from plain to undulating where 

the number of hills and wetlands are located. But with the rapid growth 
of population these hills and wetlands are encroached gradually 
creating several problems like growth of slums, flash flood, landslide, 
drainage and sewerage etc. Therefore, at present the city urgently 
needs a systematic and scientific planning to stop the unplanned and 
haphazard growth of the city and to mitigate various other related 
problems.  

With this background, an attempt is made in this paper to study 
and analysis the landuse and landcover (LULC) pattern and 
encroachment in the hilly areas led several environmental problems in 
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Guwahati. The study is mainly based on secondary data collected from 
census of India, Town and Country Planning, Guwahati Metropolitan 
Development Authority along with some other relevant official 
documents and satellite imageries for different time period i.e. 1991, 
2000, 2010 and 2009  are used respectively for better spatial analysis 
along necessary field study. GIS software is used here for better 
interpretation of the data. 

Key words: Landuselandcover ,Encroachment, environmental 

degradation, topography. 

Introduction  

Landuse landcover change is a global phenomena with varying 
intensity depending on the population pressure on a particular spatial 
unit. Due to the increasing number of human population with relation 

to the requirement of land for performing different anthropogenic 
activities landcover is changing frequently along with landuse. This is 
more prominent in urban areas with thick population density compared 
to other human settled areas.As a result a number of changes are 
taking place in the urban areas causing the acceleration of various geo-
environmental problems. Guwahati being the largest urban centre of 
the north eastern part of India is also not exception to this nature of 
land use land cover change. The present study has been taken up in 
order to understand the changing pattern of land use and land cover in 
Guwahati city and its related problems emerge due to the fast 
urbanization process thereon. 

Study area  

Guwahati, the greatest urban centre of North East India is 
located between 91024I E to 91051I E longitude and 2605I N to 26012I N 

latitude on the southern bank of the mighty river Brahmaputra. It is 
surrounded by Nalbari district in the north, Darrang and Morigaon 
district in the east, Meghalaya stste in the south and Goalpara and 
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Barpeta district in the west. The region is delineated under GMA 
constitute area of Guwahati Municipal Corporation (GMC), North 
Guwahati Town Committee, Amingaon Census Town and 21 revenue 
villages. The total area covered under GMA is approximately 264 km2 . 
The municipal limit of the city during the period increased from 43.82 
sq. km in the year 1971 to 216.79 sq.km in the year 1991 and in 2011 
the total area is 262sq.km. 

Objectives 

The study is mainly focusing on the following objectives: 

1. To observe the spatio-temporal pattern of landuse and landcover 
change in Guwahati city  

2. To analyse the causes of landuse and landcover change and  its effect 
on the city environment. 

Database and methodology 

This study is mainly based on both primary and secondary data 
sources. Primary data source includes field survey and secondary data 
source includes reports from government departments, statistical 
handbooks, census reports and reports from research organizations. 
Satellite imageries are used to detect spatio-temporal change in LULC 
i.e. Land sat 5 and Land sat 8(30m) and SRTM Dem (90m) along with 
LISS III imagery of 1991, 2000 and 2009. For spatial analysis 
techniques in Arc GIS 9.3 is used for classification of image to interpret 
the LULC of Guwahati. Temporal landsat imageries were classified into 
builtup and non builtup area using supervised classification and the  
other hand height above 71 meters above mean sea level is extracted 
from SRTM DEM data as hilly region .using spatial analysis techniques 
in arc GIS both the classified image and hill extracted image were 
overlay and processed .Conducting high accuracy surveys for 
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establishing ground reference points to be used to create very accurate 
GIS based spatial data and attribute data, topographic surveys. 

Analysis and discussion: 

Guwahati, the gateway of North east India is undergoing the 
consequent boom in population and construction activities  since the 
last couple of decades. This process has pushed the city’s fragile 
environment comprising its forested hills to the brink. The haphazard 
and unplanned urbanization and the phenomenal growth of population 
over the past few decades, beginning from the shillong in the state 
capital to Guwahati from Shillong in the early 1970s have resulted in 
continuous and large scale conversion of land from non urban use to 

urban use. The entire process of urbanization is leading to landuse and 
landcover change and rampant encroachment in the hills and shrinkage 
of forest cover within the city boundary. Aggressive illegal occupation 
on government land (i.e hills, forests and wetlands) has become a 
disturbing trend in the city. 

As per the 2011 census the total population of Guwahti is 963429 
within an area of 262sq.km which was only 100707 at the year 1961. 
Due to the rapid population growth in the city LULC is changing 
rapidly and the rate ofencroachment is also increasing day by day. This 
leads to environmental problems within the city boundary. Out of the 
total city dwellers 8681 are permanent structure, while 7510 and 10794 
are semi permanent and temporary structure respectively.(Records 
from the state soil conservation dept). The total forest cover in the hills 
now is almost 13.60%. Of the 7023 hectares of hill land, 2642 hectares 
fall undersss reserve forests(RFs).but much of even the reserve forest 

lies destroyed and degraded due to encroachment  tree-felling.From 
1996 to 2014 the urban area is increasing from 3873 hact. To 10224 
hact .Which is also very much related to encroachment of hills, as a 
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result it is also increasing from 6.3 % to 21.2% respectively .It is only 
because of the increasing population pressure on the city. 

Location map of Guwahati city along with LULC map for the year 
1991,2000 and 2009. 

 

Table1: Showing percentage of major land use and land cover change in 
Guwahati Metropolitan Area from 1991 to 2009 

Sl.no Landuselandcover change 2000 2009 
Percentage of 
change over 1991 

Percentage of 
change over 2000 

1 Trees and shrubs -22.53 -1.72 
2 Dense vegetation -4.88 -26.23 
3 Highly dense settlement 56.15 23.85 
4 Low density settlement  -5.83 2.65 
5 Open area -0.7 -16.71 
6 Waterbody -9.44 -4.97 
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Source: Based on satellite imageries of Guwahati city 1991,2000 and 
2009. 

Table2: Showing total urban area of Guwahati along with 
encroachment on the hills within city boundary. 

Year Urban 
area(hac) 

Total Hill 
area 
(above 
71mamsl) 

Hill 
encroachment(hac) 

% 
Encroachment 
on the hills 

1996 3873 3776 238.0 6.s3 
2003 4815 3776 423.8 11.5 
2010 7717 3776 587.2 15.6 
2014 10224 3776 802.8 21.2 
Source: Computed from the satellite data( Landsat 5 & 8 and SRTM 
Dem data) 

There are 18 hills within the Guwahati city which are snow 
bursting with a population of 1.23 lakh (2001), this incidentally was the 
city’s population in 1971.There are as many as 75 villages in the hills , 
consisting of almost 26985 households. 

Unplanned settlement and encroachment in the hills have led to 
inevitable fallouts like deforestation and severe degradation of soil. 
Unrelenting deforestation ,earth –cutting ,haphazard construction of 
houses, innumerable  roads and footpaths on the steep slopes have led 
to disastrous consequences like erosion ,landslide, artificial floods and 
water-logging.Construction of temporary and permanent structures has 
left permanent scar on the hill landscapes of the city Among  these 
earth-cutting has been a serious problem with the hills.As a result, the 
hill ecosystem and the city environment has undergone are radical 
transformation due to earth cutting and filling up of low land alone 
with heavy erosion by torrential rain on the hill terrain.Due to the 

cutting of hills by the encroachers and unscrupulous person , the drains 
are clogged with mud and silt even after a brief silt of rain which adds 
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to the water logging problem.Despite this, people are living on the hills 
without taking conservation measure . This puts them at great risk. 
Unscientific hill-cutting and unplanned construction of the houses are 
the root cause of landslide and silting of drains .As per the study of the 
soil conservation department the city’s hills were made of fragile 
alluvial soil , which is unsuitable for human habitation without taking 
adequate protective measure. 

Table3: Area under different geomorphic units in Guwahati. 

Sl. no Geomorphic units Percentage of area under 
each unit 

1 Valley 42.90 
2 Alluvial plain 28.89 
3 Denudational hill 19.96 
4 Pediment/ Buried pedimont 3.56 
5 Sand bars 1.94 
6 Inselberg 1.79 
7 Flood plain 0.95 
Source: CGWB, 2006 

Table 4: Landusein Guwahati 

Sl.no Types of Land use Area in sq. kms Area in percentage 
1 Residential 24.00 11.11 
2 Commercial 2.42 1.22 
3 Industrial 3.35 1.55 
4 Public 7.54 3.99 
5 Roads 8.80 4.08 
6 Special use 6.85 3.17 
7 Parks 0.82 0.01 
8 Vacant 80.26 37.16 
9 Unusable land   
10 Water bodies 18.45 8.54 
11 Hills 49.77 28.04 
12 Low lying areas 14.34 6.64 
 Total 216 100.00 
Source: Guwahati Municipal Corporation, 1981 
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With the ever-increasing population growth and increasing the 
number of industrial activity, transport and communication network 
and other built up activities the city’s LULC is changing day by day. 
This leads to decreasing of open space, shrinking of wetlands, frequent 
flooding during rainy seasons, water logging and increasing land, water 
, air and noise pollution within the city boundary.  

Conclusion 

Urbanization is a continuous process and here in Guwahati being 
the largest urban centre along with the economic  hub of entire north 
eastern state , the population will increase rapidly and there is no 
doubt about that. But still proper planning and care of the city 

environment is utmost necessary for better livelihood . There for to 
protect the natural environment within the city a scientific and 
systematic management plan is the need of the hour. Measureslike, 
Large – scale public awareness, Strict rules and laws by government, 
Environmental education, Emphasis on concept of sustainable 
development, Role of local people and NGO.etc are considered to be 
very significant for sustaining better city environment. For such type of 
planning programme GIS and remote sensing will be very effective. 
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Introduction 

  Poverty in India is widespread, and a variety of methods have 
been proposed to measure it. The official measure of Indian 

government, before 2005, was based on food security and it was defined 
from per capita expenditure for a person to consume enough calories 
and be able to pay for associated essentials to survive. Since 2005, 
Indian government adopted the Tendulkar methodology which moved 
away from calorie anchor to a basket of goods and used rural, urban 
and regional minimum expenditure per capita necessary to survive. The 
World Bank has similarly revised its definition and benchmarks to 
measure poverty since 1990, with $1.25 per day income on purchasing 
power parity basis as the definition in use from 2005 to 2013 Some 
semi-economic and non-economic indices have also been proposed to 
measure poverty in India; for example, the Multi-dimensional Poverty 
Index placed 33% weight on number of years spent in school and 
education and 6.25% weight on financial condition of a person, in order 
to determine if that person is poor.  

The different definitions and different underlying small sample surveys 

used to determine poverty in India, have resulted in widely different 
estimates of poverty from 1950s to 2010s. In 2012, the Indian 
government stated 21.9% of its population is below its official poverty 
limitThe World Bank, in 2011 based on 2005's PPPs International 
Comparison Program estimated 23.6% of Indian population, or about 
276 million people, lived below $1.25 per day on purchasing power 
parity. According to United Nation's Millennium Development Goal 
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(MGD) programme 270 millions or 21.9% people out of 1.2 billion of 
Indians lived below poverty line of $1.25 in 2011-2012.  

Poverty in India is a historical reality. From late 19th century through 
early 20th century, under British colonial rule, poverty in India 
intensified, peaking in 1920s. Famines and diseases killed millions each 
time. After India gained its independence in 1947, mass deaths from 
famines were prevented, but poverty increased, peaking post-
independence in 1960s. Rapid economic growth since 1991, has led to 
sharp reductions in extreme poverty in India. However, those above 

poverty line live a fragile economic life. Lack of basic essentials of life 
such as safe drinking water, sanitation, housing, health infrastructure 
as well as malnutrition impact the lives of hundreds of millions.The 
World Bank reviewed and proposed revisions in May 2014, to its 
poverty calculation methodology and purchasing power parity basis for 
measuring poverty worldwide, including India. According to this 
revised methodology, the world had 872.3 million people below the new 
poverty line, of which 179.6 million people lived in India. In other 
words, India with 17.5% of total world's population, had 20.6% share of 
world's poorest in 2011.  

The minister also envisaged 85 percent of India’s population eventually 
living in well-planned, manageable-size cities with proper access to 
water, health, electricity, education, etc. Based on today’s population 
size, which is set to continue to rise, that would mean 600 million 
moving to cities and around 180 million people or their families 

eventually being directly dependent on agriculture for a living. He 
stated that urbanisation constitutes ‘natural progress’. 

 While some argue that unconstitutional land takeovers, the trampling 
of democratic rights in order to pursue a nuclear energy agenda, 
increasing  and unsustainable resource usage, and air and water 
pollution all taking place under the guise of ‘growth’ are adding to the 
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misery and disenfranchisement of the poor, the minister argued that, 
taking Orissa as an example, the poor there had been poor since the 
world dawned and that setting up a steel plant or mining the minerals 
there would only help their situation by providing employment and 
ultimately helping the area to develop.The poverty alleviation rate is 
around the same as it was back in 1991 and even in pre-
independence India (0.8 percent) (2), while the ratio between the top 
and bottom ten percents of the population has doubled during this 
period. According to the Organisation for Co-operation and Economic 

Development, this doubling of income inequality has made India one of 
the worst performers in the category of emerging economies (3).There 
is an implicit and sometimes explicit assertion in some circles that 
anyone who questions the push towards urbanisation, privatisation and 
neo-liberalism in general, which Chidambaram’s model of development 
rests on, ‘lacks perspective’ or is stuck in an outdatedmindset that 
romantics ‘tradition’ and resents ‘progress’ and the private sector. 

Moreover, much mainstream thinking implies that shifting people from 
agriculture to what are a number of already overburdened, filthy, 
polluted mega-cities to work in factories, clean the floors of a shopping 
mall or work as a security guard improves the human condition. Or… 
to live in slum-like conditions and be unemployed or underemployed, 
given that 600 million plus are to be booted from the land to achieve 
Chidambaram’s 85 percent urbanisation figure. After all, there are only 
so many outscourced jobs to be had or mac-sector work to be done. 

It is easy to fall prey to the belief that wholesale urbanisation is 
inevitable and should therefore be forced through by what Vandana 
Shiva criticises as being the biggest forced removal of people from their 
lands in history – and involving on the biggest illegal land grabbing 
since Columbus, according to a 2009 report commissioned by the rural 
development ministry and chaired by the then minister 
RaghuvanshPrasad Singh. Furthermore, if anyone understands history, 
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it becomes apparent that urbanisation was not ‘natural’ and involved 
social engineering and deliberate policies and the unforeseen outcomes 
of conflicts and struggles between serfs, lords, peasants, landowners, 
the emerging bourgousie and class of industrialists, the state and the 
stealing and enclosing of land. The outcomes of these struggles resulted 
in different routes to modernity and levels of urbanisation 

 Of course, there is now a struggle taking place in India. The naxalites 
and Maoists in India are referred to by the dominant class as left wing 
extremists who are exploiting the poor. How easy it is to lump 

legitimate protesters together as such and create an ‘enemy within’. 
How easy it is to ignore the state-corporate extremism across the world 
that results in the central state abdicating its responsibilities by 
submitting to the tenets of the Wall Street-backed ‘structural 
adjustment’ pro-privatisation policies, free capital flows, massive profits 
justified on the basis of ‘investment risk’ and unaccountable cartels 
which aim to maximise profit by beating down labour costs and 
grabbing resources at the cheapest possible costs. That’s the real 
extremism. That’s the extremism that is regarded as anything but by 
the mainstream media. The mainstream assumption is that the coal 
must be mined, the ore extracted, the steel produced and the rivers 
exploited in the name of ‘development’. But who controls this process, 
who benefits and just what type of development ensues 

 Tata, Essar and any number of wealthy corporations are handed over 
the rights to this process via secretive MoUs and the full military 

backing of the state is on hand to forcibly evict peoples from their 
land… all for their own good… all to fuel a wholly unsustainable model 
of development that not only forces folk from their lands, but strips the 
environment bare in the process and ultimately negatively impacts the 
climate and ecology. And the response: this is inevitable, this is 
progress, this is necessary because we have ‘the right’ to develop just as 
the West has and in their image and any social and environmental 
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problems that ensue will be dealt with once we have ‘developed’ once it 
is too late. 

Development, if it is to have any substance, is about the well-being of 
people. A number of well-being surveys indicate that happier societies 
invest heavily in health, welfare and education, are more equal and live 
within the limits imposed by the environment. Many less wealthy 
countries (and wealthy) do well in such surveys because cultural 
priority is placed on family and friends, on social capital rather than 
financial capital, on social equity rather than corporate power. 

 Due to the restructuring of agriculture in favour of Western 
agribusiness, over 250,000 farmers have committed suicide 
in India since 1997. And the corporate-controlled type of agriculture 
being imposed only leads to bad food, bad soil, bad or no water, bad 
health and bad or falling yields Unconstitutional land grabs for SEZs, 
resource extraction, nuclear plants and other projects have additionally 
forced many others from the land. There are already 93 million urban 
slum dwellers in India. How many more if the 85 percent figure of 
people living in cities is to be achieved? 

With economic growth apparently slowing from around eight to nine 
percent annually to estimates that vary between four and six percent, 
just where are the jobs going to come from to cater for India’s 
increasing population, never mind hundreds of millions of former 
agricultural workers?     It would be easy to conclude that farmers 
in India represent some kind of ‘problem’ to be removed from the land 

and a problem to be dealt with once removed. Since when did food 
producers, the genuine wealth producers, become a ‘problem’? The 
answer is when Western agribusiness was given the green light to take 
power away from farmers and uproot traditional agriculture 
in India and recast it in its own profiteering, corporate-controlled 
image. But this is who is really setting the agenda and constitutes part 
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of the ‘progress’ and ‘natural’ move towards depopulating rural areas 
that Chidambaram spoke of.   

 And if it can’t be done via mass suicide and making it economically 
 non-viable to continue farming as a result of world trade policies, ‘free’ 
trade agreements and ‘structurally adjusting’ (ie plundering) 
traditional agricultural practices and economies to ultimately ensure 
petro-chemical farming (and thus oil and the US dollar (10)) remains 
king, let tens of thousands of militia into the tribal areas to displace 
hundreds of thousands, place 50,000 in camps and carry out rapes and 

various human rights abuses. 

And if anyone perceives that this ‘natural progress’ is not based on 
acquiescing to foreign corporations, they should take a look at the 
current corporate-driven, undemocratic free trade agreement being 
hammered out behind closed doors between the EU and India 
(13,14,15).It all adds up to powerful trans-national corporations trying 
to by-pass legislation that was implemented to safeguard the public’s 
rights.Kavaljit Singh of the Madhyam research institute in India argues 
that we could see the Indian government being sued by multinational 
companies for billions of dollars in private arbitration panels outside of 
Indian courts if national laws, policies, court decisions or other actions 
are perceived to interfere with their investments; this is already a 
reality in many parts of the world whereby legislation is shelved due to 
even the threat of legal action by corporations Such free trade 
agreements cement the corporate ability to raid taxpayers’ coffers even 

further via unaccountable legal tribunals, or to wholly dictate national 
policies and legislation. 

Of course, the links between the Monsanto/Syngenta/Walmart-backed 
Knowledge Initiative on Agriculture and the US sanctioning and 
backing of the opening up of India’s nuclear sector to foreign interests 
on the back of a cash for votes scandal in parliament have already 
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shown what the models of ‘development’ being pushed onto people 
really entails in terms of the erosion of democracy and the powerful 
corporate interests that really benefit. 

  Industrial developments built with public money and strategic assets, 
such as energy sources, ports, airports and seeds and infrastructure 
support for agriculture are being sold off. And how is this all justified? 
By reference to GDP growth – a single, narrow definition of 
‘development’ – a notion of development hijacked by economists and 
their secular theology which masquerades as economic ‘science’. 

In India, that dubious measurement in terms of India‘s GDP growth 
has now hit the buffers. Do people really believe India’s future lies in 
tying itself to a moribund system that has so patently failed in the West 
and can now only sustain itself by plundering other countries via war 
or ‘free trade’ agreements, which have little if anything to do with free 
trade? At best, it shows a lack of imagination. At worst, it displays 
complete subservience to elite interests at home and abroad.  

So what might an alternative vision to forcibly removing 600 million 
from rural India under the current warped notion of development 
involve? There are many visions and strategies being pursued. But as a 
basic starting point, the following offers a credible option: 

 Inequality and Destructive Developmentin India 

Upon a foundation of deep spirituality and philosophical treasures, 
proclaiming unity, justice and service, New India, horns honking in 
violation of the good; is racing, no time to spare towards the Alter of 
Materiality and Market Fundamentalism. Under the careful guidance 
of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) The 

Indian government has for the last twenty years or so, (during which 
time the BBC 7/12/11 found “inequality has doubled”), embraced 
market liberalization and the global market; garlanded corporations 
with all manner of subsidies and damned the poor to greater poverty, 
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destitution, suffering and, suicide in the case of farmers: Who by 
inaccurate government figures, that exclude women, Adivasi and Dalit 
people among others, are, in deep despair, committing suicide at a rate 
of two an hour. In a country of 1.2 billion and counting, all the numbers 
are mega. Seen through corporate tinted spectacles India is a 
marketplace unlike any other, and providing business doors stay open 
24/7, the international community – meaning America and her 
bedmates, will allow India to occupy Kashmir, murder, rape and 
displace the needy, and marginalize the marginal: Growth and profit 

the mantra of the times chanted hourly to the market God, headless, 
heartless, all consuming. 

Have-nots and Billionaires 

There are, according to Arundhati Roy, around 450 million Indians 
living in dire poverty, a total equivalent to all the poor in all the 
countries of Africa combined. ‘Dire’ poverty, meaning just existing, 12 
Rupees or 30 (US) cents a day or less does not allow for anything other 
than bare survival. Is it possible to be healthy on such a sum: To eat 
nutritiously – to eat at all, to drink clean water, sleep in clean clothes, 
on a clean bed, brush your teeth with toothpaste, wear shoes whilst 
working, rummaging through waste mountains, or digging drought-
ridden land, is it possible to be happy and retain ones dignity as one 
begs for the 12 rupees. All ‘normal’, recognizable requirements of living 
are regarded as luxuries, the Divine seen as a fresh loaf of bread and 
men women and children, shrouded in anxiety and despair, condemned 

to a life of drudgery and exploitation. In amongst the agony and 
ugliness of such widespread poverty however, there is good news and 
billions of it: The fabulous Forbes list of money-men (what a brilliant 
world that such a list even exists), places India fourth in the world 
league table of the greatest number of billionaires – 61 at the last 
count. With a combined wealth of $250 billion: Billionaires incidentally 
who are rich billionaires, unlike the German or Japanese ones, who are 
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poor by comparison. In addition to billionaires there are around 
200,000 dollar millionaires; between them these billion million mega 
men, they are of course all men (worldwide women make up only 2% of 
billionaires), run the massive Indian corporations that in turn run 
India. 

Middlemen and Women 

At the same time as half a billion men women and children crawl 
through life on their 30 cents a day, a river of rupees flows ceaselessly 
into the judiciary, the body politic and corporate lakes, swelling 
stockholders assets. ‘Gush up’ as Arandhati Roy calls it in ‘Capitalism a 
ghost story’, concentrating she says: “wealth onto the tip of a shinning 

pin on which our billionaires pirouette”. That’s why in a nation of 1.2 
billion, “India’s 100 richest people own assets equivalent to one-fourth 
of the GDP” (ibid). Power and rupees moving unceasingly into the 
pockets of the wealthy and mega rich, who are boosted by what Global 
Research (GR) 3/9/12 state is an “economic system that ensures the 
flow of wealth goes upwards via what academic David Harvey calls 
‘accumulation by dispossession“. The overflow from ‘Gush Up’ feeding 
a new and marvelous middle class, estimated to be between 30 and 50 
million, depending how we define this contemporary social gathering of 
credit card carriers and foreign holiday makers; according to India’s 
Economic Times (ET) 6/2/2011, an annual income of between $70 and 
$300 (quite a broad spectrum), puts one firmly within the comfort 
crease. 

The population of a small to medium size country then; management, 
IT nerds, professional and semi professionals who have adapted very 

well thank you, to hallowed capitalist values. They shun the needy, 
shop and surf, happy to revel on their Harley’s, drink overpriced coffee 
and i-live on their i-phones and tablets. Is it fear one wonders or greed 
that consumes the aspiring revellers, content to watch as their 
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countrymen burn on the Party Pyre. To the utter delight of western 
corporations there is “a huge market being created for the white goods 
and automobile makers, [and] huge demand for the products?” Director 
Rajesh Shukla of the Centre for Macro Consumer Research (CMCR) 
excitedly proclaims, as reported by ET. Mention of such ‘demand’ sends 
tremors of excitement and anticipation through business small and 
large looking east from west; statements sufficient to silence western 
corporate politicians, happy to bury their heads in India’s eight to nine 
per cent GDP figures, and snuggle down; whilst the people of Orissa 

and Kashmir, Jharkhand and West Bengal, starve and are displaced, 
raped, and persecuted. In an economic world that see’s all through the 
simplistic prism of markets and profits, Nation States are recognized as 
vast department stores, markets to be exploited until exhausted and 
returns maximized, the natural environment stripped of all that is of 
value, And what of the people; the rural poor who make up 70% of the 
population and those who crowd into the glowing, overcrowded filthy 
cities: Survive, swim if your fit, sink, drown and fade away if not, and 
quietly please, we’re shopping. 

Growing Inequality Deepening Poverty 

Hailed as the economic miracle nation of out deficit times, blessing the 
very few however, India is ranked by the United Nations Development 
Program (UNDP) 129th of 146 countries on the adjusted Human 
development Index, that accommodates gender imbalance. The number 
of poor people in the country has barely fallen over a 30-year period, 
India Today (22/10/11) state “The Human Development Report 
released by the Planning Commission shockingly revealed that the poor 

in rural India were better fed about 30 years ago.” By the government’s 
own figures 50% of the rural population (836 million) live in poverty, 
surviving somehow on less than 20 rupees (50 cents) a day, 20 cents 
more than those in ‘dire poverty’, but still not what one would call 
comfortable. As I said the numbers are mega, even those supplied by 
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the Government – which of course err on the side of flattery and must 
be taken with a generous helping of salt, however they still put child 
malnutrition at 46%, the highest in the world. GR state that tragically, 
criminally we could say, “Every second child is underweight and 
stunted”. A quarter of the population is, according to GR, “hungry. 
India was [listed] 73rd out of 88 countries in the annual Global Hunger 
Index” – six spots lower than the previous year. “The 2010 
Multidimensional Poverty Index indicated that…. Bihar, Chhattisgarh, 
Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and 

West Bengal have 421 million poor people.” The miracle is that the 
people catching the crumbs from the 61 Club as they fall to earth 
survive at all. 

According to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) India has the BBC report, “the highest number 
of poor in the world,” with the top 10% earning 12 times that of the 
bottom 10%, “compared to six times twenty years ago, i.e. inequality 
under the economic miracle, a nightmare for the 99.9%, is growing and 
apace. A demographic democratic fact that is of course fundamentally 
unjust. There are sub divisions within the divisions as inequality stalks 
the land, the urban wealthy e.g. spending 221% more the BBC report 
than their rural rich cousins, the chasm between city comfortable and 
rural desperate is approaching cosmic proportions. 

Such are the contradictions (and we have barely scratched the divisive 
surface), in a country where a mere 1 – 3% according to 

PalagummiSainath have enjoyed ‘unprecedented success due to 
economic reforms’. The big growth story he maintains, is inequality: ‘It 
has grown faster than any time in the last 50 years’, promising to cause 
what Sainath describes as the ‘ death of democracy’. For inequality is 
fundamentally (socially) unjust and democracy professes, at least in 
principle if not in practice that justice is a founding father, held close to 
it’s battered heart. Diluted of meaning hijacked and perverted, social 
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democracy once idealized now married off to become corporate 
democracy, has failed the 99.9%, in India as in the rest of the world, her 
roots torn out of the social ground in which she was sewn. 
“Democracy… who’s she when she’s at home”? asksArundhati Roy 
ironically in Listening to Grasshoppers.  Attempts to build local 
democratic movements, to resist, to protest, to articulate grievances, 
formulate alternatives are crushed unmercifully by what Sainath terms 
“the most undemocratic global frameworks”, that bulldoze over 
demands for the observation of human rights, the manifestation of 

social justice and expressions of moral decency. 

Still its not all bad news: the richest billionaires in the world are Indian 
and the world’s most expensive ‘house’ – Antilla, a twenty-seven story 
residential abomination, is in Mumbai, built for India’s richest man, 
MukeshAmbani, whose personal wealth is said to be $20 billion. He 
holds a controlling share in Reliance Industries Ltd (RIL), that has 
interests in businesses from oil to stem cell storage, supermarkets to 
schools and of course the media; utilized to create uninformed citizens 
conditioned into making irrational choices. 

Everything Everyone Everywhere 

Throughout India there is a systematic movement towards; the 
commercialization of the countryside, the raping of the land for its 
bounty and the commodification of each and every part of human 
existence, what Arundhati Roy calls “the era of privatization of 
Everything”, the hunt for profit the clarion call to action. And all 
impelled by government stimuli, the state happy to channel corporate 
propaganda, increase quarterly growth figures and expand the business 

model, the corporate democratic ideal into every corner of every mind 
in every village in India. The inevitable albeit unfortunate 
consequences to market fundamentalism, say Mr.Tata, Mr. Vedanta 
and of course Mr.Ambani, being the displacement, death and 
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destitution of obstacles: namely and mainly the Adivasi and Dalit 
people – conveniently demonized as Maoist terrorists, by a government 
waging war not on terror, that it is content to cause, but its own 
citizens, marginalized and disadvantaged, who constitute the poorest 
people in the world.For nothing must stand in the way of the sacred 
cow of progress and gigantic growth, certainly not the uneducated 
troublesome poor; and to wish to obstruct such a noble quest with talk 
of human rights, social justice or environmental concerns is to talk 
humbug in the face of a capitalist crusade that has ‘right’ on its side, 

justifying expressions of might to enforce it. An unchallengeable model, 
beyond alternatives and utopian ideas of sharing and justice, that is 
bathed in a misty glow of polished yet polluted uniformity, where the 
individual is absorbed into the consumer collective and told: Where to 
shop and what to buy, how to love and in which color, what to think 
and when to think it, and, if in doubt tune into your local multinational 
media outlet for an update on corporate global acceptability. 
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Book Review 

“DEVELOPING A PEDAGOGY OF TEACHER EDUCATION” 
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Mudasir Abdullah 
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Preface of The Book:  The book comprises two main parts. Part i is 

concerned with notion of teaching about teaching and highlights 

importance aspects of the knowledge and skills about practice that require 

teacher educators to be more than just good teachers. The content of this 

part is mentioned as below:   

i. Being a teacher educator: A focus on pedagogy 

ii. Teaching: A problematic enterprise 

iii. Making the tacit explicit 

iv. A shared language: Conceptualizing knowledge for a pedagogy of 

teacher education 

v. Principles of practice 

The part ii focuses on learning about teaching drawing attention to how 

student-teachers must recognize and respond to two competing agendas as 

they learn about teaching. The content of this part include the following:  

vi. Being a student of teaching 

vii. From student to teacher: The place of effective reflective practice 
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viii. Student-teacher as researcher: Recognizing and valuing the 

development of professional knowledge 

ix. Learning through experience: Students of teaching researching their 

own practice 

x. Teacher education as a beginning not an end 

xi. Conclusion: Enacting a pedagogy of teacher education 

        In introduction chapter, the author throws light on developing a 

professional knowledge of teacher educator. The main motive of author is 

to develop rationality among the teacher educators through this book. 

        The first chapter deals with Teaching as a complex process. 

According to John Loughran, in teaching, teachers recognise, respond & 

manage things. Teacher education is also to realise what actually the 

teaching is.  

          In the second chapter the author discusses about teacher education 

as a process of transformation of education system in a progressive way 

for the betterment of human world. Teaching needs to be based on 

demonstration rather than a theoretical one. In teaching, teacher and 

student need to know each other.  

         In the third chapter the author has attempted to explain and explore 

how teaching has become intellectually challenging. The positive point of 

this chapter is the understanding that teaching & learning is a matter of 

choice. It inclined that author has a favourable attitude towards the child 

centred approach in teaching and to discover new ways of seeing 
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situations of teaching. Loughran et al (2002), a research project to prepare 

is also called PAVOT which means perspective and voice of teacher, the 

aim of project is to become better informed about possibilities and ways of 

acting and responding of pedagogically. This project throws light in the 

new directions of teaching learning process. There are three outcomes of 

this project. In this project credit goes to author who gives teacher 

educators feedback about teaching and instructional programmes. The 

authors further discuss teaching as problematic enterprise and use of 

modelling and the means for demonstrating practice in modelling. They 

may be planed & un-planned, intentional & un-intentional practices, be it 

good or not. An important concern the author discusses here is that 

modelling can be un-planned & un-intentional practice and the possible 

ways through which effective teaching process can take place. 

      In fourth chapter, the  author discusses making the tacit explicit and 

offer students and the teachers  the teaching opportunities, make teaching 

practical so that they can better understand & relate it to the deliberations, 

questions, issues, concerns & dilemmas that impact the pedagogical 

reasoning underpinning the practice they experience.    

              The utmost concern of author is to develop the teaching 

competency of teacher educator through various parameters to develop the 

teaching profession. The purpose of this chapter is to provide sound 

proficiency among teacher educators .The positive points of this chapter 

include the following:- 

1) Delivery of the content in systematic order. 
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2) Follow up of the strategies & techniques.                                                                                    

3) Teacher educator realizing the teaching in holistic manner.                                   

4) Development of the ability to perform as a teacher in the classroom in 

efficient manner. 

          Loughran, 2005 discussed a distributing practice that can lead to 

positive learning outcome in curriculum & pedagogy. But he has not 

mentioned the other pedagogical abilities like power of observation, 

imagination, and tactfulness, a high sense of duty applicable to himself & 

others and organising ability. 

         In fifth chapter, the author discusses about different and wide views 

on the nature of knowledge. Teaching about teacher’s professional 

knowledge in teacher education is even more intimidating task. Episteme 

is intellectual in nature and unaffected by emotions or desires. It gives 

much importance to knowledge that is often in general form and 

applicable to various specific situations. In phronesis it is also believed 

that practical knowledge is perceivable and concrete in nature. This 

generates purposeful detail, perceptual practical knowledge of rules which 

are used to identify the situation in a systematic manner. Actually author 

did not interpret conceptualizing the pedagogy of teacher education. 

Therefore, it seems appropriate to select mentor teachers for articulating 

teacher’s perspectives of professional content knowledge, program 

principles, summary statements & axioms. Here teachers have more 

opportunities to develop, elaborate and reflect their own expertise 
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particularly professional content knowledge throughout the mentoring 

process than those who are not mentors. 

  In sixth chapter, the author discusses about the principles of practice 

in teaching, creating awareness about the teaching behaviour & its 

impact upon the students. In fact principles of practices should help 

teacher educator & pupil teacher to consciously and systematically lay 

down instructional objectives of teaching. There is utmost need to 

articulate and understanding of practices in teaching. According to J. 

Loughran teaching is a relationship with a way of himself & relating to 

others. The ultimate goal for principle of practice is to overcome the 

different problems of teaching and to create something out of nothing 

(creativity) due to the analogy of familiar & unfamiliar situations. 

             In seventh chapter the author discusses the prospective teachers 

entering pre- service teacher preparation programs with a strong image 

of what teaching entails. Actually, the author has given much emphasis 

to techniques, procedure & knowledge of teaching.  It is agreed upon 

that the author advocates that the pupil teacher in teaching profession 

should have firm determination, commitment to be in teaching. The 

author highlights that teacher preparation programme is expected to 

develop understanding of the psychology. This chapter has been 

designed to offer the developing proficiency in pedagogical analysis of 

content and planning of teaching learning units. 

       In eighth chapter, the author discusses about number of factors 

responsible for effective and reflective practices involved in teaching. 
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In this regard, John Dewey advocates that the learner should be actively 

involved in identifying problems, contemplating solutions, acting upon 

them and analysing the process. Becoming a reflective practitioner is 

not entirely about an awareness of one's personal emotional state in the 

classroom but rather an awareness of reflection and action within a 

cultural and institutional context. Effective and reflective practices 

develop the cognition of a pupil teacher while they tend to think both 

convergently and divergently to solve the complex problems easily. 

The notion of effective and reflective practice works on inquiry of 

unknown materials which can be confronted at surface level. It caters to 

the learning needs of special group children and builds confidence in 

the novice teachers.  

            In  ninth chapter, the author highlights the role of new 

knowledge resulting from the action research to make clear as how to 

focus on practising of pupil teacher .The author points about the typical 

work of student-teachers and their researcher attitude and skills 

necessary for participation in an organisation, developmental activities 

in the community and institutional services. This chapter highlights the 

role of teacher in educational research as the finisher & moulders of the 

precious resources on the earth i.e. child. In collaborative approaches to 

professional learning, teacher can promote school change that extends 

beyond individual classrooms. In this chapter main purpose of author is 

to make teaching an evidence-led & research –based profession.              
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          In tenth chapter, the author emphasises about the intention to 

develop reflective learning experiences among the pupil teacher to help 

them to fully learn new skills & knowledge. The author highlights 

fundamental role of teacher to help the student to identify the situation 

which challenges students through problem solving approach. The positive 

point of this chapter is developing in student-teacher the researcher 

aptitude in teacher education which is focussed on practice of teaching and 

open for new explorations in teaching-learning process. I believe that this 

chapter conveys to professional teachers a new shape in teacher education 

field and personal experience in their teaching which gives a new direction 

to teaching –learning process.  Student teaching experiences provides 

students with an opportunity to put into practice the knowledge and skills 

which he or she will try to develop in the preparation program. 

     In eleventh chapter the author states about the importance of teacher 

education as a beginning for teachers which should be constant with 

changing aspirations, needs and demands of society. Much emphasis in 

this chapter is the need of teacher training to the overall teacher education 

process. Actually teacher education is the professional preparation, in 

pedagogy, of those who want to enter the profession of teaching. The 

author highlights teacher education as an initial task which is quite 

challenging and aims at equipping him with repertoire of skills, 

knowledge, attitude, values and abilities in order to help him perform his 

task effectively. The purpose of the author is to develop confidence in 

teacher educator and accept the challenges of teaching learning process. 
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                In twelfth chapter the author discusses the pedagogy of teacher 

education which has not been set according to the specific rules and 

procedures for what to do, when to do and how to do. There is much 

information about teaching, learning and foundations of practice. The two 

parts of the book give broader detail of knowledge, concepts, ideas and 

practices, to get the shaping of pedagogy of teacher education. The author 

defines pedagogy in teacher education as “knowledge of teaching about 

teaching and knowledge of learning about teaching and how the two 

influence one another in the pedagogic episodes that teacher educators 

create to offer students the teaching experiences that might inform their 

developing views of practice. For developing teacher education the self-

study provides portraits of pedagogies that are vital in constructing an 

understanding the dynamism in teaching. 

             The reason this book was chosen for review is its emphasis on the 

development of teacher proficiency and competence that would enable and 

empower the teacher to meet requirements of the profession and face the 

challenges therein. This book provides significant demonstration as to how 

teacher educators genuinely need to understand that pedagogy of teacher 

education which goes way beyond the transmission of information about 

teaching. This book purposefully portrays and explores the complex nature 

of teaching and learning about teaching and illustrates how important 

teacher educator’s professional knowledge is, and how that knowledge can 

impact teacher education practices. This book is comprised of three parts 

in whole: 1) Developing; 2) Pedagogy; 3) Teacher Education. 
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         The book does not achieve some dimension of teaching 

effectiveness. In broader perspective the book is not grim professional 

skills, sound pedagogical theory and teaching skills. The author has not 

mentioned the purpose of research which could have made instruction at 

teacher education level a systematic activity. This book does not attempt 

to cover a larger number of objectives and fails to throw light on 

alternative models of teaching. The book has not focussed on current 

period researches on the context, presage, process and product variables in 

teacher education. 
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